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FOREWORD

The papers in this publication were prepared for the Workshop on

Controlled and Balanced Growth: Evaluating Community.Impacts of Economic

Growth Proposals sponsored by the Northeast Regional Center for Rural

Development. Several of the papers,,especially the case studies, have been

revised subdtantially since presented at the Workshop.

10
,

This training Workshop was designed primarily for members of the Coop-

erative Extension staff in the 12 Northeastern states who have responsibil-

ities, on an area or regional basis, for edUcational work in community,

resource development-rural development. Attendance was not, however, limited

to this group. The general purpose was to provide information which would`

put Cooperative Ektension staff members in- -a better Position to provide

educational assistance to community leaders who must make decisions about

economic development proposals:
1

The Center is indebted to the agricultural administration at the

University of Maryland, and especially to the Department of Agricultural

and-Resource Economics, for enabling Professor Filmore E. Bender to take a

major leadership role in organizing and conducting the Workshop. He also

assembled the papers for this publication and reviewed them editorially. *--

Professor Bender served as Chairman of the ad hoc Planntng Committee

for the Workshop4 .Other member% were: Robert L. Christensen, University

ofMassachusettsi Walter.E. Coward, Jr., Cornell University; j. Dean Jansma,

Pennsylvania St te University; Jerry J.-Klement, University of Marylandf-Erld1
Kenneth,E. Wing, University,of Maine. Frank M. Goode, Pennsylvania State

University, =sere d-as-alternate for Professor Jansma. Silas B. Weeks,

University of New Hampshire, and the current chairman of the Northeast PUb

ic Policy Committee, met-with the Planning Committee amd arranged a tour

for Workshop participants to the Portsmouth (New Hampshire) tirpan Renewal

and Preservation Project. r

Local arrangements for the Workshop were handled by the Division of

Continuing Education, Conference Department, University of New Hampshire,

burham.

Photographs are by Lesite C. Hyde, member of the Center staff: Lucy 1d

Cunnings provided editorial assistance in the preparation of the papers for

publication. Jocelyn Loh typed the manuscript for this volume.

Figure 3 in the paper by Phillips Foster and Robert E. Menzer is re-

produced by permission of the World Population Society; Figure 5 in the same

paper is reprolyed by permission of the Population Reference Bureau, Inc.

The Workshop on Controlled and Balanced. Growth: Evaluating Community

Impacts of Economic Growth Proposals was sponsored by the Northeast Regional

Center for Rural Development as a part of its program conducted under Section

503 (b) (2), Title V of the Rural Development Act of 1972..

Olaf F. Lai-son

Director, Northeast Regional
Center for Rural Development

x,
10 Atc,AX..
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INTRODUCTION

There is a continuing need in rural America for grOwth and development.

Many workshops and conferences have been devoted to the task of initiating

growth in stagnant or declining areas. This work is needed and will continue

into the foreseeable future. 'However, many rural communities are already

experiencing growth. Often, the growth is too rapid for comfort.

In addition, -many urban and suburban communities must make decisions

concerning the type and rate of growth that will take place. Growth is a

complex problem with, many facets. Economic, sociological, environmental,
and political considerations play a role in the growth of any community.

the purpose of this series of papers and case studies is tO aid indi-

viduals and.Communities to achieve better decision-making :then dealing with

questions Of growth. The first section is deVoted to papers that focus on

the opportunities and problems of growth from different yerspectives. The

.second section is devoted to selec.ked case studies which illustrate the

concepts presented in =-Part I.

Throughout the development of these papers was the underlying assump-

tion that communitiea will be able to make. better decisions about the rate

of growth and the form of growth that-should take place-after-they have-

developed a better framework for analyzing growth. That is, communities

must learn to ask developers and themselves the correct. questions. The

primary purpoSe of this yublication is to aid communities in asking the

"right questions at the right time."

This workbook is the result of the combined efforts of many individuals.

It grew out of a series of discussions and meetings culminating in a Workshop

held at.the New England Center for Continuing Education, Durham, New Hump-

shire, June 16-19, under auspices of the Northeast Regional Center for Rural

-Development, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

Filmore E. Bender
Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics, University'of Maryland;
Chairman, ad hoc Planning Conznittee
for Workshop on Controlled and Balanced Growth
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Aboye, left - Participa.nts from 17 states were welcomed bk Maynard C.

HecIFel, New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Director and member of the

'NERCRD Advisory Committee (Board of 'Directors). Above, right -

Willi.= J. Bellows, University of Maryland, presented an economist's

view:)f economic development. Below, left - Phillips W. Foster,

Up.iversity of Maryland, examined environmental implications of economic

growih. Below, right - John R. Fernstrom, Extension Service, USDA,

discussed information problems in assessing community impacts of econ-

omic (development proposals.
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-Abover left - A- fraineiprk for analyzing the local -fiscal impact of e-con-

cenic- given--by -Frank-M-. -Gooier. Pennsylvania State -UniVer,
Sity._ Above, right - Jr. Dean Jansma, Pennsylvania -States-Universts.syr -ex.!

plained analytical tools-available to assist decision4mak7i.s evaluate -econ-

_ cede growth proposals. BeloW, left 'Ward -W . Bauder-, =Cori-jell --University

anft-Econanic-Research-Serrice!--US_DAI-discus-secLsoo.4.ologicatirsplicatiOns-
,' of -edonanic development. -Belt*, right_ - -WOrkshop _details were- reviewed by

--Olaf F-. Larson- -(- left-), Director, NERCRDr and 3=. er, -University
-of-Maryland-1 chairman-of the lid hoc -damatittee which--p the Workshop:
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THE ECONOMIST'S VIEW OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
OPPORTUNITIES AND PROBLEMS

William J. Bellows

Growth and deEelopment are subjects of widespread discussion and fre-

quently strong opinion. The issues are complex, however, and in some cases

obscure. One of the reasons for the complexity is that in some respects

pressure is being exerted on the resource base. For example, there is great

demand. for land in metropolitan areas. The widespread use of the elevator

in tall buildings has enabled, very intensive use of some land to take place.

The resulting concentration .of people is much greater than could have been

achieved_ without the elevator. When many of-us -want the same fruitd of tech-

nology at the same time, we. find that the facilities are not adequate to -sup-

ply our demands; the results are brown-outs, traffic congestion, inadequate

Parking fapilities, crowded parks, etc.

The purpose of this paper is not to give details on the issues, rules-

of-thumb for_ procedures, or answers to problems. Rather, it is more general

in nature-and consists of two parts,. The first is to raise gome'important

Issues -in-this-area of development. no amswers;, just issues_ Second, it-

is to bring out some of the points in terms of economics'-- at leaat as.

viewed by an economist. The important issues include: \-

1. Income and the possibility to solve, or alleviate, scale of the prob-

e- lems resulting from poverty. 4

2. The local community's fiscal position as it is influenced by taxes--

tax rates, assessments, tax bases, etc. -- and by the cost of serv-

ices which must be provided.

3. Community size; is there an optimum size? Or, is there a maximum

size which is economically efficient?

4. The pressure exerted through real estate taxes to convert land from

low intensity uses to higher ones.

5. The growth - no growth controversy, and

6. Some of the different types of development which might be encour-

aged and their economic implications.

William J. Bellows is Assistant Professor in the Department of Agri-

cultural and Resource Economics, University of Maryland, College Park.
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To discuss these issues it seems important to look at both the oppor-

tunities and the problems; where appropriate, consideration will be given

to the trade-offs involved whenphoicep are made. Before jumping into the

discussion of- the issues with both feet, it might be 'well to spend a few

moments to define -a few terms so that there _will be no misunderstanding of

meaning.

Definitions

Economic development is many things to many people. Although theY may

be similar in many respects, they can be very different. For example,

the construction industry, development may be simply the construction of

buildings -- whether for residential or for business use -- on previously

open land. To others, it might be an urban renewal project or the attrac-

tion of a new business or industry into an area. To still others, it could

be ,the introduction of neitechnology such as a new tractv on a farm or a

new machine in a factory. It might be the introduction of\a. new techriique.

For purposes of this -discussion, it wq'uld be useful to make use of a

-commonly accepted -and understood- concell -or definition of developpent.

veloppent is an increase. in 'xi.- capita output resulting trOm: change or ihno-o

vatiOn. For -_ekaMple,_ the- acquisition and use- of a:new-Machine-or technique

that-resuits in greater output from the- lame-amount of labor -is development,

Similarly_, a new' firm. -or- industry locatinc in an- area and =e0ploying_ preVi-

-outly unemployed labor is- development. It would -be -development even if the

labor were employed initially -but were able to-be more=rproduCtive in the -new

industry.

Development as- defined :here ahould -nat. te confused: with growth. 15-

distinguish_between the two, ,growth refers simply to -of 'some'

variable over time Growth -might refer to the- -increase in the-number of =st*7

dents in -a school, louses- in a dommunity,or -gross national =production of the-

United States-.
'4

Another concept I would like to clarify is that of the community being

coniidered. The economist usually -wants to discuss a community that has some

unity in terms of ecOnomies. That -region may not be the same as= he one de-

fined by political bOundaries -- whether they be town, city-, county, or state.

Similarly, a student of natural resonrces might find an even different set

of boundaries which should be drawn for example, a watershed. -While it is

possible that these three criteria for drawing comfaunity boundaries might

coincide, it is probable that they no

For purposes of discussion here, it makes, sense to consider the commun-

ity to be the one in which planning and action can take place. Thus, the

discussion will be in terms of the political or decision-ma.king comminity,

however that may be defined. In some cases, it will. be simply one, jurisdic-

tion -- a town, or a county, 0: perhaps even a state. In other cases, it

may be a combination of jurisdictions to form a regional jurisdiction for '

one or more purposes. Thus, the terms "area", "local area community", "jur-

isdiction", and "region" all refer to the same thing -- the community in

which the impact of development is being evaluated.

00 -12
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Opportunities Resulting from Development

J
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As development results in increases in per capita output, it is reas-

onable to expect that labor's income will increase. If the problems created

by the rapid and ,Widespread- inflation in the-United States today are ig-

nored, it seems reasonable to assume that 4' - lased incomes resulting

from development are real increases. The . .pnes rise by a greater

amount than do the prices wage earners mu.,,. Real increases in income

are widely viewed as the key to solving many of society's current problems.

Poverty and the associated. problems are freqpently considered subject to

solution through, such income supplement programs as welfare payments, Aid to

Families with Dependent Children and, recently, the negative income tax,

food stamps, and The Family Assistance Plan. All of these programs axe aimed

at providing money (or its equivalent as in the case with food. stamps) to

people who are poor. The presumption behind these programs is that with

money the poor will be able to better themselves by purchasing better hous-

ing, food, medical care, clothing, etc.

Whether or not providing funds to the poor will be sufficient to solve

their problems is not the poiat of this paper. It is probably safe to, say,

however, that some of.their problems cannot be solved without either more

mcney or payments-in-kind such as food Stamps and subsidized housing. To

the extent that development raises the incomes of ,poor people, it carries

with it the opportunity to solve some of the problems associated with -pov-

erty.

Greater Tax Base

As has already been pointed oirt, one way in which development might

take place is for a new firm to move into a community. This type of devel-

opment is- particularly attractive bedause in addition to the immediate, ben-

efits +accruing to the employed labor in the form of higher income, the new

firm's facilities become part of the tax base used for computing real es-

tate taxes. Inasmuch as real estate taxes are the majOr source of revenue

for most local communities, i.e., cities, towns, -and aounties, -an opportun-

ity to increase the base on which taxes are collected represents an- oppor-

tunity to increase revenues without increasing the assessments or the tax

rate. Should additional revenues not be required, there would be an °ippon-

tunity to reduce the tax rate. As any owner of' real estate knows well, the

latter situation is rare indeed. At best, one might hope fox slowing in

the rate of increase of the tax. rate.

In addition to- the tax base -created by the -nW- firM; there may =be _an

increase in the- -amount of -residential real -estate if the -net firmHattradts-

new residents to- the community. This additional real estate would -haYe- the

same -effect -as the -firm's_ facilities did on the tax. baSe.

Inherent Value in Growth

As has already been discussed, there is a tendency to confkise the use

of the words "growth" and "development". By using our terminology, it is not

difficult to see that development might result in growth of a conimunity,
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Whether growth is measured in terms of population,- number of schools, size

of the local government's budget, or some other variable, many measures may

increase due to development. During the 1960's, much acclaim was attached

to simple growth,and each new increase in census figured was applauded as

it were the progress reportf a fund-raising campaign approaching its

There are serious ciestionsaeto whether growth itself should bek

--aimed so enthusiastically. Today, the attitude is considerably less

widespread than it was during the last decade, But if consideration of

merits of growth is postponed for a few momentOwe can say that for thote

who wish to celebrate growth, development provides an opportunity for'growth

to take place.

h

Problems Associated with Development
a

In general, benefits are not realized. 'without incurring costs. Indeed,

in same cases the costs.may exceed the benefits, thus making the expenditure

of fUnds and/or effort to achieve the returns unattractive. Although no rule

can be atated aatO the attractiveness of development, it is worthwhile to

spend a few moments considering some of the problems that might/be associa-

ted with development.

Income Distribution

.
increases in income can hardly be turned around to become a problem in

themselves, particularly from the point of view of the one whose income is

increased. Howeverl,as was pointed out'a.bove, one of the opportunities of

the increased incomes associated with development is the possibility to- el-

iminate, or reduce, poverty in the community. The question to be answered

is, "Who receives the increases in income?" Does the additional income real-

ly go to the poor or does it go to those who alreaay have adequate incomes?

If it is the latter, development is not the same kind of opportunity that was

described above. In fact, it may aggravate the existing equity proble.M.

That is, if the increases accrue to those with incomes above the poverty lev-

el rather than to those below, the spread between the two groups is increased

rather than decreased. Thus, income distribution is less equitable rather

than more so.

Looking at the income distribution more carefully, several -segments of

the lahOr torce-cante identified and the impact of development. on each can

te-eVaivated. Tirst, the question of Whether the labor _required=for deVel-

-opment is-employed or-notshould-be raised-. One -of the major;reasons tor

poverty in -this- country is unemployMent. If theoPportunity/to alleviate

_ the problem-of poverty is to-be realited, employment possibilities for the

unemployed must he created. Should the job eTenings-be- for/people who are

aiteady employed elsewhere bui.,who haVe sufficient-mobility/totake-the -new

jobs the development opportunity-may-have become -a problem for
the-original

employers who are not able to find labor at the prices they can afford-or

with=the-skills they require.

A second issue to -be examined is the one of skill level requirements of

the new firm. 1411 the new firm provide-jobs with skill requirements that

can be filled by residents Of the area? If not, and if the firm will not comr

,
-duct training to teach the required skills, the new firm may not provide the

opportunity that was originally envisioned.



The final consideration (which is closely related to the one above) to

take into account when considering the question of employment opportunities

is the one regarding the location of the labor that will be employed. Will

the jobs provided be filled -by resident or:local labor? Oro on the other

hand, are the job requirements such that the labor needed to fill them will

be non-loCall Should the jobs and the available labor be incompatible so

that labor is imported, it is important to know whether the workeis will

move into the area and become residents or whether they live, close enough

that they can conveniently commute. The importance of this question will

be discussed tUrther below.

Obviously, if one of the objectives of development is to alleviate lo-

cal poverty and the indigenous poor are not qualified for the jobs or there

are not enough jobs, then with respect to income distribution, development

did not achieve its objective.

Cost of Services Demanded

As was mentioned above, it is important to know the residence of work-

ers employed asS. result -of deVelopment, This is impOrtant_because of the

different character of services demanded=by residents and by 'commuter's -. The

-cost of services-demanded -isthe often ignored counterpart to the frequently

-considered-revenue collection potential resulting from an expanded tax base,

The commuter -contributes_ nothing directly-to the tax -base but Makes-rela

tively few demands -for services. Some roads- -are required to get-him to-and-

frail' work and-some-utilities must-be-- provided- to--his -- place=- of-employment,-

but the most costly single serviceeducationis-not required-by the com-

muter -.

1,:cause of-the high-cost of-providing services-for residents-of an-areal,

-a careful comparison should -be- made -of the costs incurred-and revenues col-

lected before major-development is-encouraged-. In_generaIl itseems -that

the single family home generates a relatively small volume of tax-receipts

when -compared-with_the educational facilities and sewer and water services

that-must be rrovided to it.

The comparison of service Costs and tax receipts Associated-with the

commercial and/Or industrial sector might yield_ a different relative weight-

ing of the costs and= revenues. Perhaps the major reason for this is that

the costly educational facilities- required by residents are not required-by

commercial establishments-- at leart they are=not required directly).

Economies or Diseconomies of Scale

Growth and development are by no means synonomous but one may lead to

the other. If successful development has taken place in a community, it is

entirely possible that growth may follow. The higher incomes are attractive

and people move into the area. Such migration is desirable (assuming there'
are employment opportunities) as long as there are economies of scale to be

realized. For small communities, increasing the number of people served may

very well be effected with a less than proportional increase in cost. The

result is that the per capita cost of providing the service goes down as the

number of people served increases. On the other hand, large communities may

/experience-the reverse -; as the number served increases, there is a greater

than proportional increase in cost; so, per capita cost rises as the number

0013
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served increases.

Land Conversion

The use to which land is put is constantly changing. The change in most
communities is from low intensity uses to higher ones. Land goes from agri-
cUltural, forest, or idle use to some more intensive use such as single fam-

ily homes, apartments, business, or industrial. The rate at which land is
converted from the low intensity uses to higher ones is fairly slow, but
there are factors which can tend to accelerate the conversion.

Should development occur in such a way that diseconomies of scale are
realized or that an increase in the high service-detanding residents rather
than the low- service-demanding ones is encouraged, funds must be collected
to pay for the services provided to the community. The increased receipts
are usually collected by increasing the real estate tax rate and/or by in-
creasing the assessed valuation of real- estate. Many political jurisdictions
require-that-assessmenta-be_based on market values which' frequently are much
greater than the value derived from a low intensity use such as agriculture.
The tax bills increase as market values increase, thus making the holding of
land- for low intensityy, uses less attractive than might otherwise be the case.

Growth Versus No Growth
st,

In the _past few years, it- has bedome populax to debate the issue of the
possibility and desirability of continued growth. Several books = have been
pablished which deal specifically with the issue -of growth [2, 5 ]_. No at-
tempt will be made here to review the battle lines being formed in this popu-
lar controversy, but some of the issues are important in -any -consideration of
Controlled and balanced groWth and development.

It seems that an .raportant consideration is whether or not growth it-
self is to be the issue for debate. To- look at different problems associa-
ted with growth, thereby discussing the elements of it, might be more reas-
onable. From a world=Wide standpoint, much of the argument is based -on the
question of the adequacy of the world's resources and- he capability of the-

envirOnment to assimilate waste Products that are required if growth is to
continue. Unfortunately, much of this argtnnent seems to be about whether
there is sufficient information on which to Make reasonable judgements.

Another element in the controversy is the role of technology. Some ar-

gue that technology "is a major contribution to the negative aspects- associ-
ated with growth, and that attempts should be made to slow the rate of tech=
nological innovation. On the other hand, there is a school of thought that
believes that the only hope for solving. some of the resource and enVironmen.=
tal problems that accompany growth is the introduction of more technology.

While the great debate over the world-wide problem of continued grtrwth

is an interesting cine, it really should be left for another paper. The is-
sue to be decided on the local level is Whether growth itself is to be cur-
tailed or stopped entirely, or whether future growth will merely be slowed
to something less than the -pell well race to =build roads, residential sub-
divisions, and industrial parks on what sometites appears to be as much land
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as possible. Will growth be allowed to take place as a result of decisions

made in the private sector on the basis of profits or will it be Controlled

and guided by decisions made in the public sector?

There are strong arguments on both sides. The free market allocation

of resources has been favored throughout much of the history of this coun-

try, and there is much to be said for it. The price of a good is an effec-

tive regulator of how much of the good will be consumed. As the price ris-

es,,the quantity demanded decreases while the quantity supplied increases.

If the price falls, the reverse is true. In this manner, the proper quan-

tity is brought to market.

Good and effective as it is, however, the market is not perfect. Im-

perfections in the market place are becoming well known. One-of the more

common ones is that of effects resulting from_a market place transaction

which is experienced by people who were not parties to the transaction. The

economist calls these effects "externalities" and a good example of them-is

the problem of pollution. If in the process of producing some good for pub-
lic purchase and consumption, there are by-prodUcts which must be disposed

of, a-cost will be incurred in the disposal process. 'If the _producer treats

the -by- products -, -he pays the-cost. In- many cases, however, the producer is=

able.t6-dump=the by- products into the air or into a waterway at no cost to

himself,_thus passing the cost on-to someone elSe who-must:stop-swimming in

the river tecause-of--dirty water or who-must-wash his Shirts-more_often be--

cause of the dirty air.

Because the free enterprise market place does not take account of all

resource allocation problems, there-it some pressure for-the-public sector

to-- assume- responsibility for the allocation ofsdme resources.- The-argu=

ment for public=decisions is based in -part on the=assumption that the public
-sector might=be=better-able-to handle- the externalities -that -exist in 10i-

vate markets and to take into account a longer time period-than-would a Pri-!

Nate firm.

it is these pressures -which are beginning to manifest themselVes in

may communities where there-are effortsto reassess the established poli-

cies and-priorities. -For example, during the =past decade there =has-been-a

migration of large numbers of ,people from-the=dity to the-suburbs. The-move

was -due in part to-the externalities of residing in the -city and in-the_sub-

-wb_s_and-other rural-areas, In the =city, people experienced crowded living

and working conditions, noise -, air pollution, rising crime rates,-etc. In

the-suburbs, they:had their Own-yards-with-a lawn-and perhaps-&-gardem-, low
_nOise cleanair, and low Crime rates._ The suburbs offeredisuch
Pleasant surroundings that-many made the decision_to move there. It is-this

private decision-Made-by-many people that -has- begun -to- -bring to the suburbs

-09me of the-very things people sought to- escape when-they left the-city.
Now, instead -of- attempting to -escape=by moving elsewhere-,- people -are begin-

ning-to think-of -keeping_their-communities the way-they are rather-than

;continuing to let them grow. People_are-calling for a-reappraisal of prior-

lities. /7

Although reappraisal of priorities seems to-be aworthy-undertaking, it

is a loaded issue. The reason it is_ a touchy issue is that there rate costs

involved-and the costs are not shared equally. For example, if a- more or
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less rural community is to remain so, It might decide to drastically slow

or stop new construction. Such a policy may benefit present residents, but

it would hurt potential residents because it means that they may not be able

to live there due to either unavailable or expensive housing. The construc-

tion industry would be hardhit as well; jobs would be lost and incomes re-

duced. The result would be that, in part, jobs and incomes in the construc-

tion industry would be traded for the preservation of the community's rural

character. It is not surprising, therefore, that the change in priorities

might be opposed by the construction industry. This industry is used here

only as an example; its use does not mean that it is the only industry or

interest group that would belhurt by the new policies. The important thing

to remember is that what is merely a change in priorities for one person is

a job to someone else.

Another group that will be-hurt by any major re-direction of community

growth are the large-land owners. Many of them may have anticipated selling

their land for development at same time in the future. The trade-offs in

this case are not jobs but rather profits that might have been made from the

sale of the land.

Although-the economist may, prefer to assign valueS to all_gains-and los-

may not-be possibleto do so. -Ibrekample, while it is easy to de-

termine the loss associatedwith\a lost_job, it is-difficult-to deterMine

the gain -in the form-of a less congested community or of a field Or wooded

area that is kept undeveloped-.

Type of Development and Interdependence

When a community considers the objective of developing by means Of at-

tracting'industry, it should consider what time industry it would most like

to have. Obviously, each community is going to want the industries that are

clean, quiet, and pay high wuges. But not -all communities have the charac-

teristics which attract such industries 1:11., p. 291 A community should

assess its advantages and try to attract the industries that can make good

use of them.
"te.

Tothe -extent that-choices are possiblel_however-, consideration should

be given to the type of- economy that Will result from attracting certain

-kinds of firms -or infristries. Will the:economy-be a-
diversifielone with a

number-of different kinds of firma having little if-any economic ties to each-

otherl- In-this easel_
the-economic-activity Of these firms-would-be that of

importing raw materials from-sellers and selling the finished -- product to-buyr

ers outside the community. This type of economy could characterize-a com-

munity whose industry is of the same type and in the same manufacturing stage

-as, for example, if all of the-manufacturers-were textile:mills as in the

case of ;some New -England communities 75 years ago. In -the latter case,- the

,
firms were engaged in non.--locaIlbusiness except for-the labor, land-, and

utilities used.

-On the o her hand, a community might prefer to attract industries that

are related=to\existing industries, either as suppliers of raw materials-or

As-buyers-of finished products. The economic interrelationships-would-mean

that the entire economy-Would have the opportunity to prosper (or-suffer)

together.

0-018-
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Summary

It is a challenging prospect to consider, discuss, and decide the fu-
ture courses a community can and will follow. The issues are important,
complex, and in some cases clouded, but they are nonetheless real issues.
As we haveseen, when decisions are made, there will be some who gain and
some who lose. Before this happens, care shatild be taken to appraise care-
fully the opportunities and problems associated with development. The gain-

ers and losers should also be identified even though many times the gains
and losses-cannot be quantified.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH

Phillips Foster
and

Robert E. Menzer

Three Salient- Aspects of Economic Growth

Three salient aspects of economic growth have had-outstanding impacts

on the environment: increased production, increased population, and in- ;'

creased urbanization. Over-the years, these three have interacted and sup-,-*:

ported-each other-aS_Our complex modern-industrialized-society has developed.

Increased production, especially increased agricultural production, has

made possible increased population. As the agricultural production revolu-

tion made it possible for more and more people to be supported off the farm,

larger and larger numbers of people gathered in'the cities where they found

new employment opportunities. Sane of these people worked in the factories

that sprung up to provide the developing agriculture .with its purchased in-

puts; thus, a symbiotic relationship developed.

The increase in level of living that went with economic growth was so

welcomed, so spectacular, so highly desired, that the inconveniences that

went along with it -- the sweat shops, the dangerous working conditions of

the common laborer, the dirty rivers of the countryside and 'the smelly air

of the city were all shrugged off as "the price of progress." We still re-

gard environmental deterioration as a "price of progress," but, of course,

in today's world we are wondering if perhaps4the price isn't getting un-

reasonably high.

To get a better, understanding of the factors generating this "price of

progress", let's look separately at these three salient aspects of econcnic

growth.

Increased Production-

It's hard to say when the intreased production that led to today's

eco-crisis began. Economic historian Walter Rostow suggests that the first

Phillips Foster is Professor in the Department of Agricultural and Re-

source Economics, and

Robert E..-Menzer is Professor in the Department-of Entomology- ,Univer-

sity of-Maryland, College Park.
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"take-off into sustained growth" occurred in England around the period from

1783 to 1802. Ae places the American "take-off" at around 1843 to 1860.1

We have good production figures for the U.S. economy since 1900. We

have increased our productivity at a little over 3 percent annually ever

since the turn of the century. Three percent a year may not seem like much,

but over the years it adds up, as you can see in Figure 1.

You can get some idea of the jolt, that this increase in producticity

has given the level of living in those countries experiencing it by looking

at a map of each country of the world drawn according to its population and

comparing that with a map of each country of the world drawn according to

its Gross National Product (Fteire 2). Because economic growth has been un-

evenly experienced, an enormous, global imbalance has developed between coun-

tries such as China and India - which have experienced only a few of the

fruits of economic growth - and countries, such as West Germany and the Unit-

ed States which are representative of those parts of the world where the

lioh's share of, the fruits of economic growth have gone.

Increased Population.

The population growth resulting, of course, in large measure from this

increase in productivity, has been most spectacular in North America. When

the Pilgrims landed in 1620 there were perhaps a million Indians in the area

we now call the United States. Now there are some 210 million people in the

same area -- an increase of over 200 times in less than 400 years. Growth

in world population has been less spectacular, but dramatic, just the same

(Figure 3).

World population is currently growing at 2 percent per year. Should

it continue growing at this rate,.it will double in 35 years. (To get the

doubling time for anything growing at compound interest, like popilation,

divide the number 70 by the annual rate of growth.)

Increased Urbanization

Increased productivity on the farm has made it possible for increasing

proportions of our population to flock to the cities. The efficiencies of

the factory system, and the great urban-centered bureaucracies proVide a

variety of work opportunities not available generally in the countryside.

Thus) the United States has changed from an economy which was largely rural

and agricultural to one which is largely urban and commercial-industrial

(Figure 4).

Both population growth and urbanization are proceeding faster in the

underdeveloped world than in the developed world. Demographer Nathan Key-

fitz points out that between 1920 and 19&, the total population of the

developed world merely doubled, while the population of the underdeveloped

world increased by 4 times. But during the same time frame, as the urtqul

1 W. W. Rostow, The Stages of Economic Growth, (London: Cambridge

University Press, 1960) p . 38.-
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Figure 1

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN CONSTANT DOLLARS,

ANNUALLY. RATIO_--SCALE. BILLIONS 0E- 1958 DOLLARS
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8ource: Historical Chart Book, 1974, Board of Governors, Federal

Reserve System, p. 68.
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Firure 2

Global Imbalance

The world in 1980 drawn in terms of millions of inhabitants

eq,

The4crld in-1980 :drawn AnAerms--ofInationalfrevenue

20

Population 1 million

s

is

GDP = 1,19$375 million

Canada 14 Ireland 2$ German- Democratic 40 Nigeria ,
54 Democratic Republic of

2 United States of -America 15 Scandinavia Republic 41 South African countries - Vietnam

3 Mexico 16 Netherlands 29 Czechoslovakia 42 Madagascar 55 Republic of Vietnam

4 Cubs 17 Belgium-and -Luxembourg 30 Other East European 43 Khmer Republic 56 Malaysia

5 Other-rCaxibbean -countries 18 Federal Republic of countries 44 Mongolia- 57 Singapore

6 Other-Central American Germany 31 U.S.S.R. 45 Thailand -58 Indonesia

countries 19 Switzer/and 32 Turkey 46 Laos 59 Australia

I Colombia . 20 France 33 Israel 47 People's Republic of China 60 New Zealand

6-- Venezuela 21 Italy 34 Iran 48 Japan 61 Afghanistan

9- Brazil 22 Spain 35 Arab Middle East '49 Democratic People's 62 India

10 Other South-American 23 Portugal 38 Egypt
Republic of Korea 63 Nepal

countries 24 Yugoslavia 37 Ethiopia 50 Republic of Korea 64 Burma

11 Argentina 25 Greece 38 Other African countries 51 Oceania 65 Sri Lanka

12 Chile- 28 Austria 39 Other North African 52 Philippines- 66 Pakistan

13 United Kingdom 27-Poland countries 53 bong -Kong- 67 Bangladesh

Source: Godkey N. Brown, Towards an Education for the 21st Century A World Perspective, University of Koala (U.K.), 1970 (en Inaugural lecture),

as:-quoted in: -CERES, Vol. 6 No.- 3- --(May-June 1971)- pp-. 9-10.
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Figure 3

Growth of
World Population

HISTORICAL

U.N. PROJECTION

Non: Sources for the graph, "Growth of World Population", are:
Spiegtfman,-M., Introduction to Demography, Heriard
University Press Cambridge. Mau., 1968. page 417:
United Nations, Population Division, The Determinants
and = Consequences of_Population-Trends, New-York, 1953,
page 11: United Nations, Population Division. World
Population Prospects As Assessed In 1988, U.N. Publication
No, 72.XIII.4, New York, 1973, Table A.I.psge 63.
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population of the developed world increased by 41 times., the urban popula-
tion of the less developed world increased by 20 times.1

,Pressures for Growth Continue2

The pressures for continued growth in production, population, and ur-
banization are enormous. After all, practically everyone is in favor of im-
proving the quality of life and increasing production remains a key element
in improving the quality of life. A few of us who live the more affluent
life (or a few of our more secure children) may be willing to forgo the pros-
pects of improving our living standards through increased production of goods
and services, but for most people the struggle for an "addquate" standard
of living will continue the pressure for growth in production.

Population control seems an obvious solution at first glance. After
all, wouldn't it make sense to have fewer people each year but continue to-
produce at a high. level? We-could balance population and production so that
production declines, but-if popUlation-declinea raster, level of living could
continue to=increase.

Perhaps this policy alternative will be available to future generations;
but it doesn't look very likely as a realistic policy for the. next 10 or 20
years. This is because of the age structure of today's population.

Figure 5 shows the changing U.S. age profile as.our population moves
from the post -war -baby boom towards the end of the century. Notice how in
1970 a large number of young girls were moving into the childbearing years.
Even though these girls are right now having babies at a rate which will
yield a completed family size of less than two children on the average; our
population still grows at one percent per year. Immigration accounta.for
some 20 percent of our annual population growth, but new babies account for
the other 80 percent. Tos achieve zero population growth instantly, we would
have to cut back our completed family size to about one child and,continue
this policy for 10 years or so. This is not a very realistic policy alter-
native.

Our population is now Only_growing at 1 percent per year. -With such -a

powerful momentum_ for farther populationsgrOwth-in=a-country like ours,_
(Nhich is-grOwingalowly)-think of _what the-situation-is like forthewcn.11
as a whole; which -is growing at 2 percent per -year!' Zero pOPulationigrovrtiv
may be-an-attractive goal to strive for, but Ws-not a very practicable one-
for-the world=as a-whole-for the -near fatura.

The world -has already absorbed about as many people in agriculture aa

1-Nathan
Keyfitz, "The Numbers and Distribution -of Mankind)" Environ-

ment, Resources4.Pollution,and Society, Wm. MurdocA-1 Ed.,- (Stamford, Conn.,
Sinauer, 1971), p-._44-

2
In a small group it would -make sense to present the material in this

section as -part of a discussion ,of pollcy alternativei.

0026



FIGURE 5: CHANGING U.S. AGE PROFILE,
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it can without lowering the standard of living for today's farmers. So if

we continue to improve our productivity, and continue to increase our popu-

lation, we can expect to continue to concentrate ourselves in the great meg-

alopolises of the world.

Environmental Implication of Growth -- External Costs

What are the environmental implications of the kind of growth we have

been experiencing -- simultaneous burgeoning of production, population, and

urbanization? The shortest phrase with which we could sum it all up would

be "external costs." Putting it another way, and quoting economist Kenneth

Boulding,,"We pay people for the Goods they produce, but do not make them

pay for the Bads."

An external cost is a cost of production or consumption which must be

borne by society, but which is not met by the producer or consumer. (B-se con-

trast, an internal cost, then, is a cost which the producer or consumer rec-

-ognizes in its accounting system,- one which -he is very aware of paying. In-

ternal costs are items like rent, wages, interest, taxes, service charges on

machinery, the-coat of- goods purchased, etc. -).

Mehave only recently- become aware -of external costs=as a public prob-

lem. And most of-us ate_still only dimly awareof the external costa-of our

-behavior. Thus, a, young couple may be well-aware of -the internal cost_ to

their household-of -having_ a third baby. -They- know that they-Will have to

pay=More for medical care, fdod, diapers, and-they know that the-child will

demand-hours-and-hours-of their time. =But they probably don't take account,

in their thinking, -of the extra apace in-school he will require, the extra

parking_space-his _auto will-need, nor- all the various demands -he- will add),

-however so slifghtly, to-the-already oVerburdencd-biosphere. These are-eX-

ternal Costs to the young couple.

The paper manufacturer-keeps-careful account Of his internal costs --

labor, rent, taxes, and_materiala-etc. -But, until recently,- he-hasn't-had-

to worry much about the chemicals-and-other wastes -he -dumps into the stream

next to his-paper mill. For him, pollution is an external-effect. It is-a

cost to-society, a social cost. But to-him, it's=hardly worth taking into

_account. The only costs that show up in -the stockholders report are intern-

al costs. They're the important ones to him-.

We can put all the external costs resulting from economic growth into

two categbries -- resource depletion and-resource degradation. Let's con-

sider these separately.

Resource Depletion

As -the great production revolution which brought us today's affluent

society was just getting going,_resource depletion was the farthest thing

from_people's minds. The problema'of production were just too great.' But

as we found better and -- better sollItions to the probleMs of production, we

began to see problems of resource depletion. -This is when the conservation

movement began -- back in the tim& of-Teddy Roosevelt -'s presidency.

0028
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Fairfield Osborn tried to get us concerned about resource depletion

when he wrote his book called Our Plundered Planet (1948). But it wasn't

until much later that concern really began to pick up. We realized that

not only were we Using up our non-renewable resources at a rapid rate, but

that we were using them up at a rate faster than our rapid population growth

rate!

M. King Hubbert of the U. Si Geological Survey tried for years to make

people aware of the seriousness of the oncoming fossil fuels shortage.

Twelve years ago, he published a chart suggesting that our present profli-

gate use of fossil fuels would represent only a short time span in the long

sweep of human history -- that the complete cycle of use of fossil fuel

would take place-once, and- only.once, and that if-we didn't find a suitable

substitute in time, the history of human numbers would probably parallel to

a large extent the history of fossil fuel usage (Figure 6).

Less dramatic than the energy crisis, but important nevertheless, is

the depletion of resources that are renewable, but only slOwly renewable --

resources such as ferests and the soil.

-Why it- resource-depletion_ am external cost of economic_growth? It's

-doSt_of--growthtecause it is one of-the prices we have to-pay for-growth.

-We are-depleting_non-renewabler or slowly renewable, resources-now for=a

high _standardof-IiVing-ndw. Inithe future-, -we won't have_as-many-of these

-resources available to us. Not only is this-a -cost, -tut_ it's_ an external

-Cost. -Denying-our grandehildreman abundant reserve-of fossil fUels from

which they could -make-plasticsr fertilizerr gasoline,-and lubricating --oils

-doesn't cost us-anythingtut an=occasional_pang_of_guilt. But it may cost

our-grandchildren-plenty!-

ilesource-Degradation

-Washington.rbased--huthorist-Art Buchwald)-at the beginning-of an article

-he titled: -"And-God-Saw It'Wed-Good- ThenMankind Took Over." did-a beau

tiful job-of-pointing out tlat as-we-use-up-some-of-our resources-Pike

Coal, we degrade or p011ute otherresources -(like water and-air):

IN-THE BEGINNING-God-created Man, whiCh according to

all the latest birth-control statistics was-a big-mistake.

-Arid God said, ".Let there-be light,"-and there was

light, and-Man-called-this light, fire, and at first it was

used to warm him -and let him cook_hia food,-and protect-him

from -the:wild-animals. But then-Man discovered you-could
use fire-to-burn down a forest or burn someone else's-hut

or tree house, or a witch at a-- stake, -or -soft coal Or-oil,

which makes the air-turn dark gray and black. -And this made

Man -start to-cough-and-his eyes to run and= his sinuses-to

hurt. And=Man finally =saidr "God, what are you-doing to-me ? "

And-after God made the rivers and lakes and streams-and

oceans, Man-dUmped- all the refuse froth_the-earth into the

waters= and it killed the fish-and the plants and-even-used

up the oxygen) and the waters turned muddy and' brown, and-

OOP
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smelled and no one could drink from them or bathe in them,

or even sail in them, and finally Man sho6k his fist at the

heavens and said, "for God's sake, knock it off!"

The most commonly recognized form of resource degradation resulting

from economic growth is "pollution." We have come to regard pollution, the

noun, as the presence in the environment of something (tanie matdzial such

as DDT, -or some excess energy such as noise, heat, or light or some faulty

design or structure such as a garish billboard) in great enough-quantity to

affect someone's health-, welfare, or enjoyment of the environment. Thus,

hot water in a-bathtub-is not pollution, but hot water in a trout stream is.

A siren on the-ambulance taking you to the emergency room of the hospital

isn't pollution to you, but to someone trying to get to sleep in a nearby

hotel, it may be. And cigarette smoke in a crowded elevator ---enjoyable

to the smoker -- may be one of the most annoying pollutants inthe world to

a non-smoker already suffering a bit from claustrophobia.

Pollution costs -- There are a variety of costs associated with pollu-

tion. You probably think first about the costs of the pollution itself.

There are two types:

Damage- costs- -those costs which directly result from a polluting

activity, for example,. illness and property damage stemming

from air pollution, and-

Avoidance costs- -those costs thatpeople-incur in order to-avoid

or reduce-damage costs for_example, the cost of driving

farther-to find-an-unpolluted-beach.

Then there are the costs associated with preventing pollution. Here there

are also two types of costs:

Abatement_costs-rthe costs associated-With reducing the amount of

environmental degradation, such as the cost of-building sew-

age treatment plants,- -and

Transaction-cotts-=Tesources-consumed in making and enforcing

policieS:and-regulations to-prevent pollution, for _example,

the cost -s of-monitoring-air pollution-.

Adriand-waterpollution Tollutiawis probably the most commonly

cited:type-Of-external cost.- And there-are so many ways that we'pollutel

We-pollute the air with our-factory-smokestacks (external-cost of produc-!

tion)= and-we pollute the air more -with -ourautomobile exhausts (external

cost -=of consUmption). -We -pollute the rivers-, lakes, and-streams with our

productive and consumptive'activities, The external costs of- this-type of

"pollUting-aativity-indlude not only reduced-recreation=possibilities from

our water resources, but reduced-productivity_as food species find it _hard."

-er/to survive-and as ;pollution_makes some food from the water unfit for hu-

m. gran consumption.

The popular and professional literature is so full of discussion-on air-

and-water pollution that it hardly seems necessary to say more about these

forms of pollution_here. Less attention-has beeh paid-to pollution of the
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landscape. Here I'm not referring just to the beer can problem and other

trash disposal problems, but to the rather more important degradation of the

landscape through pooi design.

Landscape pollution -- Faulty planning (or no planning at al) has re-

sulted in landscape pollution such as ugly strip cities built up along poor-

ly planned highways. It has resulted in highways with an endless number of

commercial entrances that should have been consolidated at a few commercial

nodes; ugly highways which shouldn't be there at all or which are mode un-

5earably crowded because of a public policy which send:: people scurrying for

their cars when they would be taking public transport if it were cheap, ef-

ficient, and frequently available; ugly highways leading to monotonous sub-

divisions of almost identical houses - -each backing up on another house in-

stead of on an open space with a bicycle-foot path to link it with shopping,

library, school, and recreation.

The highway lobby that pushed for overbuilt highway system at the

expense of public transport, the citizens developed our inflexible, un-

imaginitive building codes, and the builders who developed the landscape,

were unaware of the costs they were imposing on the buyers of these poorly

planned communities. As a matter of fact, our residential areas are some-

times no longer even called communities because, seemingly by design, they

have become merely "developments"--hastily designed and hastily built bed-

room areas for commuters.

The costs-to the Tesidentsmothers forever_d±iVing-the-children-places,_

tusses taking children to school in areas-where density of-houSing should-be

Such that they couldwalk, a lack of community-feeling, a lack of ready_ao!-;

cess-to-parks-and-services-,are all external to the-builders and developers

/of these subdivisions.

The depersonalized environment -- Perhaps one of the most insidious

forms of pollution is the degradation of the social environment through the 0

excessive crowding and bureaucratization that we find today in our urban com-

plexes. There seems to be something about the w we have organized our-

selves our social resource -- which is leading o a depersonalization of

human relationships.

Looking at the uniform-crime reports suggests that there may simply-be

-a relationship_between_crowding and crime :(Table-1). -But Surely there is_

-more to our high urban_crime-rates,_ our high=national divorce-rates, and-our

high national rate of consumption of tranquilizers than mere-density of-pop-

ulation. These eocial phenomena are some of the-external costs-of the may

-we -have structured, our societytoday, -We could do-well to-cogitate on- -what-

-has caused-them andwhat -public -policies MIghtreduce-thath. Interestingly,

they appear to be-associated in-today's wOrld- with those regions which have

experienced-the most rapid-increase in production, population, and-urbani-

zation.
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Rational Management of Growth External.Costs

Rational management of the growth which appears so inevitable during
these next few decades will require the development of social systems which
make those who are responsible for creating external costs bear a larger and
larget share of these costs themselves,. In other words, we need to rig the

system so that external costsr as much as Possible are transformed into in-

ternal costs. Anything, any policy, _Oich makes the producer of an-external
coat more aware of that cost, anything which makes hiM bear a greater propor-
tion of that-cost himself, can be said to contribute-to the internalization
of external costs.

Theke are six possible alternatives which can be considered when at-
tempting to internalize, external costs.

Moral Suasion
.

You can simply try, through advertising, to_persuade people to change
theit behavior-pattern, For=example_ you -could-admonish them tanot toss_
beer cans-out of the cat Window, but carry them to the recycling center.

-Nuisance Doe-trine under -Tor=t Law

You can-sue under the-nuisance doctrine. It -'s time consuming and ex,

pensive) and- you -might lose)-but the legaI-sYstem-allows you to-sue for dam-
ages_ if you think you-can-ptove=that you _are_being injured= -by the-unreastnable

eats of another. -For-instance, you -- nighttue -me for _polluting-the air-around_

your resort because-of the-mmeIl coming from-Amy-pea vinery.

-Regulations or_ -POlide =Power

You can set -up -- regulations tor ecological protection -parking regula-

tionson-bUsyttreets,_banning_hartfUl_additives in-food) limits-son the-num
ber of-night flights- at- airports, zoning-laws) minima mn-net-hole size in=
fishing, etc,

Subsidies

You can-pay people for-behaving_ differently.- Government, for instance,
-could subsidize a paper till to-pay for -part of-the costs of-constructing_ a
water treatment facility for its_liquid_wastes.

Charges- -- For-Instance,_ Taxet

You -could --charge- people fot certain - types -of behaliior. -Government, for

instance, could charge the pt.per--mill $.10-per-poundattiothemical Oxygen_
=demand 004 that-it-adds_ to the stream. -Charges are-often-preferred to sub
sidies tor two reasons: (llcharges-geherate money for government-while-sub-
sidies-are costly to governtent; (2) charges ido_a:better-_job- of internalizing=

the-external costs.

In-the case=of manufacturing) tay-of paperr charges for BOD added tt the

stream -would raise the-price-of the-final.product by-the amount of-the charge
and-thus make the consumer-better-awake of the real -cost of the product/

0 034
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(paper) to society.

Markets in Pollution (or Other) Rights

You could estimate the amount of an activity which you would be will-
ing to permit, and then market the rights to engage in that activity. Thus,

in the case of our paper mill, government might decide how much BOD could
-be added to a stream daily and offer for sale rights to add that much daily.
The paper mill, and Others, could bid for the rights. Thus, those who had
the greatest "need" to pollute-a little would have to pay the price - -and'

would -be forced to pay more than those who had less "need." The income gen-
erated from the sale of such rights could be used to enforce compliance.

Rights wouldn't have to be sold by government. They could be offered
free and traded on the open market like certificates.

The idea of establishing a market in rights as a means to rationally
internalize external costs is perhaps the-most difficult of the six altern-
ative approaches to understand. Nevertheless, it is-one frequ2ntly worthy
of:consideration. It couldta_applied diversely_ as-inmarketirin rights_to
make-loud= nOiSeal_to develop land, or to= -have babies!-

Consequences_ of Internalizing-External Costs

Internalizing external-costs-would_haVe-signifidant, sometimes t-enor..

tous-,_ repercussions-on the economy. -That'awby it is= -so often-so-hardto-
-gdt an external Cost internalized. Let's think through-what woUld-happen
if-we-effectively internalized-the-external-costs-of the-automobile.

If-people who-bought-arid= used-cars-had-to-pay-the-full external-costs
Of their ecologically destructiVe activities, many-aspects-of-the economy
would- change. The -i*ice_-cf- cars_ wou/d- rise-especially the price of-cars
with:heavily-polluting:engines:. But it is-important_t6 stress that the
price of-all cars--even-pollution-freeautomobilesifwe-had-them-would
rise-to make their- operators- aware -of the-atological damage they-do in-
-terms of, say, cutting up-the landscape for superhighways and-parking lots.

As-the price-of cars -rose, -- some -of _us would -spend=more oh-mass-transit

extd:less on automobile transit._ Bicycle trails-would-becote more-common-1_
cutting_baCk further-on-the-quantity of automobile transportation-demanded,

As _people substituted-alternative:modes of transportation fbr the au-
tatobilel_repercussions would-be felt in the auto industry and in -the Mul-
titude of industries-which haveheen-built.up-to serviceit or-capitalize
-on_it-7rubber,_ cement and concretalpetroleuml_constructionl_servide sta-
ionsl-quickie lUnch faciIities,_-and so on.

ou_might have some fun:by picking out other potential cost internali-
zations and working-through the kinds of impacts they might have on the
-economy.

In-spite-of the economi "dislocations" inevitably resulting from-in-
ternalizing external costs, we should proceed with themes-rapidly as we
eau. We would all benefit from-a system.-where the true costs=6f production-

0035
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and consumption reflected in the prices we had to pay. We need to rig the

system as much as we can, so that individuals and groups are confronted as
much as possible with internalize external costs. If people were repeat;

edly confronted internally with the (present) external costs of their beha-
vior, we would go a long way toward assuring that we have the highest pos-
sible quality of life_for the humans on this earth for this and for future

generations.
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SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Ward W. Bauder

Mr. Bellows has defined economic deielopment as an increase in per

capita output resulting from change or innovation. He identifies two prin-

cipal ways that increased per capita output occurs: (1) New machines, new

practices, or new-materials enabling more outpuf from the same labor and,

(2) A new firm or industry in a community where labor is partially unem-

ployed or underemployed enabling more output from the same population. .

These two types of development can have quite different impacts on the com-

munity.

More output from the same labor is a. goal that almost all people could

agree on. But under some circumstances, increased labor output can have de-

cidedly detrimental effects on th;3 social institutions of a community. For

example, if the first type of development occurs without the second in a

single industry community such as an agricultural or lumbering or coal min-

ing community, the result can be widespread unemployment and underemployment

and eventually out-migration with disastrous consequences to community or-

ganizations and institutions: This happened to thousands of agricultural

communities in America. Increased labor output in agriculture resulted -in

a decline in farm poPulation from 32 million in 1910 (the earliest date for

which farm population estimates are available) to 9.5 million in 1970. The

decline in agricultural employment and the consequent out-migration from

agricultural communities has had a devastating impact on the social insti-

tutions of agricultural communities. Thousands of small agricultural com-

munities and their social institutions disuppeared or were absorbed into

larger communities, a process-which was. acceleratediby technological devel-

opments in' transportation and communication that greatly expanded the geo-

graphic scope of human association.

Mr, Bellows-'=- second -form of economic development - a hew firm orin-

dustry in a community where labor is partially unemployed -or underemployed-,

-enabling_more output from -the seine population - is-a natural solution for

the - problems created=in-one-industry -communities suffering the effects of

the iirstform. But this -has not-occurred with sufficient frequency to

aJ2hieve balanced:development in rural areas.

Even-the second type of development can-have detrimental effects on lo-

cal communities if-not planned or tailored to the local situation. Addition-

of industry -to communities -in too large doses-can result in rapid in!,.migra-

,--

Ward W. Bauder is Sociologist, Economic Research Service, U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and Professor of Rural Sociology, Cornell University.
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tion and consequent strain on the capacity of existing community organiza-

tions and institutions.to service the larger and usually more heterogenous

population. Also, addition of industry not suited to the occupational and

institutional base of the community can produce distortions in.the institu-

tional framework of the community and levy excessive costs on certain seg-

ments of the population. Ideally, coordination of the two processes of

_development would avoid decline or excessive growth of community, population,

but uneven distribution of natural resources and uneven development of tech-

nology has made this difficult.

Furthermore, economic development is associated in the popular mind

with progress in man's conquest of nature. As a consequence, it has

achieved a halo and is often viewed with such a strong positive bias that

its negative effects are ignored. My purpose is not to condemn economic de-,

velopment but to try to move the halo far enough to one side so that the

glare of its light does not prevent us from seeing its full impaCt. I want

to stress the need for more comprehensive socially-Oriented planning in the

application of technology to production. Although there probably is no such

thing as unplanned development, much development planning is not sufficient-

ly comprehensive in terms of the total impact on society. Too frequently,

non-comprehensive development planning is'like trying to use the virus that

caused the disease to cure the patient without the safeguards of an immuni-

zation process.

In discussing the sociological implications of economic development, I

wish to first mention, briefly the impact of population redistribution on the

demographic characteristics of the community population. Secondly, I want

to describe in spme detail three structural dimensions of communities that

will facilitate understanding of the impact of economic development on com-

munities and their social institutions'. And lastly, I will outline some of

the social engineering problems inherent in efforts to achieve controlled

and balanced economic grOwth.

Demographic Effects of Population Redistribution

'44+1/4 The most visible effects of-population-redistribution-on communities
are changes in the- demographic -charactetisties.i In -cotmunities-of -declin-

ing-employmentopportunity, the -- pressure to migrate is heaviest-among young

adults. Thus, prier time, population in the early and middle-adult age

groups the productive age groups - declines and ratio-of-persons in.

the-dependent age groups =. children and- old persons -- per person -in= -the

productive,age-group increases. Areas -of rapidly-indreaaing employbent op-

portunity _and in- migration eXperieff-d-d an increase in -young famili(s

loweting of the median ages -Subh changes'in age composition eventually pro-

duce Changes in the ,institutional ettucture of a community.

Migration may also-change the Class or the-ethnic structure of commun-

ities. It tends to reduce the middle claSs-in-communities ofout.,migration_

and-it often-introduces people with - different- cultural backgrounds into -corn-

Inunities of in-migration. The latter is most noticeable when associated
with-- racial or ethnic characteristics, but occurs -even when the migrants are

not eo-readilvidentified. -A-frequent comment of long-term tesidente in_

communities with_a new industry is, "I like the increase in-income-and trade

0038'
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. that the factory has brought, but I'm not too happy about some of the peo-

ple it brought into the community."

The Social Structure of a Community

37

Communities are more than aggregates of people with differing demo-

graphic characteristics. They are also more than concentrations of resi-
dences, business places, factories, farms and connecting networks of roads,

telephone lines, etc.; they are social" structures. Organizations and in-

stitutions are thtir building blocks.' Knowledge of the nature of these

Winding blocks and their relationship to each other is essential in under-
. standing how communities operate.- Unlike bricks which are a standard size
and are essentially interchangeable and thus gave no special order of appear-
ance in a wall or a building, the building blocks of communities vary in

their function and it together in a special order. Institutions or organ-

izations with highly, specialized functions do not fit in a community with
an insufficient base for that special function. For example, it is obvious

that a news syndicate or a major' publishing house could not operate success -
fully in a small town in the Adirondack region of New York even if the town

were physically accessible. The specialized skills and information needed
to support such operations are not to be found in such a community and

probably -- could not be brought in even at great cost.

Studies of a large number of communities reveal that a hierarchical
arrangement exists, among the building blocks of communities- such -that the

presence of one item - for example, a hospktal, implies the presence of

other items below it in-the hierarchy.233,4 This ordering of institutions

reflects the level of differentiation in the community, i.e., the extent of

specialization that has occurred in occupational and organizational roles
and the presence or absence of related skills in the population. One util-

,

1
Frank14. Young and Gerald:C. Wheelock,-Macrosocial Accounting_for

-Municipalities in the Philippines: Rural Banks,--and:=Credit Cooperatives

Cornell International-Agriculture Bulletin _26, New-YorkiState College=of

Agriculture-and Life Sciences- (Ithaca, New York, 1973).

2
Frank W. Yung and E. D. MacConnoll, "Structural Differentiation of

Communities:- MI Aerial Photographic Study," Rural Sociology 32 (September,

1967), pp. 334-45.

3Frank W. Young and Isao Fujimoto, "Social Differentiation in Latin
luTerican Communities," Economic Davelopment and Cultural Change 13 (April,

1 5), pp. 344-86.

4
Frank W. Young and Ruth C. Young,_ "The Sequence and-Direction-of Com-

-munity Growth: A Cross-Cultural Generalization, " -Rural Sociology, 27-(De=

cember, 1962), pp. 374466.
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ity of such knowledge is that it provides important clues regarding the

probable fit of a new service or function.5 Also, the presende of gaps or,

missing items in the hierarchy of a community provides clues regarding the.

direction of change in community structure.' If gaps Are present, i.e.,\ if

items that commonly appear in communities of a partictaar size or type are
_

missing, it is reasonable to expect that either the gaps will be filled

soon or, if the gap is near the top of the hierarchy, the top item is ahead,

of its time and may be in danger of failing.

Hierarchies of items, or differentiation scales as they are generally

called, have been developed for communities or social units of different

size- -for cities and villages, forYcoUnties, for multi-cdunty regions, for

states and for nations.0,7

Everyone is familiar with the tendenty for human re' ationships to be-

come more or less fixed, -i.e:, institutionalized. This gives society'a nec-

essary anti - desirable element of stability. \\However; when restrictions on

the flow of information and interaction \between groups in a community devel-

op, a community may be described as rigid and lacking in flexibility and in

the ability to adjust readily to the changing circumstances of modern indus-

trial societies.

Major -contribUtors to rigidity are events that tend to distinguish one

group from another and restrict communication 'between them, i.e., events

that encourage segmentation of the community's poptaation into\more or less

closed systems, usually with a vertical orientation to one another With re-

gard to _power relationships.,, This can occur when a new group of People moves

into a community or when a substantial proportion of the population leaVes

a community.,

A third structural dimension important in understanding the impact of

economic development on communities .are the ties Or linkages; between commit-

nitiest Individual communities are part of larger systets and have connec-

tiOns with other communities_. These connections are important sources of

change' in .community structure.

Impact of Economic, Development on Community Social Structure

)
Each of the structural dimensions just described influences and is in-

fluenced by the processes of economic development.

5Ka Hua Ting, Multipliers, Linkages and Different{ation: A Case_Stu

of Kent County, New Brunswick, New Brunswick New Start, Report' -No. -R-73-12

(Richibucto, New Brunswick, 1973).

6Ks. Hua Ting and Jose A. -Moreno, "Economic Development and Social-

Rigidity: A Comparative Study of Forty -Eight States," -Economic Development

and Cultural Change, 13 (July, 1965), pp. 439-.52.

7-N.erre Clavel, "The Politics of
Regions" in Thad L. Boyle and George
easy' Partnership (Minneapolis, Minn.:

Planning: The Cate of Non-Metropolitan

T. Lathrop lanilt : Un-

Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1970).
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Differentiation

Technological change in the form of new Machines and new practices or

new materials that increase labor, output will influence the level of dif-

_ferentiation in a community. New .technology usually requires new special-

ized skills; thus; the introduction of new technology in production can be

expected to increase,differentiation. In fact, it has been claimed that

i technological change is the primary cause of increased specialization.
However, where increased labor efficiency is not accompanied by expansion
in alternative employment opportunities (as has occurred in many single in-

dustry communities like agricultural, mining, lumbering, or fishing.com-
munities), unemployment andunderemployment develop. In such communities,

population i likely to stabilize or decline because of out-migration.
When that happens, the 14rocess of differentiation can be, at least partial-

ly, reversed. SoMe occupations and some community organizations become less
specialized.- An electrician becomes a general handyman, the Chamber of Com-

merce disappears and a, service club becomes more generalized in its objec-

tives by taking on some of the functions of the defunct Chamber of Commerce.

Occupational roles become less distinct from family and community roles in

determining individual-behavior.

Segmentation and Rigidity

If new technology results in a heavy surplus of labor in a community,

causing out-migration; or if the introduction of new industry requires

heavy in-migration, forces that tend to segment a population in two vertical

layers are likely to be set in motion and result in a decline in flexibility

and ability qf the community to adjust to change. Because teci..oldgically

motivated migration tends to-be selective, it removes certain classes or
types of people from communities with declining employment opportunities

and introduces new classes or types of people into communities with increas-

ing employment o portunities. This increases segmentation which in turn

hinders commun ation and blocks the free flow of information in the commun-

ity.

There is evidence from studies of ruraj_poverty that out-migration-

from rural communities has increased -class differentials by reducing the

m dale group and producing a_trend toward a two class vs. the more usual

three class system. Reduction of the middle class restricts-intercommuni-
cation between classes, and reduces the access of lower classes to social

services and to decision-making regarding such services.9

Evidence that migration can produce segmentation in urban places is

abundantly manifest in the problems of the inner city and its ghettos, and-

in the conflicts bftween central cities and surrounding suburban areas.
Current tonflicts over a program of school busing, designed to facilitate
desegregmdon of the races in education, have turned the flood-light on one

8
Sergio Sismondo, A Concept, Not a Proxy: The Meaning and Measurements

of Differentiation New Brunswick New Start Report No. R-73-133 (Richibucto,

New Brunswick, 1973).

9Jerry D. Stockdale, "Services for the Rural Poor," Department of Rur-

al Sociology, Cornell University (Ithaca, New York, 1972) mimeographed.
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facet of segmentatioh. in urban society. Another area of conflict associa-

ted with segmentation is in the urban fringe communities where suburbanites

and other refugees from the city have come in contact with an indigenous

rural population.

Intercommunity Linkages

Connections or ties between communities are almost always involved in

the second type of economic development described by Mr. Bellowt. The in-

troduction of a new firm, and particularly the introduction of a new indus-

try, typically involves action of an establishment or firm in another, usual-

ly a larger community. A major source of stimulus to change in.non-metropol-

itan communities is the establishment of organizational linkages with metro-

politan communities.10 In addition to branch manufacturing plants, and

branches of business or commercial firms, the location of a new state or fed-

eral agency or the establishment of a local office of a state or national

association are examples of such linkages.

Linkages with larger conk ;ies introduce new knowledge, new practi-

ces, and new resources into a cc,..ununity and tend to enlarge its in,,titutional

and organizational capacity. If they fit properly into the existing struc-

ture, i.e., if the'supporting base of occupational and organizational re-

sources is present, such linkages can increase flexibility by generating a

greater flow of information and a higher-.rate of interaction. A substantial

multiplier effect on incomes can occur as the level of interaction and the

flexibility of community structures is increased.11 If, however, the link-

age creates gaps in the scale of community. differentiation - by introducing

a service or function not suited to the existing occupational and organiza-

tional base - or if it results in excessive in-migration, vertical segmenta-

tion can occur and flexibility may be reduced. The balance of power in the

decision-making process may be tipped toward the new plant or new agency and

lines of communication with the lower, less. developed, segments of the com-

munity become less open and take on a one -way character. Decision-makis-Ig

patterns become more like those typical.of the company town and the communi-

ty's ability to respond adequately to the needs of all its people, particu-

larly the,negis of the disadvantaged, will decline.

In single industry communities suffering loss of population because of

new technology, some of the loss in institutional and.organizational capacity

can be offset with linkages to other communities, e.g., consolidation of

schools, rural free delivery star routes, etc. can tie the local population

10
Young and" Fujimoto, 2e. cit.

. Paul R. Eberts, "A Theoretical Perspective on Community Change and

Development," A paper presented to the Association of Southern Agricul-

tural Workers (Jacksonville, Fla., 1971).

1
1Ting, 2E. cit.r-
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to a larger system with the capacity to deliver the needed services.

An Empirical Example

Several years ago, I was involved in a study of industrial development

in a rural county that will serve to illustrate some of the general propo-

sitions I have presented, together with some of the social costs and bene-

fits of economic development.

In 1957, Ormet Corporation - a 50-50 subsidiary of Olin-Mathieson

,
Chemical Corporation and Revere Copper and Brass - decided to build a multi-

,
million dollar aluminum processing plant on about the only level piece of

land on the Ohio side of the Ohio River in Monroe County, Ohio. Morirbe was

one of the poorest, if not the poorest and least developed, counties in the

state. Since this appeared to be an excellent opportunity to study the im-

pact of industry on a rural county, we (U.S.D.A., in cooperation with Ohl°

State, University) organized a study. Using Monroe as the treatment county

and a nearby county as a control county, we made a bench mark study while

the new plants were being constructed. A second study followed five years

later.12

To my knowledge, the decision to locate an aluminum processing facili-

ty in Monroe County was made solely by the management of the corporations

involved. Although Monroe County leaders were kept fairly well informed,

they had- no-real input into the decision. The size and complexity-of the

new operations should have made it obvious that they greatly exceeded the

capacity of the social-structural base of Monroe County and its rural com-

munities. NeVertheless, company officials, if they even gave the social

base of Monroe County serious thought, found the attract -ion of the site with

its access to water transportation and coal for energy outweighed any dis-

advantage of an inadequate community institutional base. Furthermore, the

corporations had sufficient resources.of their own, or had sufficient access

to the resOurces of the region and nearby larger communities, to compensate

for the leek of local facilities.

Most 'businessmen and local leaders in Monroe County anticipated great

things as $. result of the new industry and began to plan accordingly. For

example, they assumed the new jobs would be available to local people or

peopp who would move into the county. Zhployment for Monroe County resi-

dents did increase, but almost exclusively in the common labor or lower

skilled occupations. The major increase in employment, which was in the

technical and professional occupations, did not benefit the county very

much, because most of the people in- !these jobs had to come from the outside

and they chose not to live in Monroe County. Many of them chose instead to

live across the river in New Martinsville, West Virginia, where a more com-

plete array of community facilities and services was available. As a con-

sequence, three new housing development in Monroe County were financial

failures. In 1962, Then we made the re-study, one-third of the new homes

12Wade H. Andrews, Ward W. Bauder, and Everett M. Rogers, Benchmarks

for Rural Industrialization Ohio State Experiment Station Bulletin 870

(Wooster, Ohio, 1960).
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in these developments were empty. Some had never been occupied.13

Clearly, a community without motels or a public transportaion link to

the outside (not even bus service) - not to mention hospitals, clinics, and /

a host of other middle-level services, - was not very attractive to people /
/

accustomed to these-services. Had local businessmen been more, cognizant of /

the process of differentiation, they could have planned differently and saved,

themselves some disappointment. /
/

Economic Development and Social Conflict

I

.

Another product of Type two economic developmeng'is the increased po-

tent'' for conflict associated with in- migration and the segmentation of

the =unity. A situation which I know personally, and which I suspect is

dupli ted with small variations in many communities, will illustrate.

I live in the suburban end of a rural towif (township) adjacent to Ith-

aca, New York. Town government has been, and"still is, dominated by people

with rural views. These views include a- distrust of zoning and other at-

tempts at interfering with individual property rights.- But linkages with

the larger community, in the form of shoppingpenters and apartment complex-

es promoted by developers in league with town'officials interested in in-

creasing the tax base for the town as a whole, have encouraged in-migration.

Differentiation has- increased and, although the flow of information is prob-

ably greater than it was before suburban growth began, the community has

become divided into special interest groups frequently in conflict with each

other.,

Generally, there is a division of the population into new and old res-

idents with the old on top because of their control of town officials. This

has created a potential for conflict for 15-20 years. In the past two years,

conflict has escalated from election contests over zoning to court battles

over attempts to incorporate a village and over the development of sewer and

water districts. In the spring of 1974, Pyramid Corporation, a Syracuse

company that builds shopping centers, was granted a permit to build a -new

covered-mall shopping center in the area. This has precipitated the latest

phase in the conflict and identVied it as part of a county-wide problem.

Various groups in the town an in the county have come alive and are active

with petitions, challenges to town board decisions, and actual or threatened

court actions.

The Need for New Social Technology

The two cases just described serve to call attention to ameed for

new social technology. The related processes of economic development, in.--

creasing complexity and interdependency in the political economy, increasing

lade H. Andrews and Ward W. Bauder, The Effects of Industrialization

on a Rural County: Co sarison of Social Ch: te in Monroe and Noble Counties

of Ohio 'Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center Department Series

TT-477 (Wooster, Ohio, 1968).
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mobility of people and the increasing predominance of transient attachments

to secondary groups have placed great strain on the mechanisms of community

decision making and social control. The probleM is manifest at all levels

of society, but A is especially c-ious at the local community level which

has traditionally been the primary sour' of social stability and has pro-

vided the principal opportunity for pP le to identify with something larg-

er than themselves. The traditional ases for solidarity -- the common

ways of looking at and interpreting ,vents, characteristic of small local

communities -- are greatly dimin4 ad or largely gone and there is need to

create at least t minimal set r zommo p. symbols, common meanings, associated

with the new larger geographic units.1'

In the Ithaca suburban situation, several practical questions beg for

answers. How can the broader Ithaca or Tompkins County community resolve

the conflicts among the legitimate local political units (i.e., city, town

and village) and a wide variety of specific local concerns and still con-

form to the needs of the larger society as expressed in state and federal

regulations, without violating the rights of or levying excessive costs on

certain groups? How can the community insure adequate consideration for all

the special interests involved; for the developers; for the shoppers of the

trade area who want to drive to a center, park free and shop for a wide va-

riety of goods and services in the comfort of a covered air-conditioned

mall; for the downtown Ithaca merchants who are building their own mall,

but have to rely on parking garages and parking lots with Meters to accom-

modate the automobiles; for the environmentalists who do not want .;') ex-

change 60 acres of trees and grass for 60 acres of macadam and roof tops;

for the traffic controllers; and for the suburban residents worried about

increased water runoff, traffic congestion, and water, air and noise pollu-

tion? This list just mentions those concerns that come most immediately to

mind, and there are no doubt others. Haw, can these ,concerns, some of

which are almost irreconcilably opposed, be integrated into a single pro-

gram?

Present decision-making structures at the llocal\community level are

inadequate in many ways. Specialization encourages fragmentation of inter-

ests, and the pressure of competition within and between special interests

limits the number of people and organizations that can afford to allocate

the necessary resources to develop a comprehensive overview. A consequence

is a general lack of comprehensive forward-looking planning capacity. This

is manifest in (1) a lack of social structure for planning, (2) a lack of

people with the, knowledge and skills to project trends and develop forward-

looking overviews and (3) a lack of appreciation for the value of compre-

hensive community-wide planning., To illustrate the latter, at one point in

the shopping mall controversy a member of the county government suggested

that a committee of the county government should review the situation and

make recommendations. Another member of county government, this one repre7

senting the town (township)- involved, Is reported to have said in essence,

"The county should keep its cotton picking hads out of town affairs."'

14
Alan J. Hahn, Organization for Development-The MIDNY Experience:

1966-68 Department of Rural Sociology Regional Development Studies No. 6,

Cornell University (IJ,t7.aca, New York, /1969).
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A parallel need is the need for social mechanisms for resolving con-

flicts arising from opposing andOften essentially irreconcilable special

interests. Resolution of conflict in the courts is not very efficient and

also not very effective in dispensing justice when the legal system is too

closely tied to certain special interests. In the Ithaca suburban shopping

center controversy, the citizens' group opposing uncontrolled development

has had difficulty finding a lawyer to represent it in court. All the ex-

perienced lawyers are too busy or are associated in one way or another with

the opposition.

Ithaca, like many developed or developing communities does not lack

people with ideas and organizational skills but is handicapped by out-moded

decision-making procedures and a lack of comprehensiVe planning capacity

necessary to capitalize on the ideas and organizational energies of its

population.

An important feature of a comprehensive planning structure in a demo-

cratic system is a provision for interplay between the ideas and suggestions

of lay people and the special knowledge and analytic skills of professionals

trained in social analysis and planning. An example from the Oanadian New

Start experience will illustrate.

In the early days of that project, a series of meetings with,_200 com-

munity leaders produced a list of 90 different program suggestions. None

of these suggestions were directly implemented, primarily because they dealt

with the past and suggested renovation of activities which had died 20-30-

years earlier. But by adding the knowledge of the technical and profession-

al staff, trained to project or simulate, projects evolved which could be

and were implemented.I5

Organizational provision for input from professionally trained staff

who are obligated to represent the interests of the total community and are

responsive to suggestions from laymen is an especially pressing need. In

the two situations I have described, the community, or those in position to

act for the community, found themselves in the position of reacting to a

set of conditions brought about by the actions of a company sand/or indivi-

duals motivated primarily by private gain. Generally, the actions of these

developers had the potential of both good and bad effects on the community,

so it is not fair to accuse them of malicious intent. The crucial point is

that the developers, often outsiders, hadlthe initiative and the community

or its representatives reacted to the problems produced by their actions.

A preferred situation would be for the community, through its representa-

tives, to take the initiative in determining the general direction of devel-

opment.

We need to develop more fully the social technology and the organize-

1 5Sergio Sismondo, New Brunswick New Start: An Experimental Action-

Research Program in Community and Regional Development and Monitored Social

Change New Brunswick New Start Inc. Report No. R-73-128 (Richibucto, New

Brunswick, 1973).
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tional machinery which will allow the individual developer or land specu-

lator to make his contribution but insure that it is made under the con-

trolled conditions of a comprehentive forward-looking plan that represents

the needs of the total community.

This is a large order and one that presents many questions that beg

for answers. I regret pat I could not provide many answers. Perhaps we

can begin that process by agreeing that the development of the knowledge

and the organizational skills for comprehensive planning is a necessary

first step to correct some of the social ills produced by the uncontrolled

economic.development of the past and to make possible wiser applications of

new technology in the future.

004 -r
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A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING THE FISCAL IMPACT OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON A COMMUNITY',

Frank Goode

I. INTRODUCTION

Alternative types of economic development can have differing impacts

on the fiscal operation of local governments,; and different tommunities will

be affected differently by similar types of economic development. If a com-

munity can exercise contro]...Qer the types of economic development that will

take place, then it is the responsibility of the community' s elected offi-

cials to carefully assess the fiscal impact of alternative types of develop-

ment. An example of the role played by the fiscal impacts of development in

the community decision process its provided by the "no-growth" policies adop-

ted by both rural and urban connpUnities. The "no-growth" policies adopted
-by some urban communities have tesulted in part from a belief by the citi-

zens that economic development will require a aubstantial increase in the

level of public services being /provided. In addition, these citizens be-

lieve that they will -have to bear a large part of the cost of providing the

,extra services even though the will receive few, if any, of the benefits.

For example,_ the citizens believe that economic development will make it

necessary to extend sewer seOices to undeveloped areas. Extending sewer

service will require the construction of additional sewage lineS and possi-

ble new sewer treatment facilities. The citizens believe that they Will be

Called upon to bear much of the -cost associated with constructing these- =new

facilities and since they have adequate sewage facilities, they will receive

none of the benefits from the new facilities. It would be an overstatement

to suggest that fiscal considerations are the only reason for "no-growth"
policies,- but clearly they play a major role in these decisions. Although a

community should let the fiscal impact of economic developanent play a major

role in the decision-making process, it is equally important that other im-

pacts of economic development be considered. That is, the adverse fiscal

impact of a particular type of economic developinent may -be more than com-

pensated for by the desirable impacts of that development. A -good example

of such a trade-off is provided by the decisions made in several rural com-

munities in Kentucky."-

Frank Goode is Assistant Professor of -Agricultural Economics, The Penn-

sylvania State University, University Park.

1Charles -B. Garrison, The Impact of New Industry on Local Government

Finances in- Five Small Towns in_ Kentutky, -Agricultural Economic Report 191,

(U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, 1970).
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These communities were faced with Wdecision concerning whether or not to

allow (or encourage) a firm to open a new plant in their community. In

most cases, the new plant had an4tdverse impact on the fiscal operations of

the community. However, many of the communities used various types of in-

ducement to get the firms to locate the plants in their community. Presum-

ably, these communities had made the,decision that the impact of the new

plant on employment was more important than the,adverse fiscal impact.

One of the problems involved in this decision-making process is that

the citizens of a community and their elected representatives do not know

what the fiscal *pact of economic development will be. The citizens of

the urban community may be mistaken in their belief that they will be re-

quired to pay much-of the cost of extending the sewer system. The Kentucky

communities may not have realized that the new plants in their community

uld have an adverse fiscal impact. The purpose of this paper is to pro-

ve e a framework that can be used to estimate the fiscal impact of various

types of economic developments on communities. The approach to be used here

will be to develop a very simple framework to highlight four points that

should be considered when making these estimates. Those who are interested

in a more complex framework are referred to the MUNIES system developed by

Gale.2

II. THE IMPACT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON SERVICES DEMAND AND REVENUES

COLLECTED

Determining the fiscal impact of economic development is not merely a

matter of comparing the cost of new services provided to the new revenues

collected. As was implied by the "no-growth" example, the essential ques-

tion is who benefits from the new services and who pays for them. In that

example, the citizens did not benefit from the services that they were pay-

ing for.

New firms and/or residents are typically associated with the economic

development of a community. Thus, determining the fiscal impact of economic

development involves comparing the cost of providing services for the new

residents and/or firms to the additional revenue collected from those who

benefit from economic development.

The first step -in this procedure is to identify the change in services

provided that result from economic development. The cost associated with

the change in services is allocated to new and old residents depending upon

who benefits from the services. The second step is to determine the change

in revenues associated with economic development and to identify the sources

of these new revenues. To carry out these steps it is useful to have a

checklist of the services provided by and revenues available to communities.

Two such lists are provided in Table 1.

The procedures used to determine the fiscal impact of economic devel-

2Dennis E. Gale, The Munici al Im act Evaluation S stem: Computer

Assisted Cost/Revenue Analysis of Urban Development, Report 29 Planning

Advisory Service (American Society of Planning Officials, 1973).



opment on a community will be illustrated using thOlocation of a new plant

in the community, as an example. It is assumed that 25 families will move

into the community as a result of the new plant. Also, it's assumed that

the new plant will employ 200 local residents.

A. Cost of Providing the New Services that Are Associated with Economic

:Development

A reasonable starting place in this procedure is to simply go down the

list of services provided in Table 1 and identify those services th t are

likely to be affected by economic development the community. It like-

ly that a new plant locating -in atommunity will have an effect on mo t of

the services listed in Table 1. It is very important to identify all _the

affected services, not just the services for which the demand will incre se.

For many communities, it is likely that some of the 200 employees of the ew

plant were previously unemployed and receiving some type of welfare benefi s.

If welfare programs are being provided by community or county governments,

then one of the impacts of a new plant may be to substantially decrease the \

demand for welfare services.

After having identified the services that will be affected by economic

development, the next step -in the procedure is to determine the cost associ-

ated with changes in the level of services provided. Because of the unique

nature-of individual communities, it is impossible to provide a, universally

applicable fbrmula for estimdting the cost of new services. The best that

can bedone is to provide a set of general principles that should be applied

to individual cases. The first principle that must be understood and EE-

L:JAI is the concept of marginal cost. In estimating the cost of new servi-

ces the relevant contideration is with the additional cost resulting from

economic development. That is, we are attempting to estimate the total cost

of services after economic development has taken place, and subtract from

that the total cost of services that would have been required even if econ-

omic development had not taken place. Assume that the economic development

will result in 10 children of school age moving into the community. If these

10 children can be absorbed into the existing school system-without requiring

the school system to make additional expenditures on teachers, building, or

equipment, then the marginal cost of these 10 children is zero. In essence,

these 10 children have no impact on the fiscal operations of the community.

The second principle that must be taken into account is vaxiation in

the quality of services as well as in the quantity of services.- If the qual-

ity of service is substantially improved as a result of economic development,

it is not appropriate to associate the entire change in the cost of Provid-

ing that service with econothic development. Ptir example, assume that the 10

ne.,v. school children could not be absorbed intothe current school system

without additional expenditures. Assume that the local school board decided

that an additional teacher and classroom would be required to handle the 10

new students. Also, the school bloard decided that since they have to hire

an additional teacher and build L61 additional classroom that they should hire

a teacher with some musical training and construct the classroom with accou-

stical features that will allow it to be used for a musiC program. Even

though the 10 new students provided the motivation for hiring the new teach-

er and constructing the new classroom, the entire cost of these two items

0050
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Table 1

Services Provided by and-Sources or Revenue
for Community Governments'

Services Revenues

Beneficiaries

Old New
Residents Residents

Source

Incidence

Old New
Residents Residents

General
_government

-2. Sewer

3. -Refuse

4. -Health-

5. Police

6. 'Fire

7. Streets

EL Libraries

9. Recreation

10. Water

11. Welfare

12. Education

.

1. Real estate tax

2. Occupation tax

3. Per capita tax

4, Income tax

5. Property transfer
tax

6. Sales -tax

7. License tax

43. Fines

-9. Grants

10. User fees

aalammamo.

4 In essence, these-categories of services and revenues e taken from:

-ConmiOnwealth of Penns lvania_Iodal Government Financial Stati tics, published =by

Pennsylvania Department -of Community-Affairs.
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should not-be assigned to the 10,:new students. The old students will ben-,

efit from the new music progrO that is now available-and they should bear.

part of the cost of the new teacher and classroom.

To further illustrate the- appliCation of these' two principles, sever-

a1 of the services listed in Table 1 will be discussed in the context of

the plant location example.

1. General Government - It is unlikely that the impact of-the plant will

be sufficiently great to alter the expenditures required for general gov-

ernment services. fi

2. Sewer - One of the important considerations in this and other services

is whether or not substantial capital expenditures will be required to ex-

tend sewer lines to the new plant and/or to the homes of the new families.

If both the new plant and families can connect to the existing sewer -sys-

tem, then little or no cost should be incurred by the local government.

However, if new sewer lines are associated with the new plant or families,

then the cost of this construction should be charged to the new families and

the plant. Howeverl, care should be taken not to overcharge. That is, the

city may decide that while they are constructing the new s6.ter line to the

plant they should construct one sufficiently large to service two or three

other plants that may come in to the community in the future. If so, the

new plant should be assigned only-BIT/of the construction cost associated

with the new line.

3. Refuse - Suppose that after the new plant and families arrive in the

community the local government finds itself facing the following alterna-

tives with respect to refuse collection: (1) By paying their workers over-

time to work a sixth day during the week the refuse generated by the new

plant and families can be collected; (2) The community can purchase a new

refuse collection truck that can handle the new families -as well as the old

families with the same labor cost as previously required. In addition, if

the community buys the.new truck, they can provide refuse collection weekly

rather than every other week as has been the case in the past.

If the community exercised the second option, the change in cost of

providing refUse collection would be the price of the new collection truck.

However, it would not be appropriate to adsign the cost of the new truck to

-the plant and new families because the old residents of the- community are

now receiving better service. Some judgment is required in these situations

concerning the- assignment Of the cost. One option is to assign the addition-

al labor and maintenance cost that would have beep involved in providing

refuse collection -by using the old truck. Another alternative is to assign

the new firm and residents the pro rata share of the new truck and labor in-

volved. A third alternative would be to assume that the community would

buy the-new truck even if the new plant did not move in and assign the new

plant and citizens only the additional labor cost involved in providing them

with service.

4. Health - It is unlikely that the plant's location would require addition-

al health facilities in a community. HOwever, it -may be true that the new

plant has certain health hazards involved in the production process -and the

-hOspitai feels an obligation to provide a new service. Here again, the coat

-of the new service should not be assigned-only to the new plant assuming
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the new service is available to and used by the old residents in the,com-
,

munity.

Items 5 through 10. are similar enough to those previously discussed that

no new insights would be gained by considering them. Howyver, items 11 and

12 will be discussed in detail.

11. Welfare T. It 'is not uncommon, in fact, it is likely to'be the Case

that economic development of a "community will reduce the .demand for certain

types of services. The more obvious of these would be welfare services and

to the extent that local communities are financing part of these services,

the cost of providing the service will decrease. For example, if the' new

plant employs 200 local residents it is likely that a substantial part of

these new employees were previously unemployed or underemployed. If so,

then it is likely that the demand for direct welfare payments, food stamps,

and welfare counseling services will decrease and therefore the cost of

providing these Services will decrease. It is extremely important to keep

this phenomenon in mind. For example, if the new plant had a health pro-

gram which paid for annual medical check-ups for its employees, then it is

conceivable that the quantity of public health services demanded in the

community could go down substantially:-

12. Education - It is worthwhile to discuss the impact of economic devel-

opment on the level of educational services demanded, both because educa!-

tion typically represents a substantial part of the budget of local govern-

ment and because it demonstrates very well the two basic concepts that must

be kept in SUM. when estimating the cost of new services. First, suppose

that each of the new families in the community has three school -age children

that will require educational services. The additional cost of providing

education to 5these children will depend to a large degree on tale, existing

situation in the school system. If the classes irk the school system were

-Ialready'near capacity, then the additional load placed by the new students

may be sufficient to require the hiring of new teachers and conceivably the

construction of new classroom space. On the other hand, if the classes were

previously relatively.small and the new studehts.could be absorbed with

ease, then little or no cost Ohould be assigned, to the new students. Assume

for the moment that three additional teachers have -to -be hired and a new

clasdroom .has to 'be constructed. The cost of the teachers and classroom

should be assigned to the new families unless the new teachers and classroom

make it possible to provide additional educational programs that were pre-

viously not provided. For example, the Aew teachers may specialize in areas

that were previously, not a part of the curriculum in the school and the new

classroom provides the facilities for these teachers to carry out their -spe-

cialties. itesumably, students that were in the school previously would

have access to these new programs and, as a result, the cost of the new

teachers andkthe classrooM should not be assigned entirely to the new stu-

dents.

No attempts were made here to provide dollar estimates of the new ser-

vices required as the result of economic develOpment. The cost of provid-

ing'new services will vary so much from one community to another that it

would havebeen misleading.. to even suggest certain ballpark estimates for

some of the costs involved. It is expected that the governmental agencies

in charge of providing the various services in a community would be in a

position to give\interested citizens reasonable estimates of the costin
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that particular community of providing the various services discussed above.

The important point to remember is that once the local governmental agency

has estimated the cost of providing new services, the principle of Marginal

cost pricing and quality of service should be applied to these cost estimates

to determine what part of the cost can be associated with the economic de-

velopment of a community.

. Additional Tax Revenues Generated by Economic Development

As was stated above, the question is not so much one of how much tax'

revenues will be generated by economic developMent but the central question

is who will pay the taxes that are. generated. (That is, the increase in serv-

ice demands will have to be paid for and the central question is who will

pay for the services. In the previous section, we determined the cost of

new services that can be attributed exclusively to the economic development

resulting from the location of a new firm in a community and the new fami-

lies associated with the new-firm.' In this section --re will attempt to iden-

tify the new revenues generated from those who benefited from the economic

development. Before doing that, however, two ideas will be introduced that

fast be kept in mind when attempting to determine who will pay the taxes re-
.

quired to provide the new service.

The institutional arrangements (revenue sources) used by Ideal- govern-

ment will determine in large part who pays the new taxes.- For example, there

are three institutional arrangements often used to finance the extension of

public services such as,water and sewer. One of these,idstitutional arrange-,

ments is to\float what is called revenue bonds to raise the money for capi-

tal construction. The essence of revenue bonds Is that the bonds are to be

redeemed by revenues collected from the water or sewer authority. A, second

method of public service construction cost is to float tax. bondg.

These bonds are epaid from- -the -tax receipts of the govefnmental unit in-'

volved. A third method of financing construction of public services is also

to float a bond issue that is based on taxes, but the taxes are levied only

against those who will benefit froth the service provided instead of on all

taxpayers in the 1oCal governmental umit. If a riew water system is required

to open up a new area for urban develoPment, the land owners in the new area

will have a special, assessment against their proper -ties and the existing

residents of the community will not receive'any special tax assessments. If

revenue bonds are used to finance the construction Of public services, then

it is reasonable to expect that the existing users in the system wdll pay

part of the cost of extending the service to new customers. Also, if tax

bonds are used to finance the extension of a public service system, then' the

cost of the new system is paid for by all of thetaxpayers in the community

rather.than all'of the users of the public service system. On the other

hand, if the special tax assessment is used, then the cost of extending the

system falls largely upon the users who will eVentually benefit from that

system. It is very important to keep in mind the types of institutional ar-

rangements used to finance various serVices for two reasons. First, the in-

stitutional arrangements utilized do.affect who will pay for the new services.

Secondly, the institutional arrangements should not be taken- as given by a

community which is attempting to reach a decision on whether or not to allow

'a type of economic development to take place. The community can indicate

that it will allow a certain type of economic development to take place only

if the method used to finance the.new services is one that will require the

new plant and new families to pay for the services.
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Also, it is important to take into account the indirect effect of var-

ious taxes. The individual who pays the tax to the loco.' governmental

agency may not be the one who actually pays the tax. The person paying the

tax may pass along the tax to someone else. For example, an apartment

building owner pays the property taxes on his apartment building but the

owner presumably passes along these taxes to the residents of the apartment

building,' The incidence (who pays) of various types of taxes is an extriime-

ly complex matter. In the context of fiscal impacts, care must be taken to

correctly estimate the true incidence of a particular tax. With these two

thoughts in mind, let us now examine the change in revenues.from each of

the sov-f:es listed in Table 1 resulting from the plant locating in a com-

munity, in the list of revenue sources in Table 1 provides a good

starting .t.

1. Real Estate Tax: The most obvious change would be the taxes paid

the new plant and the new families in the community. However, care must be

exercised hereto take account of the institutional arrangements. For ex-

ample, it'is often, the case that the community owns the building in which

the new plant is located and under such an arrangement there will be no tax

'revenues generated by the new plant 'Or, in some canes, the new plant is

given a tax-exempt status for a certain period of time. The amount of real

-estate tap. s generated by thefamilies in a community will depend upon the

type.of housing they'splect. For example,11.the new families rent houses

that were previously vacant, then the amount of real estate tax forthcoming

from thes&houses will not change but now the new families are, in effect,

paying the tax.instead of the owners of the house. If the new families all

construct new homes, then the tax revenue generated from the new homes above

and beyond what was being previously generated by the property should be

credited to the revenues generated by the new residents.

2. Occupation Tax: If a substantial number of the employees in the new

plant were previously unemployed, then presumably the occupation tax paid,

by these people can be orgiated to the economic development in the communi-

ty. .

3. Per Capita Tax: The per capita taxes paid by new residents in the com-

munity should also be credited to the economic developmPn',:.

4. income Tax: Few 'local communities have income taxes but to the extent

that they do exist, the changes in income taxes collected from the residents

of the community should be credit1 to the economic development. If a sub-

stantial number of the plant were previously unemployed, then the increase

in inCOme tax revenues could be substantial.

5. Property Transfer Tax: Again, if the new residents in the community

purchase homes, then the property transfer tax paid on these transfers

o'lld be significant.

6. Sales Tax: The extent to which the additional income generated by econ-

omic development creates additional sales tax revenues, this revenue should

be credited to the economic development that takes place in the community.

licente*gerg':- The license fees paid by the new residents in the com-

munity should be .credited to the new economic development of a community.
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8. Fines: Fines paid by the new residents in the community should al-

so be counted as part of the revenue generated by economic development.

,. Grants: The impact of economic development on the grants received

by the local government can be either positive or negative. For'exam-

ple, the local community may have had substantial unemployment before

the new plant came in and was therefore eligible for certain types of

state and federal grants. If the'new plant reduces unemployment to a

level that the community is no longer eligible for these grants, then the

impact of economic development on revenues is negative. On the other

hand, if economic development of the community is sufficient to stimulate

the level of economic activity in the region such that t12.e.>ax effort by

the community is increased, then that community may receive more grants

under the federal revenue sharing program. Again, if the impact of econ-

omic development on a community is substantial, then the economic devel-

opment may alter the grants being received by the local community.

10. Users' Fees: The new users' fees collected should be credited to

the economic development.

The exercise of going through this list of taxes and making honest

attempts to evaluate the incidence of the change in revenues from each

of the taxes will provide a reasbnably good estimate of the impact of

economic development on the revenues received by the local government.

Even though some of the estimates wil) have to be rough, the Major rea-

son for mistakes would be not considering one of the sources of revenues

or failure to identify the person that actually pays the tax.

III. CONCLUSIONS

It has been the attempt of this paper to provide a generil check-

list of the types of services provided by and the sources of revenue

available to local communities. It is impossible to provide precise

estimates of the cost of new-services provided or of the types of rev-

enues that would be generated as a result of economic development. This

is impossible because of the unique nature of communities, the excess

capacity existing in the various services, the institutional arrange-

ments used to generate the revenues for local government, and the econ-

omic impact of a new plant locating in a community. However, it is be-

lieved that considering each item on the above list, taking care to deal

with the marginal cost and change in quality of service, as well as with

the ty ..!s of taxes and the incidence of these taxes, should provide an

adequate estimate of the fiscal impact of economic development on a com-

munity. 0
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WHAT TOOLS ARE AVAliABIE FOR

MAKING ECONOMIC GROWTH DECISIONS?

J. Dean Jansma

This paper emphasizes the importance of tools in making decisions.

This, in turn, subsumes the measurement of impacts as one segment of the

decision-making process.

I would argue, for example, that a tool can be a concept as well as an

analytical technique. Also, decisions are based un political, sociologi-

cal, and environmental considerations as well as economic. My approach

will be an attempt to indicate some of the rules of the game when making

economic growth - decisions and some techniques which might be useful in play-

ing the game`.

In structuring my comments I would like to use the old journalistic

technique of fivejes and an H. Specifically, let us examine these con-

cepts within the i'ramework of why, what, how, when, where and who.

WRY

Start with the concept of why. We could start with a pore academic

(or at least seemingly more academic) approach and discuss goals, ends, etc.,

but, in fact, we are discussing why--why are we pursuing:this particular

goal. As simple as this seems, I think one of the problems associated with

measuring various aspects of economic growth is the lack of Rrget. If

there is no end point (goal) how do we measure progress towa the goal or,

indeed, when we reach the goal? Thus, one of our approaches, and indirect-

ly our tools, for measur4ng growth is the specification of goals in such a

way as to permit measurement of progress toward the goal. For example,

rather than criticizing economic growth because of its degrading impact on

the quality of life, we need to indicate the specific attributes of the

quality of life we wish to protect or improve. The renewal of interest in

social indicators research is a step in the right direction toward being

more specific in making decisions about the impact of growth and.change on

a community.'

J. Dean Jansma is Professor of Agricultural Economics, The Pennsyl-

vania Stat 'University, University Park.

1One of the most ambitious programs of research in this area haa,been S.

Sismondo's work with the CanadAn NewStart Program. See, for example\,\his

publication entitled Applications of Structural Indicators for the Measure-

_pent of Development: Selected Findings for Rural Communities in Kent County.

Richibucto, New Brunswick, Canada: New Brunswick NewStart, Inc., Report No.

R-73-120, 1973.
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WHAT

Although onecaan argue with the proper sequence for discussing our W's

and H, the next logical step seems to be to tackle the what concept-- what

needs to be done. Inherent in this concept is what is the current status

of the relationships in our unit of observation. We need a descriptive an-

alysis--a. data base--before we can move to an analysis of the impact of

changes from this base.

Two quantitative techniques which have been useful in examining and

describing communities are shift-share analysis and economic base studies.

(Some would argue that economic base analysis is a predictive rather than

a descriptive technique.) Both of these tools have been criticized by ac-

ademicians and others, but I would argue that the fault lies in the misuse

of the tools, not in the tools themselves. They are useful, "quick and

dirty" type measures, for describing economic relationships within'a com-

munity.

In order to describe some of the factors relating +o changes in em-

ployment structure within a region, the shift-share technique can be used.'

Shift-share analysis is based on two factors which attempt to describe

the growth patterns of a region.3 The "industrial mix effect"' measures the

distribution of rapid and slow growth industries in the region. Each in-

dustry is characterized as slow or rapid growth by comparing the industry's

growth rate to the growth rate of all industries over the sade time period.

The "regional share effect" measures whether the region's share of each in-

dustry is increasing or decreasing relative to other regions.

The data required for an employment shift-share analysis are employment

figures by industrial sector for the overall economic system, such as the Na-

tion, and comparable figures for the regions, under analysis for two points in

time. Given this data, percentage changes for each industrial sector in the

time period are calculated for the system and the region.

Given the above percentage changes, three components of employment

change are calculated. The first component, national growth, is calculated

by multiplying the region's base"-year employment figure for each industry

sector by the Nation's overall growth rate. The resulting figure indicates

employment growth in the region if each sector has grown at the'same rate

as the Nation's overall growth rate. For example, if the Nation's overall

growth rate for the time period was 50 percent-and the region had 100 em-

ployees in retail trade in the base year, then the region would have a na-

2
The material on shift-share analysis is from a publication by Charles

Kennard and Dennis Smith, A Base Book for Rural Development, Delaware State

Ag. Exp. Sta., Pub. No. 409, December 1973. See this publication for a good

example of how to implement the shift-share technique.

3 Lowell D. Ashby, "The Geographical Redistribution of Employment," Sur-

vey of Current Business, Vol. 44, No. 10 (October 196h), pp. 13-20.
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tional growth component in retail trade of 50.

The industrial mix component is calculated by multiplying the re-

gion's base year employment for each sector by the Nation's growth rate for

the sector minus the Nation's .verall growth rate. A positive component

means the sector in the Nation is growing more rapidly than the Nation's

overall growth rate and vice-versa. For example, if the growth in retail

trade for the Nation was. 80 percent, then the region's base year employment

of 100 is multiplied by the difference_ etmeen the Nation's growth rate in

retail trade and the Nation's overall growth rate--i.e., 80-50 or 30 per-

cent. This would result in an industrial mix component of 30 for the re-

gion in retail trade.

The regional share effect is calculated by multiplying the region's

base year sector employment for each industrial sector by the region's

growth rate for each sector minus the Nation's growth rate for the sector.

A positive regional share effect indicates a shift of employment in the

sector into a region and a negative regional share effect indicates a shift

out of the region. For example, if the region's growth rate in retail

trade was 90 percent, then the Nation's growth rate in retail trade--80

percent--is subtracted and the difference--10 percent--is multiplied by the

region's retail trade employment of 100 for a regional share effect of 10.

A summation of the three components for each sector in the region will

give the actual total employment change in the time period (retail trade

had an increase of 90 employees in the above example). The summation of

the industrial mix effect and the regional share effect results in the rel-

ativelchange for the sector in the region (the relative change for retail

trade would be 40 in the above example). A positive relative change indi-

cates that the region's sector grew more rapidly than the Nation's overall

employment growth rate.

Because shift-share analysis has become a prominent tool for regional

analysis, criticisms and limitations of the technique have been discussed.

Houston discusses the theoretical and empirical limitations of shift-share

analysis. First, he notes that the industrial mix effect and the regional

share effect offer no explanation of economic behavior. Second, it is im-

plicitly assumed in the analysis that all of the sectors of a region face a

national market. In reality, many sectors face only a local market so that

national effects on demand may not be shared by the local sector. Third,

different industry disaggregation procedures will result in different shift

components and therefore give different results and interpretations.

In reply to Houston, Ashby argues that the shift-share technique is

not a behavioral growth model that contains predictive capabilities.5 It is

unfair to criticize shift-share analysis as if it were a growth model be-

4
David B. Houston, "The Shift and Share Analysis of Regional Growth:

A Critique," Southern Economic Journal, Vol. 33 (April 1967),PP. 577-581.

5Lowell D. Ashby, "The Shift and Share Analysis: A Reply," Southern

Economic Journal, Vol. 34 (January 1968), pp. 423-425.
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cause, in fact, it is only a descriptive model.

The criticisms lead to two important limitations of shift-share anal-

ysis. First, the technique is a descriptive device and was not designed

to be a predictive model. Second, the analysis is concerned with changes

in employment and cannot evaluate the effect on changes in unemployment.

Curtis concludes the following:

. . most arguments in favor of the technique point out

that it should be used merely as a descriptive tool and should

not be used to explain the ultimate causes for changes in key

growth variables . . .
shift-share analysis permits an orderly

assessment of the industrial changes occurring in an area. It

appears to offer a comprehensive and4-dirept tool for relating

regional . . . to national growth . . .

The rather detailed examination of shift-share analysis indicates that

a relatively simple technique with minimal data requirements can provide a,

significant amount of information on the employment structure of a region.'

Another useful descriptive technique is economic base analysis- -which

is also known- as export base analysis. The conceptual basis for this tech-

nique is the assumption that,a region -'s growth depends on the rate at which

the exports of the region expand. An increase in exports will, in turn,

stimulate non-export or service activities through a multiplier process.

The basic approach used in economic base analysis is to divide the em-

ployment activities in a region into two groups. One group includes the

number of basic employees which are producing for export demand. The non-

basic or service employees, allocated tb group two, are thoSe providing the

non-export goods and services in the region. The ratio of the number of

non-basic to basic employees becomes the economic base multiplier.

For example, under the assumption method we consider the employees en-

gaged in agriculture, mining, and manufacturing as being basic employees and

all others as non-basic. Assume a region has 2,000 employees with 800 of

them allocated to the basic group engaged in agriculture, mining and

manufacturing) and the remaining 1,200 in other, non-basic type activities.

Our-multiplier would then be 1200/800 or 1.5. We would then conclude that

50 new jobs in manufacturing would stimulate an increase of 75 in non-basic

employment. This, of course, becomes very important when attempting to

6
Wayne C. Curtis, "Shift-Share Analysis as a Technique in Rural Devel-

opment Research," American Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 54, No. 2

(May 1972), p. 270.

7For a report showing how shift-share can be combined with other de-

scriptive techniques see Dennis Smith and Dean Jansma, A Prelude to Rural De-

velopment in Pennsylvania, Pa. Ag. Exp. Sta. Bul. No. 784, February 1973

Also see the classic work by Harvey Perloff, et al., entitled Regions Re-

sources and Economic Growth. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1 0).
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measure the impact of economic growth in a region.

The size of the Multiplier is directly related to the procedure used

in assigning employees to basic or non-basic employment. For example, in

a university town one of the basic activities is education but, under the

assumption method, employees in the educational field would normally be

assigned to the nonbasic group. This would tend to overinflate the mul-

tiplier computed for this type of community. To partially correct this

problem, a location quotient technique has been used to improve the allo-

cation process. In general, it is computed as follows:

number of employees in State
(or Nation) in industry j = X

total number of employees in total number of employees in

State (or Nation) region i (county or State)

For example, assume one wishes to develop an economic base study for

a county within a state (if developing a study for a state one may vigil to

use national or regional data). One determines (perhaps from census data)

that there are 1,000 employees in the state in industry j (normally the

economic activity in a region is delineated into 10-30 industrial classes).

Further he finds total employment in the state is 100,000. Thus, we find

that 0.01 or 1 percent of the total state employment is in industry j. Re-

turning to our- data source, we determine that the numberofemployees in

region i (county) is 6,000. Multiply 6,000 by 0.01 to determine the number

of employees in region i that will be assigned to nonbasic employment. In

this case we would assume that 60 employees (0.01 times 61000) in region i

are supplying the local needs for the goods and services. If our basic

data source (say the census) indicates there exe actually 240 people em-

ployed in industry j in region i then we assume that 180 em,-oyees (240-60)

can be assigned to basic employment. That is, we assume that these 180 peo-

ple are producing for export from region i. A similar computation is per-

formed for each industry class and the results are then summed to determine

the nonbasic/basic ratio.

There are still major conceptual problems with this approach. For ex-

ample, there are assumptions of constant coefficients, equal productivity,

location linkages, import substitution and correlation with size of region.
8

I would argue, as with shift-share analysis, that even with its faults the

economic base approach is a useful tool for measuring the impacts of growth.

It is an unsophisticated measurempt tool, but it is easy to compute with

data that is generally available. Yet, it is an important "rough" measure

of the impact of economic growth in a region.

8
For a good discussion of the uses and abuses of economic base analy-

sis, including the problems inherent in these assumptions, see Charles M.

Tiebout, The Community Economic Base Study, Sup. Paper No. 16, (New York:

The Committee for Economic Development, 1962).

9 It is surprising how many townships and boroughs pay anywhere from
$3,000 to $10,000 to a consulting firm to supply them with an economic base

study. The true cost is a few hours of time and some census volumes.
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In the previous two sections we have discussed the question of why we do

something (goals) and what is the need (descriptive analysis).. Now we face

the question of how to choose between alternative courses of action. This

question really has two major aspects--efficiency measures for selection of

alternatives and distributional impacts resulting from the choices made.

The efficiency aspects will be discussed in this section--with emphasis on

benefit-cost analysis. (The discount rate and internal rate of return will

be examined in the next section.)

The economic decision-making process used in allocating our scarce re-

sources for development follows the basic principles of micro-economics.

But there is a major difference. Many resource use decisions are made in

the public sector and thus are not subjected to the same forces as those in-

herent in the market mechanisms which operate in the Private sector. It is

necessary, therefore, to develop a system of rules for allocating our scarce

resources outside the market system, but within a framework of efficient use.

This system of rules, it shoul&be emphasized, is not necessarily based

wholly on economic considerations. Through our entire history, many of our

resource use decisions--perhaps wisely--have been based on non-economic cri-

teri a.1° But we would stress that economic criteria do provide one measure

for comparing the benefits and costs of alternative resource use plans.

Thus-, the economist tends to use price, or a proxy for price, as a ma-

jor component in the decision-making process. The reason is that price

comes one standard for measuring the relative "trade -offs' between alterna-

tive uses.

The question- which remains is how do we evaluate the amount of funds

which should be used for these purposes. The ghetto mother with children

who are hungry might place quite a different value on scenery, beauty, and

other amenities than does. the upper-income member of society who likes and

can afford to commune with. nature. Thus, there is a need for some standard

where the "votes" from all segments of society can be registered.

Again, we would emphasize that society's decision-making criteria do

not necessarily need to be based on an economically-oriented standard. His-

torically, the Congress has used a system of hearings to arrive at rational

decisions. The emphasis in hearings was on rhetoric --which -side could "tell

the best story" or "who had the best lobbyist group." This is not meant to

infer that hearings do not serve as an important vehicle for presenting op-

posing viewpoints or showing the many implications of a particular decision.

But hearings do have a major shortcoming in terms of providing an objective

10 The astronaut John Glenn suppo-edly said that one of the things he

thought about before blast-off was that all the parts in his space craft

'

had been supplied by the lowest bidder.
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.11framework for decision making

The following example, reported in the Congressional Record in the
early 1900's, indicates an extreme use of rhetoric to support a given pro-
ject. This resource decision involves the remarks of a Congressman inter-
ested in getting a federally, supported fish hatchery in Tupelo, Mississip-
pi. The Congressman argued:

Tupelo is very near, if not exactly in the center of the
world, the horizon seems about the same distance in every
direction. We have an ideal place for a fish hatchery. Fish
will travel over land for miles to get into the water here at
Tupelo. Thousands and millions of unborn fish are clamoring
to Congress today for an opportunity to be, hatched there at
the 'Tupelo hatchery.

Tupelo got its hatchery. I admit this is perhaps an extreme example- -but
it does indicate the emotAon-laden rhetoric which is sometimes used in the
decision-making process.'"'

Another example, of more recent vintage, is also from Mississippi.13
In the 1960's, the Booga Bottum Sky:Barn, Inc. of Alligator, Mississippi
received $16,500 from the Economid Development Administration to study the
feasibility of a proposed service center for air travel at Huspenaka, Missi-
ssippi. One might tend to question the validity of this expenditure of fed-
eral funds, but do we know anything about the proposal? Even the names in-

volved might tend to hurt (or enhance) what could be a high priority,project.
The role of the economist is to provide one standard for comparing the desir-
ability of this project versus some alternative project.

Introduction of the Benefit -Cost Idea

In historical perspective,- the concept of introducing benefit-cost
analysis into resource decision-making can generally be traced to the Flood
Control Act o 1936. Section 24 of that legislation is the source of the

11
Maass would tend to disagree-with this position. He indicates the

-hearing system provides an adequate basis for decision-making and supports-
his position by indicating major legislation-such as the interstate highway
system and public housing-have been passed without an economic analysis. He

fUrther argues that subjecting water resources development projects to econ-
omid scrutiny tends to put such developments at a disadvantage. See A.

Maass, "Benefit-Cost Analysis: Its Relevance to Public Investment Dedisions"
in Water Research, ed. by Aileen V. Kneese-and Stephen C. Smith (Washington,
D.C.: Resources For the Future, Inc., 1966), pp. 311-327.

12
Examples of the "extreme use" of economics are also available, but

we would argue that economics provides a more objective framework for judg-

ing how extreme some statements are in support or against a particular poli-
cy.

13
We are not "picking on" Mississippi; it just seems that Mississippi-

ans are more creative in choosing names for organizations and places.
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requirement calling for a comparison of "the benefits to whomsoever they

may occur with estimated costs."

In 1939, under the auspices of the National Planning Board, the agen-

cies with major inputs in-the resource development field were brought to-

gether to compare note on procedures for identifying benefits and costs.

The Flood Control Act of 1944 explicitly stated the need for coordination

of economic evaluation techniques. The different agencies and commissions

had by this time each developed their own unique procedures which resulted

in mass confusion. In order to bring some degree of comparability to the

procedures used by the various agencies, a Subcommittee on Benefits and

Costs of the Federal Inter-Agency River Basin Committee was established in

1946. The objective of the Subcommittee was to formulate "mutually accept-

able principles and procedures for determining benefits and costs for water

resources projects." The results of the deliberations of the Subcommittee

were published in May 050 as Proposed Practices for Economic Analysis of

River Basin Projects.14 One of the four basic principles indicated in this

document provides the basic framework for benefit-cost analysis.

The principle in "The Green Book" requires, in effect,- that net bene-

fits from a project shouloNbe maximized. It requires that economic resour-

ces should be' used in designing a project, "in such a way that the amount

by which'benefits exceed costs is at a maximum rather than in such a way

as to produce a maximum benefit-cost ratio or on some other basis." This

principle requires that a project should be developed, in terms of size, to

the point where the net benefits rather than the benefit-cost ratio is max-

imized. This is in accordance with economic efficiency, if we assume un-

limited capital availability. We will discuss the technique of benefit-cost

analysis under this assumption and then see what happens when we relax this

assumption.

Technique of Benefit-Cost Analysis

Benefit-cost analysis is simply an economic'technique for comparing

the benefits and cost resulting from changes in scale in the design of a

potential project. More importantly, it is the application of basic econ-

omic principles to problems of resource allocation. Thus, it is not a gran-

diose technique developed just for this purpose, but rather an application

'(with slight modifications in terminology) of basic economic principles.

Perhaps an example provides the best introduction to this technique

and how it is useful in decision-making situations. Assume, for example,

that the empirically measured costs and benefits from a specific project

are as shown in Table 1. In this example, as the scale of development in-

creases, there are increases (as expected) in the magnitude of the total

benefits and costs.

14 Because of its rather unwieldly title, this report, and subsequent

revisions are by convention listed, in the literature as "The Green Book."

This has been subsequently revised and extended by A-471 Senate Document

97 and, most recently, by the Water-Resources Council's proposed standards.
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Table 1
Total Benefits and Costs Associated With

Varying Scales of Development

Scale (X) Total Benefits (Yb)* Total Costs (Ye)*

($000) ($060)

0 0 10

1 19 ,,12

2 36 16

3 51 22

4 64 3o

5 75 4o

6 84 52

7 91 66

8 96 82

9 99 loo

lo 100 120

*The total benefits function is based on equaion Y = 20X - X
2 and

the total cost function on equation Ye = 10 + X + X's

The question which now arises is what scale of project would maximize
the economic use of our scarce resources. Returning to basi economic

principles, we find the emphasis is on comparing marginal benefits (reven-

ue) and marginal cost when seeking an economic optimum. Thus, in Figure

lb, the data for our hypothetical project is examined in terms of these
marginal magnitudes.

The marginal benefits and marginal cots (from Table 2) are plotted in
Figure lb with the intersection of these points slightly less than -five un-
its in terms of scale. At this point, the incremental costs resulting from
a larger project is just equal to the incremental benefits which the pro-

ject will provide. Also notice in Table 2 (coluMn 6) that the difference
between total benefits and total costs is at a maximum at a scale of about
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five units.15 Thus, the basic economic principle of equating marginal

costs with marginal benefits agrees with "The Green Book" principle than

the scale of a project should be at the point where the excess of tot4,

benefits over total cost is at a maximum.

It is important to reiterate that under our assumption of unlimited

capital at the given discount rate, the scale of development associated

with an economic efficient use of resource is not the point where the bene-

fit-cogt ratio is the greatest. The reason for this seeming inconsistency

is that the benefit-cost ratio is an average measure based on the relation-

ship between total benefits and total, costs, whereas the reldvant economic

measure is the marginal relationship between inputs and outputs. As shown

in Figure lc, the maximum-benefit-cost ratio is at ab6ut 2.75 units, where- 1

as the ratio of marginal benefits to cost is equal to unity at the above

determined scale of 4.75 units.

In this section we have introduced the technique known as benefit-cost

analysis. A major purpose was to reinforce the idea that this technique is

just an application basic economic principles to practical problems of

resource-allocation. This does not mean, howe'ver, that the benefit-cost

technique is not a.valuable tool or that therefore not important problems

(and areas of professional disagreements) on ho* we measure the benefits

,and.costs in implementing this technique.

To this point, the assumption of unlimited capital,at the given dis-
ii

.
count rate was employed. Many would argue this is unrealistic and we should .

-emphasize-highest return per dollar invested which normally would be to the

left (i.e., smaller scale) rather than the MG = MB (Marginal Cost = Marginal

Benefit) point. My view is_ that both points have legitimacy and are cor-

rect as long-as we make our assumptions explicit. More important in my Opin.!

iOn (and less frequently discussed) is the tendency to opefate to the point

-where the B/C ratio equals one, In general, there tends to be overbuilding

15 Solving equations for the two functions, we find the point where

the marginal benefits equals the martnal costs is at a scale of 4.75 units.

This is also the point where the tot benefits exceed total cost by a max-

imum amount. Empirically, we find the former by equating the marginal cost

and marginal benefit function as follows:

20 - 2x = + 2X
4x = 19
x = 4.75

Then, we determine maximum net benefit by subtracting the total cost func-

tion from the total benefit function and solve the Maximum net benefit as

follows:
Net Benefits = (20X - X2) - (10 + + k2)

NB = -10 + 19X - 2X2

Then, maximize NB function

= 19 - 4x = 0
dx

4x = 19
X = 4.75

0 Wi
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of projects in terms of size.
16

To sum up the technique of benefit-cost analysis, the important point

is it is merely ano.pplication of a basic economic efficiency model to re-

source allocation.

WHEN

One of the more important consideration.; in benefit-cost analysis is
the concept of time. In terms of manipulation of the data, it is necessary

to compare cost (which normally occurs at one point in time) with the bene-

fits (which normally represent a stream of income over time). In making

this comparison we can amortize the cost over time or capitalize the time
stream of benefits to provide r: comparable present value of both the bene-

fits and costs. ProbRbly more 31.E-te in the benefit-cost literature has

been devoted to the discount rate problem than any other problem. We do

not have the time or space to devel? these arguments here. It was men-

tioned to indicate the importance of time (and risk over time) in measur-

ing impacts. Thus, the when problem is of major importance in solving re-

source allocation Problems. In practical terms, what is the consequence

of acting now versus waiting to act in the future? Conversely, it 4 also

important to consider the opportunities foregone by delaying action.17 In

summary, one of the important variables in this decision process is the

"price" and "risk" we assign to using our scarce capitalresources.

WHERE AND WHO

To this point in our discussion the emphasis has been on descriptive

analysis and economic efficiency considerations. 'In this section, we will

briefly examine some distributional considerations-- who will be affected

by the proposed action and where the action will take place. In general,

it seems the economics profession has none a fairly good job of developing
and evaluating the "trade-offs" as they relate to economic efficiency.
But we have done less well in tackling the distributional question.' We are

too"ready to retreat behind the "economics is concerned with efficiency"
shield and thus miss the mark in many of the problems associated with

growth. At ,a Minimum, it seems we have a responsibility to point out the
probable economic impact of alternative distributional trade-offs. If Da-
one except (including?) other economists is going to listen to us, it seems

imperative that we enter this less stable ground.

16
One of the reasons for the tendency to overbuild lz that consulting

fees, architectural services, etc. are based on a percentage of the tot-1
project cost.

17
For a programmed le-rning approach to benefit-cost analysis and re-

lated problems (such as internal rate of return) see the mimeographed publi-

cation prepared by Phillips W. Foster and Alfred Thieme entitled Exercises
in Project Analysis, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Uni-

versity of Maryland, 1972.
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James Kunen, a brilliant young writer; expressed hiss somewhat unor-

thodox view of the distribution problem after the recent Apollo moon land-

ing.

The really fine aspect of the trip, as we all know, was that

it brought all humanity together. . . but it's not true. Maybe

for ten minutes it did; 20 minutes tops. But in the long run,

the only thing we all do together moonwise is chip in for the

ticket.
And the money is needed f(r the cities, yes. And to soar

to the moon over the faces of starving people is an obscenity,

Ire-s1 But Americans are reluctant to back programs which will

aid some people at the expense of others. The moonshot aided

no one at everyone's expense, and was thus equitable and per-

fectly all right.18

Now, one may well disagree with his evaluation of the worth of the Ap-

pollo program, but it is hard to argue the realities of his last sentence.

We are concerned, rightly, about the "windfalls" others might receive. Yet

we seemingly have little concern about not facing the had distributional

impacts when measuring the impacts of economic growth. %

Spatial Distribution Trade-Offs

A great deal is yet unknown about the impact of growth programs on the

spatial arrangement of economic activities. Will Pennsylvania's rather

stringent "Clean Str3m; Law" drive industry to neighboring states with leiSs

demanding ,standardsiT evidence is not yet available to support the clon-

tention that this is happening in Pennsylvania. Conversely, some of the /

western states are actively promoting programs designed to limit, in the name

,of environmental quality, the influx of economic activity. The Governer /of

'Oregon is closing his speeches to visiting firemen with "come and visit /us,

but please don't stay."
/

In this regard, one wonders about the usefulness of another of our

economic constructs as .t is currently being used. Specifically, one sees

the "economies of size concept used to show cost-size relationships/with-

out adjusting for quality.. For example, consider the cost of municiPal

sewage systems for towns and cities with various size populations. !The re-

sults of Downing's study show the traditional decreasing average cost curve

for similar treatment levels as, City size increases. But what is normally

not taken into account is that/higher levels of effluent treatment are need-

ed in the larger cities to attain the same water quality in a given stream.

In a recent study at Penn State, we found that the "economies of size" ad-

vantages for the larger cities tended to be offset by the higher levels of

treatment required to meet specified stream standards. Thus) the economies

of size argument often used as a benefit of growth might be more illusory

than factual.

The "economies of size" concept also tends to affect questions of the

18 James S. Kunen, "Moon Landing was Thrilling Job of Animation,"

Washington Post, August 24, 1969, p. B2.
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"optimum" spatial distribution of population. Thompson, and more recently

Hansen, have contended that cities of 200,000 to 250,000 provide the mini-

mum critical size for providing self- generating and viable economic growth.

If this be true, one is forced to ask two related questions: (1) why

are the mayors of our large cities predicting doom and disaster without

federal revenue sharing; and (2) why undermine the vitality of these "self-

generating and viable" areas with federal subsidies that have not been

needed in the past.19 The size problem is only one component of an adMit-

tedly much broader problem, but one wonders if part of the "crisis" is not

the wider dive fence between private and social cost in the larger metro-

politan areas.

Sector nistributional Trade -Offs

A question of importance in terms of berth efficiency and distribution

is which sector should carry the cost of growth and which reaps the bene-

fits of growth. I am convinced that one of the largest obstacles to action

is the lack of a clear understanding of the incidence of cost and benefits

of alternative programs. It should also be noted, however, that the distri-

butional "fairness" associated with each sector being rewarded a proportion-

al, gain from some action might be very costly from the standpoint of effi-

ciency in resource use.

Distribution of Income Trade-Offs

It is indeed difficult to speculate on the impaCt of growth on the

distribution of income-Unless one is examining a specific proposal. One

can, however, make some general observations.

A general examination of the composi4Sn of most economic development

organizations indicates a preponderance of people from three segments of

the community. Roughly defined, these include representatives from: (1)

the Chamber of Commerce, (2) local government officials, and (3) decreas-

ing-cost industries.

The Chamber of Commerce representatives are interested in growth for

many reasons. They are interested in the good of the community, but this

is not exclusive of their interest in the fact that if we can get higher

total employment in our coimmunity, we are going to sell more goods and serv-

ices. The Chamber representatives generally want to generate more.economic

activity because they are selling products to the public. Thus, the Cham-

ber is one interest group (including the local bankers) which tends to be

pushing for growth in rural communities.

19 This point is made by Alan Bird in his review of Hansen's book in

A6Ticultural Economics Researc )i, Vol. 23, No. 2, (April 1971).

20 Although I think this is an Important point to consider, it should

be noted that perhaps the most serious problem facing the large city is the

unequitable distribution of the tax load between the suburbs and the Lien -

tral city.
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A second group is the local government officials. They are basically

charged with representing all segments of the local community and they are

concerned about providing jobs and community services. But they also tend

to have a vested interest in "moving up the scale" from say a fifth class,

to a fourth class, to a third class county. Even in terms of the number-

ing game, most people would prefer to be second class than to be third

class. The larger the group, the more prestigious in terms of political

power.

Finally, you have a third group which we call the decreasing-cost in

dustries. I have defined decreasing-cost industries as the kind of indus-

try where the adding of one more service unit or one more product is not as

costly as the one that came before. Perhaps the classic example here is in

newspaper production. Assume you are operating the local newspaper. Once

the linotype (or other process) is set up and the printing press is runh,

ning, the extra cost of running off another newspaper is very low. It does

not cost much to run off the 1,501st newspaper if your normal production run

is 1,500 papers. If you can attract more families to move into your commun-

ity, you have two things going for you. First, you increase cireulAion and

sell more papers. Second, the ad revenues are closely related,to the

lation level of the paper. Thus, you have a special interest in increasing-

the total number of families in the community. he basic logic holds for

radio and television stations.

Normally, public utilities (electric, telephone, etc.) tend to be de-

creasing cost industries. The adding of one more service unit, once they

have the basic structure of the utility, tends to be very inexpensive.

In most communities, the proponent of growth is also involved in pro-

moting self-interest. Conversely, the poor, elderly and similar groups are

usually not well organized and are,not actively involved in decisions re-

garding growth. This is natural, but should be recognized by those charged

with planning for all citizens of the community.

Intergenerat)onal Distribution Trade-Offs

Another interesting distributional trade-off is -- how do we express

our concern for future generations? Are we using up their birthright through

riotous living which will'result in a plundered planet? Or does the appeal,

for protecting the needs of future generations provide an unimpeachable

reason for irrational action?

The idea that society must speak for the "unborn generations" is not

a new idea. One of the central themes of the whole conservation movement

is the selfishness of man and the need for society "to protect the rights

of our children and grandchildren." The problem with this approach is that

it establishes a uniform cause for preventing growth rather than finding

the specifib reasons for stopping or encouraging growth. This labels any

growth as "anti-social," and thus provides no guidelines as to the appropri-

ate level of action.
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SUMMARY

My assignment was to discuss some of the tools which support the de-

cision-makineprocess as they relate to economic growth. The framework

used for discussing these Impacts is to look at the why, what, how, when,

where and who questions associated with growth.

A final word of caution about using any of the tools. First, the

tool used should be the appropriate one. We cannot use a descriptive tool

and expect to attain prescriptive results. Second, ,just because one can

"generate numbers" by using these tools, one should always recognize the

assumptions underlying the interpretation of these numbers. The mechanis-

tic application of a technique without thinking-- or the lack of plain old

"common sense " -- is worse than not doing anything.

00Th



INFORMATION PROBLEMS IN ASSESSING THE IMPACTS

OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

John R. Fernstrom

75

It is assumed that the purpose of our endeavor in these collected

papers is to provide communities with the kind of information they can use

to make the difficult choices they face when considering economic growth

policies and strategies.

When the community and the businessman make decisions about the loca-

tion and impact of any kind of economic activity upon a community, some

factors are predictable, some are not. This applies across the board,

regardless of whether we are attempting to determine the economic, the ecol-

ogical, the sociological, the political, or the fiscal implications of

growth, taking these implications separately or intertwined.

The growth issue is beset with controversy, complexity and ignorance.

The question is -- must conflict always be involved or can we demonstrate

sufficient resolve and ingenuity to reconcile the large areas of doubt and

uncertainty?

When we talk about the impact of economic growth, much of what we know

is of a speculative nature concerning the complex interplay of the many

growth factors that can be involved. Empirically, we know all too little

about this interplay. When we try to assist groups making decision, we

-constantly run into the unknown or unknowable. In attempting to determine

causal relationships, assess the trade-offs, and come up with a measured

cost-benefit balance between economic growth and the world around us, we

run into the unmeasured or unieasurable.

It is not surprising, then, that much of our knowledge and much of our

evidence is fragmentary and inconclusive and the results produce conflicts.

Some results are even wrong, unintentionally or intentionally, depending

upon the bias that may have been built into our observations.

Conceptually, we are able to discern implications and we understand

the processes of economics, ecology, sociology, and politics that all have

bearing upon the impact that economic growth may produce.

We are aware of the benefits and scme of the dangerous implications of

economic growth and of the methods of containing the undesirable products

of growth. We can specify the directions for changes in priorities and

John R. Fernstrom is Program Leader, EConanic Development, Community

Resource Development Staff, Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, D.C.
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institutions. to put, known methods to work for desired change. However,

with all oux uncertainties, we must present with certainty our delibera-

tions to a community for decision-making. If we are to do this success-

fully, we must understand one other.point that has not been considered in

the other papers. Related to our impact work with communities, there are

serious questions concerning the nature of public knowledge about economic

growth and an understanding of what the community thinks as a group.

Anyone in our society whose eyesight and hearing are not totally

impaired is likely to believe that economic growth and environment are on

a collision course with doomsday, not to mention the potential for social,

political, and fiscal collisions. The raising of the ecological and social

conscience has produced no scarcity of rhetoric of crises. The compulsion

of the media to turn each bit of bad news about economic growth into a

full-blown crisis distorts the community perspective. The negative or

pessimistic emphasis places the optimist in an awkward position, to say the

,--least, and supports the contention that it is easier to obtain acceptance

of pessimistic and cynical ideas than to give credit to human ingenuity for

problem solving.

We have the problem at the community level of assembling impact infor-

mation and then disseminating it in a manner that has meaning to the people

in the community who will make the decisions. At the community level, in

essence, we are engaged in predicting the impact of some form of economic

activity on the economic base and on the social, political and physical

environment. The long-range significance of the information that is provi-

ded community decision-makers puts the pressure on us to provide them the

right kind of information so that there is full understanding of the inter-

play of the data and purposes, as well as the limitations, that are involved

in determining growth impaqt. The collection of data raises basic ques-

tions. Who will collect the information? Where will it be collected? What

information should be collected? How much should be collected? How does

the information get interpreted? All this is in an atmosphere where there

is no general agreement about what to measure to determine the impact of

growth.

In the task of facilitating citizen involvement, decision-making and

carrying out action, we must understand the concept of feasibility, includ-

ing the various criteria which determine feasibility. Within the context

of community decision-making, numerous ideas and schemes are offered as

alternative solutions to identified community problems. These alternatives

will have social, economic, political, fiscal and institutional implica-

tions, all of which must be analyzed.

Physical feasibility simply means "Can it be done?" With modern tech-

nology, a task, a project or structure can probably be built or accomplished.

But the basis of this concept should stress the practicality of the feat.

Although dams, buildings and roads are possible from an engineering and con-

struction standpoint, they may not be considered the best solution from an

environmental standpoint.

Economic feasibility in our system is one of the most important compo-

nents of a proposal. A project may be physically possible, but if it is

too costly in terms of time, money or other resources in relation to the

expected return, then it probably is not economically feasible.. In making
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an economic feasibility study, several economic concepts are involved.

These are opportunity costs, the benefit-cost ratio, and the proper use of

money.

Political feasibility indicates that a proposal must be within exist-

ing legal boundaries or that a proposed action would be acceptable to the

voters and/or legislators so that the plan or program could be implemented.

The final test of political feasibility occurs in the community. It comes

in the form of a referendum or a bond election where the public is asked to

go into debt for the sake of a specific project.

Cultural feasibility is meeting the standards of criteria of a commu-

nity or of the collected thoughts of the interest groups of that community.

Often a practice, program or structure that is accepted on a state or

national level is unacceptable to a local group. As an example, high rise

apartments may be acceptable to state and area planners, lawmakers and the

general public but still unacceptable in some towns.

Fiscal feasibility is a key consideration in tax policies and programs.

To be a good source of revenue, administrative costs of a tax scheme must

not exceed the income. Some actions may not produce the revenue expected

or may be diluted by subsidies.

The information about impact and alternatives that we offer a community

must include estimates of feasibility and appear to be rational -- a diffi-

cult feat in view of the often emotionally-charged setting in which growth-

impact decisions are made. In light of the current state of the art of

developing and presenting 4' ,,,t measuring techniques and the resultant

"solutions" to the conum....i.ty, I would say that our greatest information prob-

lem is in today's most overworked word -- "credibility" -- and specifically

the credibility of our output. The establishment of credibility is a product

of understanding and trust. Many communication techniques are tried with

varying degrees of success.

For example: The Governor of Arizona recently urged media representa-

tives to assist in informing Arizonans about the importance of the tourist

industry as it affects them, and stated that he believed an informed citi-

zenry would react positively for the good of Arizona. He said Arizona

visitors helped pay the taxes of Arizona residents and pointed out that

125,000 persons in the State are working in jobs related to tourism, meaning

that one out of every five persons employed in nonagricultural jobs in Ari-

zona is dependent in some way upo% the tourist industry.

Tourists spent $690 million in Arizona in 1973, generating $70 million

in direct State, city and county tax revenues, according to the Governor.

And this did not include the $70 million in property taxes paid on facili-

ties nor the millions of dollars of income taxes paid by tourist industry

employees. But despite compelling facts, the Governor said that citizens

are displaying bumper stickers telling visitors to go home, and urging an

end to tourist promotion by the Stahl.

Is this hostile reaction of :.rizona citizens a response to lack of in-

formation? Or is it lack of credibility of the information provided to

them? Or are other forces at work? One would immediately say that the Gov-

ernor failed to mention thq.issue of tourism growth and Arizona's environ-
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mental quality. In answer to this, the Arizona planning agency working

with Battelle Memorial Institute has established a sophisticated computer-

ized model to deal with the trade-offs between Arizona environment and

economic growth. The system is called "The Arizona Environment and Econom-

ic Trade-Off Model" (ATOM). The need and premise for the development of

ATOM has arisen-because the protection, preservation, and improvement of

environmental quality has become a pervasive public issue.

The overall objective of ATOM is to develop a conceptual framework and

operational model capable of describing, in reasonable terms, the environ-

mental impacts of economic and demographic change, as well as the overall

results of policy decisions made for the State and related cities and sub-

regions in Arizona. The model is also to serve as a tool for use by deci-

sion-makers in evaluating the trade-Offs and relationships between potential

economic development and environmental quality requirements. ATOM's devel-

opers report that not all questions concerning these relationships could be

answered completely. Therefore, the model was constructed so that critical

elements could be modified and updated as the state-of-the-art improves --

a limitation on the reliability of the model.

I think ATOM has a credibility problem. If limits are not precisely

defined, how do we get a community to accept the results of a computer run?

In fact, do people trust computers at all? The degree of predictability Of

the effects of planned development is clearly very important. The outcome

of a complete regional strategy, based on an interrelated, but not neces-

sarily complementary, system of measures with variable intensities is still

largely a matter of intuitive judgment.

The impact of single projects can be assessed with somewhat greater

accuracy. In California, for instance, an input-output analysis is being

used to provide information to county supervisors making determinatiaps on

zoning and land-use changes. In one instance, the developer was defad a

residential zoning, because the analysis showed the county would get a

greater tax return If the acreage was retained in the production of wine

grapes,rather than devoted to residential use with the resulting increase

in the cost of services that would be required. The results of the Cali-

fornia work generally argue for the retention of land in agricultural use.

Residential taxation rarely yields direct revenue in excess of services

demanded. It might, however) be argued that income taxes and other reven-

ues paid by new residents in a taxing jurisdiction might tip the scales in

the other direction.

This brings us to the point that the results of an impact analysis are

to a great extent more the product of the measurer than the measures in-

volved. Let us go back to Frank Goode's example. If a new industry were

to come into an area adding six new children to the school system, if the

schools were not crowded, no new teachers were needed, no desks or books

had to be obtained, the town's industrial developer might not see six new

children as a cost impact upon the school system. However, if the average

cost of education per child were $320, someone else doing the measuring

might add that as an additional cost to the school system. Another person,

who might consi er out-migration as a solution to lical economic problems,

might add the cost of all of the children of local residents now working

in the plant having children of school age. The question is where do we

start? Where do we stop?
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Sometimes, only the cost of a subsidy is measured against expected

payroll or other developmental income. Some would suggest measurement

against the subsidy plus the inilrest and income an alternative investment

would create. This raises the question as to what are the alternatives and

starts another chain of actions and reactions.

Another example that Dean Jansma referred to was, in assessing social

costs, how do you measure whether it is better to put more housewives to

work so children can eat and go to school but at the same time put unattend-

ed children on the streets while their mothers work, or vice versa?

All things can be relative when we think about the environment or ecol-

ogical systems. For example, with respect to a stand of pine trees, a

potential homebuyer may like trees, but a residential developer might think

of a conifer stand as an intolerable fire danger. The town fathers might

think of the additional costs for Ideal fire protection if residences are

built in deuse stands of pine.

This raises another point. The techniques and the models and location

theories developed until now tend to be better measures of impact after the

Tact. They tell us with more reliability how to discover if a mistake has

been made rather than how to avoid mistakes. This does not mean that me

give up. Their value, of course, lies in the expectation that study will

produce a model that will have validity when applied to new situations.

i The role of information use and misuse must be understood by the-re-

se cher. The analysis of the BASF controversy made by Wood and others-at

t e University of South Carolina is a case in point.

An announcement in October 1969 by a West German chemical company

(which goes by the initials of its corporate-name - BASF) of plans to con-

struct a petrochemical complex in Beaufort, South Carolina, touched off a

national controversy. Many of South Carolina /,s -State government officials

and most of the poor people in the Beaufort al* were in favor of the pro-

posed investment, but a number of the devu lers and residents of the

near-by Hilton Head Island resort area and conservationists from all over

the nation opposed the idea.

In making the announcement of plans for the new plant, company officials

said the investment in the facility would be approximately $100 million and

that about 1,000 people would he employed. The United States Chamber of

Commerce forecast the effect of the plant on the Beaufort economy as follows:

. . . the influx of 1,000 employees in Beaufort will result in a

population increase of 3,590, more than $3,000 more in personal

(per capita) income; 30 more retail establishments; 1,000 more
households; 970 more passenger car registrations; $3,310,000

more retail sales per year; 910 more school children; $2,290,000

more in bank deposits; and 650 more jobs over and above what the

plant. will employ.

A few days later, BASF officials announced that their long-range

investment in the site might well be in the neighborhood of $400 million.

In November, 1969, BASF purChased.an 1,800-acre site. The company announced

that the quality of the water of the riter into which wastes would be dumped
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would not be lowered. All wastes would be treated, both at the plant it-

self and at the existing water authority treatment facility, before being

released. The South Carolina State Pollution Control Authority publicly

expressed no concern that the new plant would violate state pollution

laws. The Governor and State officials suggested that the plant would be

a boon to the depressed economy of the area.

The controversy came out in the open in December, 1969, when the

developers of Hilton Head Island claimed that, because of the loopholes in

South Carolina pollution laws', the proposed chemical plant would pollute

the river and pose a.serious threat to the $100 million resort cormunity

on the island and to the local seafood industry.

Almost immediately, other individuals and groups began to oppose the

construction of the BASF plant in Beaufort County, including then Secretary

Hickel of the Interior Department. The controversy was "aired" in Life

magazine before it was all over.

The aggressive campaign against BASF ultimately led to the cancella-

tion by BASF of their plans to build the plant. The study by the Univer-

sity of South Carolina found that, from the economic standpoint, even if

the BASF plant and its satellites had ruined the commercial fishing and

the resort industry, the Beaufort area would have been "substantially

better off" with the BASF installations than without them. In any case,

the study did not anticipate such an extreme adverse result from the

chemical complex.

....T.Inportay.estions are raised by the South Carolina case. Why, if

BAAF plants would have boosted the badly depressed economy of the area, and

if Inost residents of the county apparently wanted the plant located there,

wasiplant construction stopped and later abandoned? The answer, in part,

was the public concern about pollution. Yet, it was never determined pre-

cisely what facilities would have been installed at the plant, what anti-

pollution equipment was needed or planned,agd what environmental effects,

if any, the installation would have had on either the fishing industry or

the development of the Hilton Head Island resorts.

The University of South Carolina study indicated that decisions were

made.by the individual parties in the dispute without all the necessary

facts and with somewhat less than complete regard for the welfare of the

other parties involved. At no time was there any suggestion of possible

compromises or.trade-offs. Yet some compromises and trade -offs are needed

if we are to resolve the all too evident and frequent conflicts between

economic progress and environmental quality.

On the other hand, the study pointed out, the Hilton Head Island de-

velopers were highly effective in stating and defending their position.

Time after time, they referred to the size and potential future size of

their resorts and the possible danger posed to them by location of the BASF

plant. They played up the aid offered BASF by the state government and

suggested the possibility of additional aid from the Federal Government.

Resort officials filed suits against BASF in several courts attempting to

enjoin plant construction. They also proposed -to build a "7 Flags Over

Hilton Head" amusement park on the plant site if BASF pulled out. Yet no

-one questioned the environmental impact of the amusement park that would
FL
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have brought thousands of daily visitors to the area. They hired a consult-

ing firm to recommend an alternate plan for economic development of the area

in the vicinity of Hilton Head Island that would be compatible 1.31th future

development of the resorts. The plan suggested that cooperatives be organ-

ized to assist low income farmers in the area, the same people who were the

"help" for the resort area's unskilled jobs.

The Hilton Head Island developers did a superb job, in my view, con-

ducting a classic public relations campaign and of protecting their own

vested interests. But the interests of most citizens of the Beaufort area

may not have been served by those actions. It is questionable if resorts

will ever provide the number of high paying, skilled jobs that a major petro-

chemical complex could have offered. If implemented, the plan for the devel-

opment of agricultural cooperatives in a marginal agricultural area probably

could not have produced the same kind of prosperity for the large number of

poor people of the county.

The growth issue is beset with ignorance - ignorance that can be exT

ploited by vested interest groups to their own ends, whether good or bad for

community interests. Researchers may have to go further than they like.

Not only must they attempt to eliminate ignorance 'on growth issues, but it

may be necessary to objectively follow through to assure that neither ignor-

ance nor information is misused.

The product of impact research must be useful to communities. This is

not always the case. I have seen many input-output studies that summarize

results on one page, provide page after page of methodology and rationali-

zation of exponents, followed by the computer printout. If our work is to

be useful in the community, we cannot produce for our peers. The need is

to provide our information in the simplest, most understandable form possi-

ble, so that it can be rationally considered by community decision-makers.

An input-output analysis is nice, but it doesn't mean anything until some

one explains it to community decision-makers.

As I said in the beginning, the aim of working toward an understanding

of the impact of economic growth upon a community is also to make a contri-

bution to community economic development policy.setting and to community

definition of goals and strategy. Our output should be realistic and attain-

able within the limits of the community environment. Community economic

growth should be aimed at purposes that may be summarized in general terms.

First, encouraging community growth of a nature sustainable and consistent

with broadly set goals and, second, working actively toward meeting major

special problems that could thwart the community development effort.

Goals of all the people in the-community are the important feature of

the successful development program. There are some*universals that most

people want but they must appear relevant to the whole community to achieve

complete acceptance. Most people want full employMent and high and rising

stanclards of living. They want an equitable distribution of income. They

want incomes whose worth in real terms will not be ,jeopardized by inflation

or taxes. They want housing, recreation, social services, utilities -- all

the ififrastructure that is the definition of a "good" place to live, work

and play.

To achieve such broad objectives, people develop goals to attain the
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maximum sustainable growth in output df goods and services within the com-

munity. But when they begin to consider the impact, they begin to qualify

and contradict these goals. It turns Out that they ,may not really want

maxiimum output at the expense of some sort of imbalance between population

and ecology or, at the expense of land that can be tilled or mined or sub-

divided. They do not want maximum output at the expense of good workin,

good living, or good playing.

No one set of growth-measuring techniques has the versatility needed

tojiandle the variety of community goals and growth problems to be dealt

with if we are to predict impact. Whatever technique is selected to meas-

ure growth, the need for the understanding of its application will be

great. Answers must not be elaborate and results must be reasonably

adapted to the situation. Application can best be achieved among people

of understanding. The nature of our information and the way it is present-

ed can be effective, but only if many people in the community can be

irduced to take an active interest in economic affairs and to work to

broaden their understanding of how the economic growth affects their Com-

munity. This is the major challenge to acceptance of the impact information

we present to a community,
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Above, left - Malcolm I. Bevies (standing, left), University of Vermont,
and Gerald L. Cole, University of Delaware, used cases in their analysis

of tjle_lapacts of seasonal home developments. Above, right - Virginia

Polytechnic Institute economists j. Paxton Marshall (left) and Burl F.
Long presented a case study on the impacts of a utility construction

project. Below, left - Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., University of New Hamp-
shire, laid the foundation for a case study problem on a proposed

residential development. Below, right - In small groups, participants
considered alternatives for the proposed residential development.
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THE IMPACT OF SEASONAL HOME DEVELOPMENT

Malcolm I. Bevins
and

Gerald L. Cole

I. INTRODUCTION

87

In 1970 there were over two million seasonal homes in the United States,

and the market la-,s predicted to reach eight million units by 1980. A special

census report indicated that 38 percent of the U.S. seasonal home stock is

located in nine Northeastern states (New England plus New York, Pennsylvania,

and New Jersey).1

Seasonal homes can have a major economic impact in those rural areas
where the population base is small or where industry is lacking. Purchases

of local goods and services can be significant. Seasonal homes also place

demands on local units of government for water.and sewer systems, roads,
waste removal and numerous other local Services. Also of dire^t concern to

many is the enVironmentgl impact of development in rural areas. In the 1973

report of the Citizen's' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality, "second

home" development was highlighted as one of the most critical land-use issues

to be dealt with through state and federal legislation.

In this paper, ..,easonal homes" refers to housing units occupied for

various periods of the year to carry out leisure time activities. Thus, a

seasonal home is distinct from the permanent legal residence of the owner or

renter.

We will not attempt to separate the effects of seasonal homes from those

created by the demand for other recreational services in a community. The

.
two effects are usually intertwined because some form of recreational activity

brings the seasonal home buyer to the area in question.

Indications point to-a rapidly expanding future martAt for seasonal homes.

. Malcolm I. Bevins is Associate Resource Economist in the Department of

Resource Economics, University of Vermont, Burlington.

Gerald L. Cole is Associate Professor in the Department of Agricultural

and Food Economics, University ot Delaware, Newark.

1
U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Second Homes in the United States," Current

Housing Reports, Series H-121, No. 16 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1969).
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As seasonal home development progresses the magnitude of environmental

quality problems as well as the benefits accruing from this use of land

resources will increase. Problems which are urgent today may become criti-

cal tomorrow.

There are numerous ways in which the impacts of seasonal homes could

be evaluated. We choose to begin by presenting a list of issues that miphi

be raisec. by local leaders as a result of their concern about seasonal home

development. The- social, political and environmental issues which they

might raise include the following:

Permanent residents do not want outsiders coming into community.

Local comm- y decision-making is transferred to new groups.

Urban social problems are brought into rural are .s.

Out-of-staters have no interest in maintaining or improving environ-

mental quality.

Seasonal homes create soil and water pollution.

Fragile\areas are built upon:

High \elevation areas mb'l have erosion, vegetation destroyed, etc.

Low elevation areas may have high water table, marsh lands may be

degraded, marine food chain may be disturbed due to dredging and

filling.

Seasonal homes are esthetically unpleasant.

Open space ds lost to seasonal'home development.

Traffic congestion becomes a Major problem.

Seasonal properties are often rent-d; renters do not maintain proper-

ties like owners.

Good agricultural lanpi is lost to development.

The economic issues commonly,raised by local leaders include some

related to community services and costs and others related to commercial

activity and to business, generated. These econouic issues are summarized

as follows:

A. Relative to community services and costs

1. 'Municipal water and sewer systems must be established to accom-

modate acOncentrated development, of seasonal homes. 11

2

2. Police and fire protection must be expanded to protect vacation

homes, especially in remote locations.
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3. More roads and higher quality roads must be constructed and

maintained.

4. Schools must be enlarged to, accommodate seasonal residents who
later decide to become permanent residents.

5. Ultimate financial impact of 1-4 above

a. Higher per unit cost of providing community services.
b. Ultimately higher taxes'on year-round residents.

c. Possibly less revenue forthcoming from other sources

( e.g., less state aid to education since town is now
considered wealthier).

B. Relative to commercial activity and business generated

1. "Undesirable" businesses are encouraged to move into the area

to serve seasonal resident desires.

2. Little money stays in the area as contractors often are not

local.
y-

3. If local contractors are employed in the development, permanent
housing construction suffers.

. Seasonal homeowners spend only small amounts in the local

community.
/

5. Prices of all goods and services sold iA the area are high
because seasonal residents are more affluent.

6. Land values rise and farmers can no longer pay higher tares
caused by increased appraisals.

Energy requirements overtax the capacity of the existing systems.

Part II discusses economic issues relative to the provision of community
services. We will utilize some data from Vermont to assess the ov-rall impact
of seasonal homes on property taxes of year-round residents. Part ItI deals

with the economic issues relative to the commercial activity generated by
seasonal home development.

In Part IV we discuss four examples of seasonal come communities, rela-
ting available evidence to the issues cited above.

In Part V, we will present,zfrom a regional study, some opportunity
costs associated with the lack of environmental quality controls in selected
communities in the Northeast. Envlronmental attitudes of seasonal residents,

permanent residents and local officials are also discused.

In Part VI a benefit-cost framework for evaluating, a seasonal home devel-
opment proposal is presented. Finally, in Part VII we give a checklist of
questions which might be asked of a seasonal home developer by local Officials.
A list of additional.useThl references is also inauded.'
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II. EVALUATION OF COMMONLY RAISED ECONOMIC ISSUES

REGARDING COMMUNITY SERVICES

Most of the economic issues that are raised by individuals and groups

discussing seasonal home development have basic threads of validity. In

this section and in Part III it seems appropriate to discuss each of these

economic issues and evaluate them in terms of impact variability.

Issue: municipal water and sewage systems must be established to

accommodate a concentrated development of seasonal homes

Vacation home development in Vermont was relatively slow from the late

1800's up to the end of World War II. Then, as workers had more leisure

time and more discretionary income, an increased interest in seasonal homes

developed. As a result, realtors and developers saw an opportunity to

"market" vacation home developments. While individual homes continued to

develop in isolation, a strong move in the direction of concentrated com-

-munities became common, especially around lakeshores and near ski areas.

The need for community water and sewer systeMs was immediately apparent.

Few people would question the need for such community services where con-

centrations of seasonal homes emerge.

Impact variability - the impactoof developing a community water or sewage

system need not fall entirely Upon a town or local community. At one time

this was thought, to be entirely a municipal responsibility, however, this

attitude has changed. It is not unrealistic to ask-a seasonal-home devel

oper to pay for the installation orawater and sewer system. He simply

adds the cost of this installiation to the price of the individual seasonal

home lot. In some cases the newly installed systems have a greater capaci-

ty than that which is needed by seasonal residents and it may be possible

for sections of the permanent population to tie into the new system. The

possibility of such action is dependent upon the site and concentration of

the seasonal development and the developer's willingness to serve others in

the local area.

Issue: olice and fire protection must be e. anded to protect

vacation homes, especially in remote locationg-------

Since most seasonal communities are located in rather remote areas

(privacy and scenic amenities being sought), the named for an expanded police

and fire protection system is immediately apparent. Vacation homes are

often located in wooded areas where fire hazard is high. To compound the

problem, the ability to move fire fighting equipment to remote locations in

/Wooded areas is complicated by steep slopes, bridge limitations, etc.

In like manner, the potential for vandalism is high. The majority of

seasonal homes are vacant for long periods of time.' Theft and Vandalism may

not be detected for prolonged periods. In such caseb recovery and prosecu-

tion are very difficult:

Impact variability - if the burden of police protection is too great for

the local communityr it might be-possible for a seasonal homeowners associ-

ation to hire a full-time security officer (or officers) who would reside

permanently in the seasonal community. it is probably impractical. for the
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seasonal community to assume the development of a fire protective system
(suchlas a volunteer fire department). Ultimately,fire protection will,

of necessity, be a burden placed upon the year-round community.

Issue: more roads and-hiLher quality roads must be constructed and

maintained

The cost of road development in seasonal communities may .An high because
of steep slope and shallow soils. It may be necessary to pave roads on

steeper slopes to prevent washouts during periods of heavy water runoff.
While seasonal residents might be satisfied with a gravel road, annual main-
tenance might be lower if some type o. hardtop construction material is used.

Impact variability - to diminish the fiscal impact of a seasonal home devel-
opment, the local community before granting a permit can require that roads
be constructed by the developer which meet town and state standards. In such

a case, the initial cost of road construction is borne by the developer;

however, unless otherwise specifie , the maintenance of roads will ultimately
fall upon the year-round community road department.

The required maintenance of roads will be related to the amount of use

these roads receive throughout the year. In a summer community it m-y not

be necessary to plow and maintain roads during the winter months. In a ski

area community this becomes a major town operating cost unless state aid is

available.

Issue: schools must be enlarged to accommodate seasonal residents who
la-tr decide to become permanent residents

Every seasonal resident potentially is a permanent year-round resident.
Suburbia was relatively unimportant before World War II. Perhaps the suburbia

of tomorrow is the seasonal home community of today. If such a transition

does take place, educational facilities must be expanded.

The likelihood of transition from seasonal community to year-round use
is probably greater in the Northeast than in other parts of the country--
where there are fewer nearby employment opportunities.

Lakeshore studies done in Vermont indicate that the intention of convert-
ing seasonal residences into year-round homes, is still very low. In 1970,

Levins2 found that less than 5 percent of all seasonal residents in six Vermont
lakeshore communities had any intention to convert cottages to year-round
living. The likelihood of conversion in ski area communities is greater.
Homes in these areas are constructed to withstand lower temperatures, and
utilities are installed at lower subsurface levels.

2
Malcolm I. BeVins, Attitudes on Environmental Quality in Six Vermont

Lakeshore Communities, Bulletin 671-(Burlington: Vermont Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, June 1972).
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Impact variability - it appears that the principal factor influencing thc

likelihood of year -round home use is the distance from seasonal home to

place of employment along with ease of travel. Those seasonal communities

located within an hour or two of major employment centers will undoubtedly

experience major conversions to year-round use and will face the ultimate

need to expand existing school systems. However, seasonal homes in more

remote areas, such as northern New England, will probably remain seasonal

in use with relatively low conversion. It is difficult to obtain sound

research data on conversion rates. However, experience in Vermont ski area

communities indicate that very few children have been brought into local

school systems.

Another major consideration related to the likelihood of conversion is

the potential impact of higher priced and possibly less readily available

gasoline. These two factors will, in all, likelihood, slow down anticipated

conversion.

In summary, it must be concluded that service costs to seasonal com-
munities might be higher (on a per unit basis) than the cost of providing

similar services to existing village centers. However, it should be recog-

nized that these costs may be lower for seasonal communities than for
scattered seasonal homes in remote locations.

The cost to the community (and, ultimately, the taxes on year-round

residents) will depend upon how the responsibility for community service
development is shared between the developer and local government. The

total cost to the local community will depend, to a great extent, on
whether or not the existing educational system must be expanded, and this,

in turn, is dependent upon the rate of conversion from seasonal to year-

round use. A major conversion to year-round use appears unlikely except in

seasonal home communities located near metropolitan centers.

The Financial Impact isme:
f , A Case Study of the Impact of Seasonal Homes

on Permanent Resident Property Taxes in Vermont

Small Vermont towns are becoming important rural retreats for city

. people. In 1973, Vermont seasonal homes were worth about $636 million -5.

This compares with $424 million in agricultural properties. That year, in

45,towns in the State the value of the vacation properties equaled or ex-
ceeded 30 percent of the total fair market value of all properties.

The year-round residential tax burden in a small community can be prop-

erly evaluated only when compared witl, he value of year -round homes in that

community. If the value of residential property is high, one would expect
residential taxes to be high. Conversely, if the value of residential prop-

erty is low, one would expect residential taxes to be low. The town With

3 According to Vermont Tax Department datr, Vermont seasonal proper-
ties were worth $215 million in 1967 and $459 million in 1971. Some of

this increase was due to inflation and some was due to new construction.
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average value homes (in comparison with the rest of the State) should have a
residential tax burden that is average (in comparison with the rest of the
State).

To analyze this relationship, all towns in the State were arrayed from
low to high on the basis of average value of year-round residential proper-
ties per capita. Towns were then assigned a value index ranging from 1 to

100 (100 representing towns with the most valuable year-round homes p
capita). In like manner, taxes on year-round residential properties per
capita were arrayed from low to high and these values were translated into a
1 to 100 index (100 representing towns with the highest taxes per capita on
year-round homes). In such an analysis, we might consider the "norm" to be
an identical index.number for value and tax. If a town were in the 50th-
percentile in terms of value of residential housing per capita, it would be
considered realistic if taxes on residential properties were in the 50th
percentile. This can be expressed as a straight line relationship (Figure 1).
Towns plotted below the "norm" line have a positive deviation from tne ex-
pected.relationship, that is, year-round residents are paying lower taxes
than would normally be expected considering the value of year-round housing
in that community. Year-round residents of towns which are plotted above
the "norm" line are paying higher taxes per capita than would be expected.

An analysis of this tax/value relationship for these 45 towns where 30
percent or more of the value of all properties is in the form of seasonal
homes shows that only 13 towns fell above the "norm" line. Thirty-two of
these towns fell below the "norm" line. This me.; that year-round residents
in 71 percent of these towns were in an enviable position in regard to prop-
erty tax. It is reasonable to assume that taxes paid by seasonal residents
in those towns significantly lightened the burden of those living in the town
on a year-round basis.

However, Figure 1 does not include all of the major seasonal communi-
ties, as some communities had other major components of the tax base. It is
important to look at the principal vacation towns in terms of total value of
seasonal prOperties as opposed to percentage of the tax base. Figure 2 shows
the tax/value relationship in the 50 principal seasonal communities in Vermont
(actual value of seasonal homes). About two-thirds of these towns fell below
the "norm" line. Those towns lying below the "norm" line (tax advantage) had
an average of 271 seasonal properties, while those towns lying above the "norm"
line had an average of 257 seasonal homes.

Appraisal of Vermont Seasonal Properties for Tax Purposes - Taxes paid by
property owners are a function of two elements--the tax rate and the property
appraisal. Probably no element of property taxation arouses emotions more
than discussions of appraisal rates at the local level.

Appraisal practices of local listers in Vermont are carefully reviewed
by the State Tax Department, since state aid to local education is based on
community wealth. State Tax Department officials review individual classes
of property to determine the relationship between appraisal rate and fair
market value. This is done by studying a sample of each class of property in
every Vermont community. In Table 1, the 15 principal Vermont seasonal home
communities are listed and the average appraisal rate for permanent residences
is compared with the average seasonal home rate. In these 15 communities,
there appears to be a relatively equitable system of appraisal between permanent
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anal seasonal homeowners. That is, local town appraisers are not fLvorint;
one group over another in their system of appraisals. For the 15 communit.L.-_;

studied, the unweighted average appraisal rate on permanent residents was 27
percent of fair market value, while on seasonal properties it was 28 percent.

Table 1. Appraisal Rate of Permanent and Seasonal Properties, 15 Principal
Vermont Seasonal Home Communities, 1973

Town

Appraisal rate of properties
(Percent of Fair Market Value)

Permanent Seasonal

Winhall 36 38
Wilmington 32 34

Dorset 39 39
Dover 16 18
Stowe 36 39
Greensboro 25 21

Sherburne 15 16

Warren 24 32

Manchester 25 23

Londonderry 21 21

Ludlow 28 27

Fayston 24 24

Jamaica 20 26

Plymouth 21 21

Barnard 40 35

Unweighted average 27 28

III. ISSUES RELATED TO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITES

Issue: "undesirable businesses are encouraged into the area to serve
seasonal resident desires

Sociological differences between permanent and seasonal residents lead
to diverse activity interests. It is quite possible that a liquor store may
be established in a rural community which had heretofore been "dry." Night

clubs featuring "Boston bands" may appear in a quiet rural setting. In a
free market system without controls over business establishment, there may
be an introduction of new businesses which the year-round permanent residents
consider "unaesirable." However, not all seasonal residents_are looking for
a duplication of commercial activities that are found in more urban areas.
Sinclair and Meyer's study of nonresident landowners showed relatively little
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interest in commer.6ial activity } . They found that the prLncipal activities

engaged in while at the seasonal property were, in order: (1) working on

the property, (2) resting, (3) hiking, (4) hunting, and (5) touring nearby

areas.

It should be noted that seasonal home communities can lead to the

Pttablishment of needed commercial services. Remote rural areas experience

major difficulties in enticing proTessional service personnel (doctors, law-

yers, architects, etc.). The increased demand for such services created by

the seasonal market and associated recreational development increased the

likelihood that more professionals will establish offices in the rural area.

The professional person may be seeking such an office location so that he

and his family can recreate nearby.

Impact variability - Well-developed land-use planning and zoning can guide

and direct commercial activity. Businesses can be required to comply with

realistic criteria in regard to signs, noise, and location within the town.

. Vermont is fortunate in having relatively strong land=use controls which

supplement local control over development. If a community is without real -

'istic lOcal controls, the power of the state is even greater. Communities

without soundly developed land-use plans should take steps immediately to

implement the same if the adverse effects of commercial activities associa-

ted with seasonal home development are to be avoided.

Issue: - little money stays in the area as contractors often are not

local

Later in this paper we will examine the situation where developers

from distant communities have been brought into the local area to construct

condominiums. A similar situation can be found in the larger mountain-type

or Lakeshore seasonal home developments. Whether or not an outside firm is

employed for seasonal home construction is dependent upon market conditions.

In many instances, there are no local contractors available to perform the

work on the time schedule required by -the developer In other cases, the

type of construction is too specialized,for local contractors.

Impact variability - As long as the^free market is operating, local contrac-

tors have as great an opportunity to obtain construction contracts as out-

side firms. In fact, local contractors might .be able to submit lower bids,

as less travel and movement of materials wluld be necessary. However,

where the magnitude of construction is great and economies of scale come

into play, probably larger outside firms will have a competitive advantage.

Issue: if local contractors are employed in the seasonal development,

permanent housing construction suffers

Local contractors might find seasonal home construction more profita-

ble than year-round home construction. Seasonal properties often sell for

high prices, and the potential seasonal homeowner may be less price con-

scious. Such construction work may thereby be more appLaling to locyI

contractors and permanent housing might suffer as a result.

4
Robert 0. Sinclair and Stephen B. Meyer, Nonresident Ownership of

Property in Vermont, Bulletin 670 (Burlington: Vermont Agricultural.

Experiment Station, May 1972). .
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impact variability - Th importance of planning an' zoning. at the local level
comes through clearly. A well developed land use plan might specif,, the rel-
ative amounts of seasonal and permanent housing allowable. Such restriction
is justifiable on the basis of human resource capabilities. Such capabilities
are a major component of criteria used in evaluating Act 250 applications in
Vermont. A subdivision permit may specify that seasonal or permanent housin6
construction must be phased over a specific period of years so as to avoid an
adverse impact cat local schools. The same criterion might lead to the estab-
lishment of a ra,io of permanent to seasonal home construction in the community.
The ultimate ability of a town to use this control over growth is dependent on
the strength and-quality of its land use'planning and zoning.

Issue: seasonal homeowners spend only small amounts in the local
community

PurAases by seasonal homeowners can be grouped into at least two cate-
gories. (1) initial purchases during construction and the purchase of furn-
ishings.and (2) annual purchases and maintenance expenditures. A study of
the Lake Latonka development in Pennsylvania showed that 41 percent of the
landowners planned to buy 75 percent or more of their furnishings from busi-
ness firms in the local county5. In 1966, the pureau of Outdoor Recreation
made a northern New England vacation home study'. This study indicated that
average weekly expenditures of seasonal residents totaled $67 for food, meals,
recreation, clothing, transportation, etc. This translated into $777- spent
annually for such purchases in the local area during the time the vacation
home was used. Additionally, seasonal residents were paying an average of
$193 in real estate taxes and $280 annually for household and sports equipment.
All of these monies were being spent in the local community.

Impact variability - Whether or not goods" and services.are purchased locally
will depend upon their availability. Seasonal homeowners, like other consum-
ers, still desire convenience in the purchase of goods and services. If the

quality desired is available locally, there is every reason to believe that
their purchases will be made at the local level.

Issue: prices of all goods and services sold in the area are high
because seasonal residents are more affluent

There is no sound research data available to either support or refute
this issue. To realistically evaluate this question, one must look at the
quality of the product being sold as well as the price. Oftentimes, a higher
quality product is placed on markets in seasonal communities than that which
is normally purchased by less affluent consumers,. If this is the case, the
higher price associated with such products might be justified.

5
Richard N. Brown, Jr., Economic Impact of Second-Home Communities:

A Case Study of Lake Latonka, Pa., ERS-452 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department
of Agriculture, 1971).

6
U.S. Bureau of Outdoor Lecreation, Northern New England Vacation Home

Study 1966'(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967).
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Issue: land values rise and farmers can no longer pay the higher

taxes mused by increased appraisals

In a free market, the value of land increases as the number of bidders

for a particular piece increases. As property in recreational and seasonal

home communities is sought by more individuals, land prices will rise.

Land will move out of agriculture to other uses. In 1972, Sinclair and

Meyer indicated a substantial shift in second home communities from agri-

culture into vacation or recreational uses7. The shift is rarely opposed

by farmers as they are the recipients of substantial capital gains over

their initial investment. A farmer who desires to continue farming can

take the sales proceeds. and reinvest in an agricultural area where land

values and pressures for other uses have not been as pronounced.

In total, tha impact upon agricultural production has been uite neg-

ligible in Vermont. Those areas with greatest recreational valu s seldom /'

have high agricultural productivity values. In 1968, Bevins found little

overlap between towns where conditions wgre optimum for farming and thos

best suited for recreational developTentu. Mountain areas with pod vie

seldom have soils capable of supporting a viable agricultural 6-Pii.atio7

Impact-variability - Preferential tax treatment for. existing 'agri ultural

operations has been a method chosen by permanent residents in several Ver-

mont towns to preserve open space. Such towns have enacted speci4 legis-

lation- stabilizing property taxes on farms in return for the farmers'

agreement not to subdiVide during a specific contract period. Such _gree-

MentS have the ultimate impact of decreasing pressures on the farmer to

sell for nonagricultural development. Contracts may be establishect

not
variable periods of-time depending upon the interest of the local.cmmuni-

ty. This may slow seasonal development, however, it will probably not stop

it. Stowe, Vermont, a Major recreation comples, has recently enacted such

J legislation.

Issue:,, energy requirements overtax the capacity of existing sy tems

/

1

Until recent years such an issue received little consideration. How-

ever, with the existing energy shortage, this issue must be more care lly

evaluated. There is no. question that in area where energy is in sho t

supply, increased use by seasonal homeowners could create an undesirab e

situation.
..

Last winter, me member of the Vermont House of Representative's s nt

a memorandum to Governor Salmon requesting that there be a policy of fi el

allotment giving priority to year-round residents of Vermont. Furthe ore,

she reiterated that the second home dweller should be given energy allo

ments to serve him only on days when he is in residence. Seasonal homef

should be directed to shut down the heating system completely when not f.n

use -(using antifreeze to prevent freezing).

7 Sinclair and Meyer, op. cit.

8
, MalcolM I. BeVins, Agriculture and Recreation: Competitive or

Compatible? (Burlington: Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Univer-

sity Of Vermont, April 1968).
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A high percentage of the seasonal homes constructed in Vermont utilize
an electrical heating system rather than fuel oil or natural-gas. Such nys-
tems were established when greater use of electricity was encouraged by the
power industry.

Impact variability - Undoubtedly there will now be fewer seasonal, homer, con-
structed using electrical heat. The price of electrical power has increased
substantially, and the cost advantage of installing systems and heating homes
in this manner is rapidly disappearing. However, this may simply transfer
the problem to another source of energy also in short supply. It is quite
conceivable that at some time in the future everyone will be given a basic
energy allotment, with further amounts available only at a substantial in-
crease in price. If such is the case, the desire for a seasonal home might
be significantly reduced.

In summary, each of the economic issues raised relative to commercial
activity in rural areas has at least some validity. *However, in nearly all
cases the shortcomings associated with

such

development can be overcome by
sound planning and zoning. ,Ideally, such planning and zoning will be initi-
ated at the local level, where specific problems can be most accurately fore-
seen. State control over land development and planning can provide the
necessary common thread tying together individual town efforts.

IV. CASE STUDIES OF FOUR SELECTED SEASONAL HOME COMMUNITIES /

v
This section draws on studies of the communities of Lake Latonka in

Pennsylvania and of Fenwick Island and South Bethany in Delaware, It con-
siders a proposed high-rise community.

Lake Latonka

The matprial for the first case comes from an economic Research Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture publication by Brown'.

Lake Latonka is situated in Western Pennsylvania:within 1r hours driving
time from downtown Pittsburgh and 2 hour from Young Gown, Ohio.

In late 1964, a private developer purchased 1,275 acres of cropland,
pastureland, and bottomland in order to develop a 1,600 lot subdivision with
a 270 acre lake. All the lots had been sold by 1966.

`Success is partially attributed to the development's close proximity to
two urban centers and to the prior travel patterns of Pittsburghers who vaca-
tioned on Lake Erie, travelling past the Lake Latonka site. Nearly all of
the 1,300 lot owners lived within 100 miles of the development.

It was estimated that by 1970, 250 homes would be started. Approximatel:y

25 of these 250 owners intended to reside in the community permanently. Other
lot owners had not made firm building plans.

9 Richard N. Brown, Jr., Economic Impact of Second-Home Communities:
A Case Study of Lake Latonka, Pa., EMS-452 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1971 .
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Economic Impacts

The impacts of the seasonal homedevelopment may be divided into those

which occurred during the development processincluding subdivision, clan

construction and home construction--apd those *pacts which occur as a re-,

sult of user activity in the area in the post-development period--such as

purChase of recreation, goods, furnishings for the homes, etc.

.
Development impacts - Early deveiopment4 costs dating from 1964:65

were incurred primarily by the developer but were also shared by lot guy-

ers;-tility companies, commercial interests, and governmental agenci's

( -see table 2)=. Of the tota). costs incurred by the developer, $435,000 was

spent on land acquisition, $65,000 on site selection, $150,000 on design

layout and construction, $500,000 on lake.construction (including $150,000

co repair the dam which-broke in 1966)14600,000 on service facilities,

$800,000 on sales and.promotion, and $450,000 on overhead costs._

Table 2. Estimated PrivTte and Public-Development

Costs, Lake Latonka, Pennsylvania, Fiscal Years 1965-70

Development
Costs Paid by

Total Expenditures Through

1970

Developer $3,000,000
V

Lot buyers 3,000,000

Utility companies 835;000

Commercial erests 100,000

Government agencies 651000\

Total $7,000,000

The $3 milIdoh for lot owner-expenditures by 1970 is'hased on the

assumption that 250 homes valued at $12,000 each will be 4instructed.

The local economy-was estimated -tolave benefited directly from about

one-third of the total developMental eXpenditures-,. the re(tinder went out-

side the area,

One of the measurable local impacts that resulted from the Lake Laton-

ka development was the increase in assessed valuation of property at both

the county'and township levels. The increase in assessed ,valuationattri-

butable to the community between 1965 and 1967 was $990,000 This was 10

percent of the county'S increase and 50 percent of the townships' increase

during the 2-year :period. By 1970, the total increase directly attributa-

.
ble to Lake Latonka was expected to be $2 million. Using local tax rates,

Intel increased revenue generated was estimated at $140,000. Two local

school districts shared in nearly two-thirds of the increase.

bince the community'is semi-private, local governments need to provide
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provide very few services. The developer did not provide for schools within

the community, and therefore local officials were concerned about the burden

on existing schools. However, by 1970 it was estimated that there would he

a net gain of 51 pupils in the districts as a result of permanent residences

at Lake Latonka, whereas the total number of potential students from among

the property owners was1,800. As-long.as this 1965-70 trend continued,

there would-be-a minimal burden on the school system. Another mitigating

. factor was the declining school enrollment from among the other residents

of the school district. Enrollment- peaked in 1965-6,6 and had declined since

that time.,

The,,developer established a private water-system, road networks and

recreational facilities within the community, inCluaing maintenance of the

dam and lake. Property owners were assessed annual maintenance and user fees

to support these services. As loneas the community remains private with a

governing home-owner association, the demand for services from local govern-

ment seems minimal.- As a result, the tax revenues generated for county and

township governments are largely a windfall that lessens the burden on other

property owners in the area.
4.r

-Use Activity_Impacts - -A - survey of lot-owners was made in 1967 to aseen,

tain the -`user trendsin the community. Prior to-the-constructionof-a home,
lot-owners_tade app:ximately 12-15 visits Ter year to the coMmunityrusuaily

on a day-Use basis.

Lot owners Who-planned to build by 1970 indicated an, estimated total

dual use -of 130-days. -With-a-party size of 5.1 persons, -total annual user

idays- would thus-be 118,000.

Combining the annual variable expenses of users with and without a home

in-the community, by 1970, assuming 250 homes in the community, the total.

spent would.approximate $48o,oety.

Other expenditures which should also be considered include such items

as furnishings- and - recreation equipment.

Social, Political, and Environmental Impacts

The main focus of the Lake Latonka report was to assess economic impacts

of development. However, a few non - economic factors may be noted.

The majority of property owners came from urban centers within 100 miles

of the development. This suggests that their interests and service demands

may be similar.

The goVerning body in the community is a homeowners' association. The

legal framework established by the developer provided for annual fee assess-

meat of property owners. A nejority vote of the owners is required for

altering the fee levels for maintaining facilities. However, provision of

a legal framework for the association seems izeferable to voluntary arrange-

,ments such as will be described in a later example.

The report mentioned that the dam was washed out in 1966. At that time

the developer promptly repaired itr because he was still on the scene and-sell-

ing lots. What woUld the impact be if the dam were to need extensive repairs
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at-a future date.? Would the homedOner-maintenance association be able to
generate sufficient capital to make the repairs? If not, what would be the

effects on the quality of the recreational experience and-resultant prop-

erty values?

Another Potential problem area not mentioned in the report is sewage

aisposa . The individual lot owners were required to provide on-site

septic ank disposal systems. It is highly possible that when the )annuni-

ty is, wilt up,-be a water pollution, problem in the lake, since
it appears that draiiitge is toward the water from_the surrounding hoMe

sites. If swimmingps banned in the lake, what happens to property values?
This is an example of a cost which is external to the individual property

owner, i.e., not entirely borne by him, but which will-be internal to the

community. That is, if the septic systems fail, -a community sewage treat-
ment facility may be necessary. Will demands be made on the local or fed.,

eral government to assist in providing this facility?

Fenwick Island and South Bethany, Delaware

Fenwick Island

Fenwick Island is located on the southern Delaware Atlantic shore next

to the Maryland line. The incorporated town is composed mainly of single-

family dwellings and 'a few commercial establishments. There were 333 homes

in 1970.

The town of Fenwick Island was incorporated in the early fjifties and

has a mayor-councilmen form of government. A11 individuals 21 Years of age

and:over whose names appear on a property deeded in the town's boundaries
are 'eligible to vote in town elections.

The permanent population is'aboat 58 people, wi -than estimatedseason-

opulation o 3,000. The community is bordered on the east by the

Atlantic Ocean, on the west by the Little Assawoman Bay and on the south

by Maryland. 1;e number of waterfront properties in the community has in-
creased by thetdredging of lagoons or canals between the streets and the
filling of lowiareas on the bay side of the community. No ocean front homes

are located onithe primary dune.

An area oT dense development, approximately seven blocks square, in,
the southeasticorner of the ::ommunity, is not incorporated in the town of

Fenwick Island. There are a number of commerbial units in this area. The
exact reason for this area not being in the incorporated town is unclear.

South Bethanyi

South Bethany had its beginnings in the early 1950's when the lots were
laid out and;offered for sale by a private developer. No county land-use

controls were in effect at that time. Deed restrictions we;e imposed by the

developer. These included a minimum size for the dwelling and set-back and

side yard restrictions.

This community is also located between,the Idttle Assawanan Bay and the
Atlantic Ocean on Delaware's coast; it is four miles north of Fenwickflsland
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and five miles north of the Delaware-Maryland border. In 1970, South Bethany
had 247 dwellings located within its bounlaries. The permanent population is

less than 50, and the seasonal population reaches approximately 1,200.

The growth of South Bethany has been very recent. The town of South
Bethany was not incorporated until 1969. Prior to that, it was a private
community. 4 has a mayor-commissioner form of government. All individuals
21 years of age and over whose names appear on a deeded property in the
community are eligible to vote in town elections.

Lagoons or canals were dredged between all streets on the bay side of
the community, creating waterfront lots for the majority of the property
ownersn the community. More than half of the lots in the community are
still undeveloped.- The first row of homes on the ocean side are built on
the primary dune.

The town government provides trash pickup arranged under contract with
a private collector. Policemen and lifeguards are also'hired-by the town.

Socio-economic Profile

A. background on the socio-economic characteristics of the seasonal
occupants of the two communities may be a useful prelude to the discussion,
of developmental issues concerning economic, political, social, and envir-
onmental factors. These data are from Delaware's contribution to.a regional
research Project (NE-65) conducted in 1970 by Chicoine10.

Most of the seasonal occupants have their permanent residence within
200 males (ee table 3). This places them within Delaware or the ricarby
states of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the District of Columbia
(see table 4). =Analysis reveats that 44 percent of South Bethany's occu-
pants and 28 necent of Fenwics Island's occupants come from the Washington,
D.C., Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. .

Nearly all the heads of households from both communities are over 35
yeai.s of age (see table 5). The majority of the permanent residents are of
retirement age.- Occupants of both communities are well-educated, with over
70 percent of the occupants in Fenwick reporting some college experience and
over three - fourths of those in South Bethany likewise (see table 6). Seas-

onal occupants have relativelY high levels of family income. Nearly 30 per-

cent of the respondents in Fenwick and over 40 percent of the respondents in
South Bethany had at least a $20,000 income ( -see table 7).

In summary, seasonal occupants from both communities are well educated,
have relatively high incomes, are likely to be of middle age, acrd tend to
come from urbartareas. This sets the stage for the types of services that
are likely to,be demande by the seasonal occupants and for consideration of
institutional arrangements necessary to provide the services.

10
David L. Chicoine, "A Profile of Delaware -'s Seasonal Home Occupants

and Permanent Residents with Local Public Policy Implications" (Master's
thesis, University of Delaware, 1971).
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Table Distande of Seasonal Home from Occupant's
Year-Round Home; By-Community

Miles

Community

Fenwick South

ISland Bethany

- ?ardent -

Less than 100 25.2 17.4

101 - 200 63.2 74.4P-

201 & over 11.7 8.2

Table 4 . State in Which Seasonal Occupants

iHad Permanent Residence, By'Community

COMmunity

State Fenwick,

Island

South
Bethany

- Percent -

Delaware 39.2 29.8

144ylami 3a,9 39.7

Pennsylvania- 18.7 ,6.6

Virginia 5.8 16.5

District-oof Columbia 2.5 4.1

Other 5.6 4.0
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Table 5. Age of Seasonal-Occupant and Permanent
Resident HousehOld Heads, By Community

Community

AgeCategorY Fenwick South

(in years) Island Bethany

Seasonal
Occupant 14

Permanent
Resident

Seasonal
Occupant

I

.

Permanent
' Resident

Percent -

Less than 25 0 0 0 ..0

25-34
-

. 5.2 ____

.

/a_ 10.7 0-

35-44 20.0 10 21.54 .- 0

45-54 - 36.8. 10 33.1 16.7 :

55,64' 23,9- 10- 21.5 16.7

65,74- . 8.-4 40= -8.3- '31.-3 '
75- and = -over 1-1.3- 10- .8 , 33.3:

-No-answer =4.5 10 Iva =0

°

-Tabl 6. IMucational Level Achieved- py.__ Seasonal- Occupant

an Permanent ;Re sident -HousehoId_-Heads-, By sCOmmUnity

Community

aka"

Education-

Fenwick
Island

t South-

Bethany

Seasonal
-OccUpant

Permanent Seasonal

Resident -OcCupant

=Permanent

-Resident

("I

Less-thkn 12 years 7.1 20.0

Percent -

8,1, -0-

12 years 21.3 30.0 1547- 33-31

Between_ 12 -and= 16 years 18-.1.,-
0 16.5 16.7

16 years 19.4 20.0 19.8- 0-

-More than 16_years 28;4 . 20;0- 146 16-.7

No answer 5.8- 10.0 2.5 16.7-

01
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Tabley7. Annual Gross Family Income of Seasona3. Occupants .

and Permanent Residents, By Cominunity

'Income

Community

Fenwick
Island

h

South
Bethany

.

__Seasonal

Occupant
Permanent
Resident'

Seasonal
Occupant

Permanent
Resident

- Percent

Less than $10,000 14.8 60.0 9.1 50.0

$10,000-19,999 40.6 10.0 33.1 -o

$20,000-29,999 15.5 20.0 23.1 0

$30,00 and over 13:5 0 20.7 33.3

Na answer 14.8 2,11.0 16.7

Economic Impacts

For these two communities, data are not available on the impact of the
original developmental activities, unlike the case for Lake Latonka. How-

ever, comity and local tax data will serve to exemplify the impact of the
existing development.

The two communities, both being incorporated municipalities, are
allowed to levy property taxes for local services. Fenwick maintains its
own assessment rolls, while South Bethany relies on county assessment fig-
ures as a ba6is for taxation. Fenwick had local tax revenues of $12,485
and South Bethany $8,13.7 in fiscal 1970.

At the current rate, the property tax revenues are not sufficient
within the two communities to provide the needed services. The local
municipalities are able to rely on both federal and state appropriations'
to offset the deficit, however. The fe.deral government, through revenue
sharing and a program to reduce crime, has been one source of funds.- The
state government proviads revenue in the form of a municiphl street aid
fund, depending on the miles of roadway in the town, to build and maintain
the local road systerns.

For Fenwick Island, in fiscal. 1972, property tax receipts represented
only 43 percent of the total town expenditures. Thus it may be argued that
town citizens are being subsidized by both federal and state taxpayers. In

fact, as a result of the outside grants, total town expenditures were 82'
percent of total revenues, leaving a surplus in the town's treasury.
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The same sources of grant funds are available to South Bethany. Crime
reduction funds from the federal government were used to purchase a police
car and hire two policemen. State street aid rands were,utilized to rebuild
a street, pdralleling the ocean beach, which was destroyed in the 1962 storm.
Other street's in the community were also repaired. Thus a transfer of federal
and state funds has been and is taking place for the benefit of seasonal occu-
pants. This is another example of a trade-off with diversion of funds from
other federdl and state needs.

Sussex County, Delaware, is currently undergoing a property reassessment.
The previous assessment was made in 1958, and taxes are computed on 50 percent
of market values from that time. Because Sussex County provides relatively
few services, and due in part to the rising tax base from seasonal home con-
struction, in fiscal 1970 the total county tax rate was only $5.50 per $1,000
of assessed valuation. The local school tax in the seasonal communities, was
$9.30. Using the 1970 assessed valuation in the 'two communities, the revenue
generated for the local schoodistrict was $36,545 and for the county govern-
thent, $18,272.

School tax revenues appear to be largely a windfall gain to_the local
district,because the vast majority of permanent residents in both communities

are retired with no school age childrem_ Furthermore, in the 1970 study only
2.5 percent of the respondents from-either of the communities were' planning
to make their seasonal homes permanent residences prior to retirement. Thus
the tax burden is lessened for permanent county residents,'since the school
tax benefits accruing from seasonal residents definitely exceed the costs.

The county government is involved in the provision of other services.
These include landfills, assistance from the engineeii's office in planning
for water and sewer districts, building code_inspections, and grants-in-aid
to local, volunteer fire companies. It is rot clear whether county tax rev-
enues exceed the costs from the seasonal home areas. However, the most rapid..
expansion in the county is taking place along the coastline, makijig waste
disposal problems among the most critical being faced by county administrators.
This suggests that Costs may exceed revenues on a pro- rata basis for the
.seasonal communities.

The state government's major source of revenue is the income tax. Mere
is no sales tax. Unless seasonal occupants have income sources in Delaware
they do not contribute directly to state revenues until they purchase goods
and services within the state.

Seasonal occupants do contribute to,state revenues through the parchase
of goods and services from retailers in the coastal region. Meinen's recently
completed study of the coastal zone economy concludes that 20 percent of total
retail sales are attributed to tourists in the region, although this includes
recreationists who are not seasonal home occupants11. The impact Varies by
sector of the retailing industry. Eating and drinking places indicated that
47 percent of their sales were to tourists, and boat and trailer dealers
assigned 65 percent of their sales to the tourist industry.

11
Robert L. Meinen, An.Analysis of Selected Economic Sectors of the

Ocean Shore Coastal Zone of Delaware (Master 't thesis, University of Delaware,
1974).
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Services provided by the state that influence seasonal communities, in-

clude construct-Ian and maintenance of state highways and all nonprivate

roads outside of incorporated municipalities. State police patrol unincor-

porated areas as well as state highways. Sanitary and health measures as

well as environmental controls have been established at the state level.

Social- Political cind Environmental It act§

While South Bethany's growth has occurred more recently than Fen-

wick's, both communities are faced with similar problems in the prOvision

of needed services and in achieving solutions to environmental _problems.

r7hen South Bethahy-began as a private community in-the early 1950's,

there was.no provision for local governance.- -Eventually, a group of:prop-

erty owners was formed with voluntary dues and voluntary contributions to

community needs such as street maintenance and-beach clean-up.

Individual property owners provided for their own private wells and

septic tank systems - on 50 x 100 foot lots. It was also the individual's

responsibility to bulkhead-his-lot-if,it bordered-on one of the canals
.

which had=- been -dug. This combination- of small lots, indiVidual sewage sys--

tern's,_ -a-high water table, and locatiommvt to canals oreated-the -potential

for water-Palutiph_problems.

As the community grew -to over 200 homes -by the mid-1960's, the volUn.7.

tary arrangement proved-unsatisfactory. Streets needed-resurfacing and_

some repettyownerSre=unwilling to make-contributiqnS. There were -re-

quest for,trash-collection _andilifegUardS. there Vere-problems-yith-boat

-ers in the -canals.- ,Also there-was evidence of- ater-pollutiOn in

the-c als and-bay. -State-Water resourcespersonnel were-called-in-by the

residents to-take water samples from= the -Canals- -lesults indicatedlpollu=,

tion levels Act_ as-high-as=4,800.coliformbacteriaPer 106-ml. =_(The maximum

permitted for water-contact sports is 1A000 per mi.), prop -'

erty owners -had not bulkheaded their lots, amd=the soil was washing into

the-ca als.

,The voluntary property owners' group saw incorporation of the community

as a basis for solving or leheningthe numerous problems cited-above.
This created two factions in =the community - one in favor of incorporation

and one against. Those opposing incorporation did so primarily because

they were against too much government in a seasonal community. where they

'came to relax, not to attend meetings.

South Bethany was incorporated in 1969 after property owners had

turned down a proposal to ineorporate in 1968. In the town charter, pro-

vision was made for.council-tembers from the ocean side and the bay side.

Another issue related to representation is that of seasonal vs, permanent

residents. Currently, a majority of the council members arepermanent

residents.

The town government haS passed ordinances to regulate building in the

community, to require bulkheading of properties, and= to regulate use of the

beachlands.
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Also,, the council has 'combined forces With other coastal communities,,
including Fenwick Island; and the county government to establish a regional
water and sewer district: This was done because o4.increasing waf

n'

er pollu-

tion levels in waterways as development contiped. In 1973 an Environ-

mental Impact Statement was approved by the Envirdnmental Protection Agency,
and in 1974 a $3.9 million grant for a regional treatment facility and col-
lection system was authorized. Total cost was estimatedat over $40 million,

with 75 percent to be borne by the federal government, 10 percept by the
state, and 15 percent by the users. The water district was established, but
construction of a facility is not expected to begin, before 1975 or 1976. The

result Will be a double cost: to residents, since they had pretiously provided
for individual water and sewer systems.

'I
-

Establishment of the water supply and waste disposal districts came
about because of environmental awareness and concern by seasonal residents,
not by permanent residents of non-seasonal homes in the county.

Another environmental issue 'which is of major importance in the 'coP.stal

zbne is land use. The coast line ia vulnerable to storms. South Bethany, as
a private community, had no regulations preventing construction on or in
front of the priMary dune. Fenwik has prohibited such Construction. The

last major storm caubed extensive- roPerty damage was in 1962. There'

Were' ahomes-bUilt on the dune in -South Bethany and all were totally
stroyed. In Fenwick there were 75 homes- in the first i-pvi Just -behind -the

primary dune rind 15 were destroyed. Federal insurance against water damage

was not available at that time As a result, the prop rty owners incurred
the loss. Thus society did not subsidize those season home Owners., Insur-

ance is now available under the National Flood Insuran e Program.

If more Stringent land-use controls- had been enfo ced in South Bethany=,
beach -front property owners could have been Hprotecte, from themselvea".
More importantly, if, construction is kept o the dune; which is then allowed

to build up- through natural action, properties behi.nd the dune receive pro-.
tection from wave damage dUring coastal s:Uorms.

1

In .summary, the two_ communities- of FenWick Island and=-South Bethany
illustrate -many of the problems of .seasonal -home- development in a Seaside-
environment.

-A High -Rise- Community

Next, we would lilt to provide backgrbund information for evaluating a
proposal for a new,iseasonal home de.velopment on the Delaware Coast. It would

consist cf 1,000 housing units - a combination of single family townhouses
and high rise condominums.' A potential of 11,000 persons could inhabit the
units at peak periods. The development tradt is located in an unincorporated
area between South Bethany and Bethany Beach ,on both sides of the coastal
highway.

Since the proposed community is located in an unincorporated area, the
Sussex County Planning and Zoning Commission rules on the application.- The
County Zoning Ordinance did not originally provide for high- rise- buildings
but it was amended in 1973.
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The potential property owners are- expected to come from the Washington,*

D.C., area. While there is a divided highway in the north-south direction,

the only access road to the west toward Washington is a two-lane state high-

way that winds through several small communities -Where the posted speed

limit is 35 miles per hour.
C

The developer has contacted the town'of Bethany Beach to provide water

for the community. Demand would be more thdn double the existing level.

The coastal region has adequate ground water supplies, but there are two

problems. bne is-the- dangerdanger of salt water-encroachment into the well

fields; the second is the quality-6T water Supplies. A high iron content

necessitates special treatment. Individual home- owners must attach condi-

tioners to their private systems in order to make the water acceptable, for

drinking.

The proposed-community would: be tied into the regional sewage treat-

ment facility and has received approval from the Environmental Protection

Agdncy to do so.
#

Fire protection would come m.the volunteer company in Bethany

peach licwver, there are-noegtorther high-rise buildingl in the area., so the

'
firemen lack equipment and training for high-rise structures.

--

Police -to come frOm a-Private force or from the

-state -level since -the community is unincorporated,

Usingthe Current-county and-Sch061 district tax r tes_aild.-]aSSuming

the-assessed-valuation at_-50-pereen't of market valueth6Unty-gOvernment
-cotild,-expect to receive a-makimUM_Of 0112-1500-annuallY in -tax'- revenues - -a-10

percent increase overdiirrent.tax colle4ioriS: The majer county service

that would --be- provided is -the- county landfal, Also, the county engineer

has-provided assistance with the deSign!Of_proposedwater,and-Sewer systems,

_

The local school district =could receive-Up to $220,000 in taxes-anhu.7-

ally, It is anticipated that there would,not-be more than50 children

enrolled in the district 1'mm-the high ...rise-community. Ilfhedevelopment

mould.-remhin_primarliyaHseasonai domMunitYvdue to the lack'of a local

employment base -for. potential= and bedause the driving time to

Washington and Baltimore is Only approximately 3 hours each Way,.

Conflicts have arisen between the developer, citizens' groups, and

the town governments in nearby incorporated communities. After the initial

development plan was presented, concerns were voiced by local- seasonal

residents about traffic congestion, beach crowding, and the availability of

adequate water supplies and waste disposal facilities, but the state -plan-

ning office and environmental control agencies chose not to get involved

in the controversy. Local governmental' officials are also concernP1 about

law enforcement problems and adequate fire protection.

Current seasonal home owners seem to be developing ; -the attitule, "We

have our seasonal homes, and we don't want any more in the area." Thus,

pro- and anti-development forces are at odds with each other.,

A major issue-is one of future land-use directions in the-coos-tel.
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region. Construction of a,regional sewage treatment facility will,have a

growth-inducing effect. Avproval of one high-rise community will make

approval of future projects more likely. Rising land values make the cost

of constructing single-family seasonal homcs prohibitively hir,h. C114tered

;development reduces the Cost, of providpg essential services, but-it also
increases the population density in the developed areas:

Finally, in nearby Ocean City, Marylar0; building permits have been
issued for 9,000 condominium units since 1970. Not all have been completed.

The softening economy due to high interest rates and the energytituation
0 has reduced the short-term demand for condominiums. As a result, sales have

declined and mortgage foreclosures were reported during the winter of,1§73-

74,
t,

With the above information in mind, would- you approve construction of
the high rise community?

i

V. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIENCE- IN SEASONAL -COMMUNITIE S

.\
In 1970). =seasonal -home- Ikeshore communities- were studied in_,PelaWare)

. Maine ,_ -New _JerseY) Pennsylvania) -and- Vermont._ The -attitudes =of -A4Sona..112

residents as they related_ to- erivirOniental -quality _Were studied= in depth- .

-\ -.
A -series- 6f stateraents- was posed= conderriirig- human and natural resources.

in the seasonal hate community and-each resiclent -(-seabonal =an& permanent-) was
-asked to persenally bvaluate- environmental conditions._ -To -add---another -dirnen4i

sion to the analysis, town officials -(not necessarily living .on the Lakeshore)

-were -- asked to =evaluate: -environmental -conditions_ in- the lakesh-ore; onnnunity.

For comparative purposes) -a team =of resource economists from the participating

- state-6= _ei.raluatedenvironthental -quality -in= the -same -communities,.."-

-._.

= Comparison -of- Attitudes

-Without_-getting- into -the detail _of absolute .numbers -involVed- in- ail- -enr-

v_itonmental quality rating_ System, .soMe impOrtant COnalusions _niight _b_e drawn_

frem- this- regional rebearch-.- A 'Spearman- rank -Correlation- showed=

that there- Was _significant -correlation between the- ratings assigned -by the-

resource economists an&-corninunity lay peopie13.

T.here- was -cornplete agreementc between -the seasonal home resident and -the'

resource economi=st -in the identification- of the two best communities and- the- ,,

two worst communities studied- in_ the- fivestate region., There -was s\l.ightly-

less- agreement-on_ the ranking -order for, communities -falling between- t e two-

ektremes -although the -orders were- quite -similar.

12-
-H._ B. 'Gamble et _al.)_ -Environmental Quality Effects Associated = with

Seasonal -Home COMinunities,_ 1(_University= Penrisyl-Va.n-ia-

-Agricultural- 2,_xperiment Station, 1977,
13

The correlation between the two ratings for natural features was
significant at the 95 perent level. The correlation between the ratings for

man-made features was significant at the 99 percent level.
rs
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In the Vermont section of the study, environmental quality as per-

ceived by year-round residents,town officers, and *seasonal residents was

compared1. The similarity of attitudes among ,the three lay'grous was

remarkable. This similarity,of attitudes between tha three groups of peo-

-pae in the community (the seasonal homeowner, the year-round resident, and

the town officialYhas important implications. Vermont still .Aains the

town meeting_butivotes at town meeting are only given to year -round resi-

dents. Hbwever, this research indicates that the year-round resident is

as concernea about environmental quality as the seasonal resident. If

environmental issues are raised at a town...meeting, attitudes expressed by

.year- round,residents should be quite representative of the attitude's of
the

seasonal population.
.

From this study we learned th '2' do respond openly ;to unsightly

and unhealthy features of the envizuh,......at.i. Residents of the six lakeshore.

',communities' were not apathetic, OCT were they turned off when adverse con-

ditions were evaluated. (Scientists have noted that the human being can

turn off that/which bothers him, thuS making life a little more beaTable.)

Residents in the six Vermont communities did not exhibit this traits.

Attitudes Tbward Restrictions to Maintain Environmental Qualiq

Most people recognize that if environmental quality is to be improved

or maintained, man must police himselfand accept restrictions on his be-

havior. Seasonal residents, year-round residents, and town,officersiin the

Vermont communities stAdied weie asked,to react to- certain 'restrictions.

Once again, the attitudes of the three separate groups were remarkably sim=

ilar. Year-round resi ents, seasonalresidents; and town officials favored

and disfavored the sam types ofrestiictions.

Most individuals supported restrictions on the use of pesticides and

detergents. They generalli agreed that ,there should be some further muf-

fling of ottboard motors to reduce noise pollution. 'Most persons were

ready to accept a limit on the maximum number of seasonal` homes that'might

be developed in their communities. There was greater willingness to accept

area zones for specific activities (trail bikes, water skiing, automobiles,

motorboating) than there was to accept restricted time zones on recreation-

al activities. At the bottom, of the scale of acceptance was restriction on

architectural design. 4

- The two restrictions receiving thd highest level of acceptance (pesti-

cides and detergents) are also items that appear high on the ecologists'

target list, and much publicity has been given to these issues. But use of

pesticides and detergents'is very difficult to police. Those restrictions

that might cause the greatest personal inconvenience (restrictions on time

3.4 Malcolm I. Bevins, Attitudes on Environmental Quality in Six Ver-

mont Lakeshore Communities, Bulletin 671 (Burlington: VermOntAg icultural

Experiment Station, June 1972).

.15 Esther L. Browfi and William R. Nelson;_ "Effects of a Chan ing

Environment on Human Happiness and Welfare," Agricultural Science ReView,

Vol. 9, No. (Third Quarter 1971), 27-30. 4
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periods for specific activiti es-n restrictions on architectural design)
were the least acceptable. Conceivably, if conditions worsen in the local
area and more publicity is given to other environmental issues, the list of
acceptable restrictions will increase cdrxespondingly.

ti

1

VI. ENEFIT /COST COMPARISON

Up tc this point, discii-on has centered on economic effects, socio-
logical impact, changes in environmental quality, and factors, related to the
*political system in the local community. To be most meaningful, each of
these factors must enter into some sort of a formula or weighing of costs
and,benefits. It is extremely difficult to combine into a single ratio all
tangible and intangible costs and benefits as is required for many federal
projects. A method has been developed by Foster and Van Binsbergen which
combines both those budgetary elements where a dollar Oalue Can be assignea
and those elements requiring a qualitative evaluation difficult to measure
in doll-ar termsl° (see table §)'. This concept is not difficult to understand,
nor does it differ from the type of analysis used by the profit-seeking firm
in the decision - making- process. Utilizing the Foster and Van Binsbergen
analyais, costs and benefits are weighed and the perSons and groups affected,
or who must ultimately. bear the greatest impact, are identified. This type
of- benefit /cost analysis has much merit, as it can be usea by lay people at
the community level.

Table 8. Comparative Benefits and Costs
= -

IteM

Benefits Costs

(Who and amount)

Tangible elements:

.Actual total
4yerage yearly

Intangible elements_:

Regional income
Social well- being

Visual quality
Environmental impact

.Social security benefit
Opportunity cost'
Other

16
John-1L,_-Foster and Albert Van,Binsbergen, Information for Community

Resource Decisions : - A-Guide, Publication No. 30 (Amherst:,- Massachusetts
Cooperative-Ektension Serviae and Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station,. July 1972)-.
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Tangible Elements

.To be most meaningful, dollar benefits and costs should be expressed

on an annual basis. On the plus side of the equation (benefits), seasonal

homes create tax revenue. Estimates can be made of property taxes likely

to be generated. On the minus side of thesequation (costs), the annual

service bills which are to be paid from local treasuries Must be estimated

...gad maintenance, fire and police protection, etc.). Also oh the minus

de, there must be an annual prorating of totalrcapital costs to be borne

b the community (water and sewer installation, (road construction, etc.).

Capital costs are usually amortized, with interest, over the projected life

of the water, sewer,- and, road systems. If two new s'ow plows must be

acquired by the town, their cost should be prorated over the useful life of

such equipment. All tangible elements, both benefits.and costs, must be

reduced to an annual basis.

Intangible Elements

1. Regional income--On the benefit side of the equation, employment

created from the seasonal home development must be visualized. Addition-

ally, business will be generated for the commercial sector, and such busi-

ness will have a multiplier effect (monies -spent by one party in the

community are received by another who, in turn, transfers this to someone

else, etc., etc.). Also on the benefit side, there may be an increase in

the,sales of lodally produced goods such as farm produce, maple syrup, and

craft items.

On the cost side of the regional income section of the equation, there

is the possibility thatsome employment, and income generators may be lost.

Land values and, ultimately, taxes on real estate could rise, forcing some

businesses to close. Some farms might go out, of business. Other small

firms operating on a marginal basis might also be forced to close down.

For example, a campground useb'much land but often has relatively low

.-profits. If land taxes increased, the campground might be forced to close,

/which would tend to reduce camper spending in the community.

2. Social well7being--On the benefit side, the new seasonal develop-

ment might- increase quality of life in the community. The "new" population

could have an interest in developing a summer theatre or a concert nall,

enticing artists to the area, or might initiate a financial drive for a -new

library.

On the cost side of the equation, the seasonal development might re-

duce- social well -being because of "people pollution." There is likely to

be an increase in traffic and noise and an ultimp.te increase in undesirable

.commercial activity if no controls exist to dir -eat associated development.

3i. Visual quality--On the benefit side,- high quality, good looking \.

seasonal homes might be constructed- Seasonal residents might buy older

colonial homes and restore them to their original beauty. Homes in higher

value seasonal home communities usually have fairly large lots with attrac-

tive landscaping. Development need not be unsightiy--well designed quality

homes and grounds can be more attractive than uncared -for" wood lots (al-

though it may be difficult to convince some individuals that this can be

0
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the case). On the cost side, without realistic land use controls, poorly
designed and closely spaced seasonal homes, can_be a scar on the landscape.
Inter-connecting roads, scattered, mail boxes, and overhead power and'sphone
lines can be most unsightly.

4. Environmental impact - -In this section of the equation we must weigh

those factors which will ultimately influence natural resources in the com-
munity. On the benefit side, the "new" residents of the community may have
a greater environmental conscience than those persons who have lived in that
community for may years. Many seasonal homeowners are attracted to rural
areas because such areas have not yet deteriorated as have year-round metro-
politan communities. These new residents do not want to see the environment
destroyed, and they will work hard to see that it is preserved17. Also, the

taxes generated by the presence of seasonal residents may provide the tax
base that is needed to construct pollution control systems to serve both
year-round and seasonal residents.

On the cost side, the likelikhood of soilerosion, vegetative loss, and
water and air pollution must be carefully considered. 'Natural resource
specialists soil scientists, water quality engineers, and other environmen-

, tal_experts) should be consulted to gain expert opinions to aid community
leaders in studying this sectiOn of the equation.

5. Social security benefits - -We -must next concern ourselves with intan-
gible benefits to human life and health. Perhaps the community can now afford
an ambulance because of contributions from seasonal homeowners (either in the
form of taxes or gfts). Also, a doctor might be enticed to moVe into the-
"new" community to serve both seasonal and year-round homeowners. Professional
people like to locate in areas where their family can participate in recrea-
tional activities near home. However, unless the service population base is
large enough, such a move is unfeasible from a business standpoint.

6. Opportunity costs - -On -the last element of the equation, we must con-
,sider benefits foregone because community funds have been diverted- to- develop
facilities for the seasonal community rather than.invested in some other
community project. Capital funds used to construct a sewage disposal plant
might have been used to develop a new school, or, considering annual operating
costs, town funds might have been used to hire a lifeguard at the public beach
rather than diverted to the plowing of roads in the seasonal community.

From a physical standpoint, once a land area has been committed to a spe=
cific use it is difficult, in the short run, to make changes. Land which gods,

into seasonal home development is no longer available for public recreation
purposes. The intangible benefits foregone by such commitment must be care-

, fully evaluated.

In summary, there is a certain amount of overlap between elements of the
benefit/cost equation. However, if community residents and their leaders
carefully evaluate each element, the most important ccmsiderations will, at
some point, enter into the decision-making process.

17
Malcolm -I. -Bevins, Attitudes on Environmental Quality_ih_Six_Vermont

Lakeshore_CoMmunities, Bulletin-671 -- (Burlington: Vermont,Agricultural
Experiment Station, June 1972).
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SOME OESTIONS WHICH MIGHT BE RAISED TO EVALUATE

A PROPOSED SEASONAL HOME DEVELOPMENT

Financial Impact

1. What will be the likely new property tax revenue generated:

a. From homes - considering number, concentration,- and type of home

to be built (single-family detached, town house, condominium,

mobile home, modular, etc . )?

From service establishments - considering number and types?

2. What will be the likely new sales -and income tax revenue which will
accrue to the local community? P

3., Haw will the local employment situation change?

L. What capial construction costs' will the community incur:

a. ,,For water and sewer systems?

b. For new roads?

c. For a solid waste disposal system?

d. For new buildings end equilment for police, fire, and administra-
tive departments?

5. What annual operating costs will the- community incur for:

a. Existing town seriices (water, sewer, roads, police, fire)?

b. New town services (insect control, solid waste disposal, etc.-)?

6. What is the likelihood that seasonal homes might be used on a year- 2.

round basis, and, if they should, what impact would this have on:

a. -The existing educational system and its..cost?

b. Added services above those listed in 4 and 5?

. If some services are provided originally by the developer, who pays

for such services when the development is completed?

S. If some services are to -be _borne -by a -hotheowners' -association, will
-potential _seasonal homee--purchaSerate tally -informed, in-- writing, as
to -the -likely =annual cost -and. -commitment they -are .accepting-?-

1

i 9. What is the financial _position of the developer2
'/-

,

I
4, ,

10. "What type of performance bond- is- the developer prepared- to poetiguar-
-anteein,g -completion- of "promised" services?

1
r
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11. dim and will local utility companies install and provide the services

which ultkmately,will besought?

12. Will any of the services developed for the seasonal community benefit

the year-round community?

13. How will state aid to the community change after construction is com

Dieted?

a. state ail for roads?

b. State aid for schools?

Environmental Impact

1. How will the proposed development alter the ecosystem?

4 a. Impact on soils (erosion, pollution, etc.)?

b, Impact on water quality?

Aa. Impact on-air qUaiitY1

2. What are the -"PeOple' problems which might arise from an-influx of

vacationers?

-a. -Traffic-congestion?

b, Noise-

c. Crowded condi-Lions for water recreation?

3. -What provisions will be made by the developer to install and pay for
pollution- abatement devices?

4: Has the developer flledan EnVironmental Impadt Statement with_the*
Environmental Protection- Agency -and pertinent- state agencies ?

a, If yes, what issues were raised-and-what was the- developer's response?

b. If no, was the developer exempt?

5. Doe- the proposed-development comply with the requirements (and philoso
phy -) of "plans" prepared by the- state, region-,_ or coastal zone?

-6. Does-the -coMmunity-haVe _Strong enough control (such-as zoning) over

developMeht to prOvide-assurance that-adverge environmental effects will
be minimized?

oes the permanent community have a well-conceived long-range development

plan, and haw does the seasonal development proposal fit into that plan?

0114-
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Political System Impact

13.8

1. ,How will the existing system of town control change through the addi-

tion of seasonal residents to the community population?

a. Will seasonal residents be allowed to vote on local issues?

b. Will seasonal residents be eligible to hold local office or serve

on local committees?

2. What political privileges will be extended to any proposed seasonal

"homeowners' association", and are these same privileges extended tO

seasonal residents not membeis of the proposed association?

Social Impact!

1. ..What is the likely socio-economic profile of the typical seasonal

resident, and how does this compare with the profile of the remanent

resident?

Will they=mixwell or-clash?

2. Will the town be divided into two or more communities of interest, or

will there be reasonable compatibilitY?

3. Wathe-community experience-a-positive or negative cultural change

if the-development isaPprovedl

4. Will a-seasonal-use pattern have any negative effects-oh social and

religious- organizational structures?
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THE IKEACT OF A CONSTRUCTION WORKER
COMMUNITY ON A RURAL COUNTY:

A CASE STUDY

J. Paxton Marshall and Burl F. Long

CREATING THE IMPACT

Back Creek, Virginia, is a remote rural Appalachian Mountain community
with a unique -natural _asset--a geologic formation capable of holding imp

pounded water-. The major- private electric -utility serving Virginia deter-
mined after considerable -study and investigation that this -- formation, Would-

serve: to==sUpport --a two-dam, _pUmp-storage,i_hydro-!eleotrio =generating_ facility.

Before- the: ut-ility -may -construbt the- faCility, It -must =be granted authbrity

to do-so; represented_ by-a license issued =by- the_ -Federal --Power 'Cosmiission-._

The 1-icent-&-had--nOt been= -issued- in late -1973 when- the -Utility -announced-

that it planned= to utilize the :geologic: formation-at Sack _Creek _for -a- -two

dam- facility;_ -that -the -campleteds would- involve an- investnient =of

-some--$650 i000 , 000 ;- that -at least Seven _years trould -be r-equired -to --construCt-

the= facility; -and that an estimated =2,-400 workers- would= -be employed sdUring-

the= peak construction- period.

The -utility rebOgnized that =such a project_ wotild: have, an- -impact far

beyond Back Creek 'itself, and it initiated-contacts ' -in-early 1974 with= the-

local= governing --bodieii- of _a three - county area._-!Bath County-and Highland=

County-1=--V irg =and-: -Pocbhontas-- C bunty-,_ st -In- each case t he-

f --utility offered- to -work -.With -the,governing bddy in an_effort.,46- resolve the

problems- that the= construction project would create- for- the =county.

:But the long-run- impact,- on the- three= c-c-Duilties= -would -be.-substantially

different. --Bath- County -wou.ld receive- an _estimated $2 ,000,000i_annually_=- in-

-real -property taxes, paid-by -the= utilitY-on-the facility when -completed' in_

the= early- 1980'-s-. This- would- be a subbtantial. increaseAn- real -propertY tax_

revenues- for -a_-courity had_collected- approximatelyA$485;000 =annually00-zahnu
fYom _p_roperty taxes= in=recent_.year 81 ._ This = prospectiVe future for Bath:

-County *as not -shared -by Pocohontas -West Virginla- or -Highland-
.,

-J.- Paxton-Marshall is Profesbor and Extension -- Specialist -and-Hurl T.

long is Assistant Professor, bdth in the Department of AgricultUral_,Econan-_,
ids, -Virginia Polytechnic Institute arid =State- University,. -BlackdbUrg,_

=Commonwealth of -Virginia, Department _of -Texation,-Annual -Report to the

governor -of -Virginia for the- Fiscal -year ending June- 30, 197-3 (Richmond,

- irginia).
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County, Virginia. These counties would not pbtain any additional tax rev-

enues from the facility, but they would experience major impacts from_the

construction project. While, the extent of the impacts could not be- immedi-

ately determined by the governing bodies, each one recognized that the

utility' s action would affect their county and that the effect would be

substantial. Each county. confronted a different set of problems. Our

paper is limited to a case' study of the potential magnitude and distribu

tion Of the impacts that the utility'.s construction project will have on

Highland County, Virginia. This county shares a -conmion boundary with Bath

County and lies to the northeast.

The Impact on Highland County

The Highland County Board of Supervisors was requested to rezone .a

tract of land' the utility 'had purchased containing sufficient acreage to

provide housing for 1,650 people--350 families and 450 individual finales.

We will call this the "construction worker community" and will refer to it

by the acronym CWC, which we 411 use in the remainder of our paper. The

utility's land was located on the outskirts of Monterey, the seat of High-

land`- County. Monterey had a population of about 270 people at the tine ,of

the 1970 =census, when- the -county's pOpulatiOn totaled 2,529 persons. The

Utility recognized that its action mould cause -a severe shock to the county

and submitted to the Board of .SupervisOrs a letter in which .it offered to

reimburse the co'Unty for costs arising from- the CWC=.

The-43oVerning_-badY =of -a_ rural county_ is rarely faced -With- probleiti

of this type, :and -it is_ reasonable. to-helieve- that. the :ighland- County

Hoard:-=of-Superliisors- never expected to -confront_ such -a problem. The--cdun--

-ty"-a-previousr:major _event _had- -been the Maple -Syrup Festival- held=annually

-on_ _two= -weekeridsi in late--Mardhs The festival generally attracts -Many

ple,_ in- fact ,_ _so many that traffic jams occur -on- the two primary roads-,

traversing the-coUnty, _220 and =U.S. -250.
(

-The- Board reacted- to- the-Utility_Is-rezoriing -request -by tak it under

-advisement. A zwide- -range_ -Of-- questions ,aro se immediateln few--had adequate

ansviers_. The Boaxd--Was not. the =only _party leaking -an= adequate _answer to-

the utility' s- plans_ Interested-citizens in the county =were also seeking

-A-group, of these citizens, who- had- heen identified =a -few_ months
previously as= eing influential in the c-ommunity, -organized= into a study

group -or task force?._ This--group- turned to- the -CoOperative Extension

Service agent, who turned- to- program leader, who- -wrbte -a letter con!.

taining the statement: "During-Our- study group -meeting_ in Highland County

on JanUary 24- ii1974a a task, -force was -selected- to _analyie -and/ -make recom-_.

mendation-s -on- he .impact the lutility' s3 project_ Will have- on/Highland

:CoUnty.-" -The- task force -had- -ranked in priority the items they considered-

inportant, -namelY, "schools-,=police, solid- waste, -fire protection -, medical

and health_ neede,_ and the revenues to finance local government" The let="
r-

-ter -alsO -stated: "The -Board of- -Supervisors-plans -tci me-et-in--Mai'ch- 15 3 and'

Pe

2
Southern Regional Community Resource Development Committee, The

le's Choice An A. 'roach fbr Citizens -iri Ccandiunit Decision

Mak.c, Publication 5
ginia, September 1973).
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it would be helpful if you would be able to supply some information before

that time relating to the request of the task force."3

This request was obvidusly somewhat out. of the ordinary. Numerous

questions resulted. What was an appropriate response? What questions should

be asked? What should be the procedure for determining the costs? What data

would be'needed to determine these costs? Where was the data? Should the

utility pay only for direct public costs, or should it pay for some indirect

costs? What types of indirect costs would there be? How would these indir-

ect costs be divided between the utility and the county, if they'were appro.,

priate to chargé to the utility?

When we summed up, these questions, there was a single question: "What

would be the effect of a construction worker community on a rural county --

Highland County, Virginia?" The answer mould have importance both to the
citizens of Highland County and te the utility, to the for:11er for tax rea-
sons, to the latter for business reasons. MoreoVer, the question has impor-

tance that goes far beyond the,boUnds of the Highland-Bath-Pocahontas area.
Why? Because some 200 or more sites 'exist in the United- States where" two-;

dam, pump - storage -type, hydro-electric generating facilities may be construc-

tedted to provide energy to meet the nation's increasing demands. It e a

reasonable hypothesis that most of these lie in rural areas.
qr.

THE -BUDGET APPROACH.

.
The -Extension- Service responded -to =the -request -of- the task foree-(by-

providing a -statement'-deScribed as as first =apPrOximatien- of the impact the-

-CWC would have on Highland-= County if the-UtilitY'_s rezoning request -vas=

-approVed -and- the--CWC- bedabe--a- reality. -.This- -statement was provided by the

.. There wea -net time- to- undertake-- an= ec-oriditid -base study Such-

as- We-discuss_ below. nstead,z_the proCedure-used was_ budgeting_-coMbined

_With= the application _of economic- principles.

During the data - collecting phase, we found that -the atudy of the-Toster

and- Green- Peter Dams- in the -Williamette Basin- Project on- the =South_ Santini=

=River in -Oregon was -the most recent =study of -the *pact that the- construction
of -a dein has- had- Upen- a_-Community. -These daita -Were constructed during the

\mid-71960's -by the U.Ss. Army -CorPs ef- Engineers- for- the purpose- of flood -don-

troll_ power, navigation,- and Irrigation._ This- -stUdy;showed_ that the local

people- reacted to the project with high_expectations -for growthi_and _that the-

community _overextended its school -system and -Municipal ,services. The commu-7

mity =experienced a short,term -ekpansion- folloWed-hst-dkaline when the= entiei-

p-Ta_t_ed =economic growth did,not eccUr. The =community was ,?:eft-with-,=apparently

_higher quality--_services, but also-with- a -higher tax burden '''. This =study-

3 -Letter- from Harvey- Shelton,_-xtension -Division District :Program= leader

in -Resource,lieveloptient, to- J. -Patten =Marahall,--January 30, 1974. 4

4-
Thomas' -Hogg -and Cour-tland- L. Smith,_-Socio-Cultural InVacta_of:Water

Resource- .Development in- the--Santiam River Basin; _Water- Resources-Research-
Institute --Publication-WRRI-5: Oregon7State- University-, Corvallis, Oregon-,_

-October-,_ 1970)-;

Courtland L. $mith; Thomas C. Hogg, and Michael J. Reagan, "Economic

-Development: panacea or Parplekity for Rural Areas". Rural Sociology, Vol.

36, No. 2 (June 1971)-1 173-186.
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As the data were gathered and discussions were held about how to pre-
sent the statement, the decision was made to divide the analysis into

.three primary parts: (1) some public sector 'tenth, (2) some private sector

items, and (3) some quasi-public-private sector items. Each sector is dis-

cussed in turn.

Public Sector Items

These public sector items received attention: (1) rezoning approval,

(2) schoolingi-(3) law enforcement, (4) solid waste disposal, (5) public

health, (6) public facilities investment, (7) interest, (8) overhead costs,

and (9) tax revenues from (a) real property taxes, (b) sales taxes, and

(c) license and franchise taxes.

Rezoning approvalThe county governing body considered the utility's

rezoning request and, aftey-a-public hearing, 'approved ihe rezoning and

authorized a conditional- use permit. The utility will make the necessary

permanent investMents on the sitel,including the water supply, the sewage-

disposal, and the road or street systems. The utility will not operate the

CWC but will contract with a private firm for its operation and management.

.The housing will be both temporary and mobile. The housing for the

450 individual males will be temporary and of dormitory style. Families

are expected to occupy mobile homes, with the occupants owning most units,

perking them on sites provtded within the CWC. This mill reduce the util-
ity's investment and aid in clearing the area utilized for the CWC after

the project is completed.

Schooling -- Few counties experience a= 65 percent increase in p:4opulatiorici

wity.n a. two or three month period. An imMediate concern of the Highland

County task force was the number cif children requiring schooling. "Out-
migration for many years had resulted in an inc_re_ase -in == average age of the

county's population and had.reduced the number' of children among the popu-
lation to such an extent that the county had closed one of its three ele-

mentary schools. The 1970 census reported the county population as having

a Median age of 40.8 years, substantially above the 26:8 median age

reported for thestate population. The county had 3.02 persons per house-

hold, compared to 3.20 for the state. . It appeared reasonable to assume
that all families in the CWC would be headed by males and that their ages
would range from -= twenty -five to forty years. =Most likely the median. would

be slightly below thirty-five years, because theSe workers will be highly

skilled and several years of experience are needed to develop such skills.

A. wide array of data is available on the schools of Highland County
5

.

These data make it possible to predict with a high degree of certainty the

number of students expected in each grade and in total when bhe community
is not confronted by problems associated with an influx of 350 families.
These problems were fUrther complicated because it was not khown if the

5 Commonwealth of Virginia, State Board -of Education. Superintendent

of Public Instruction Annual Reports (Richmond, Virginia).
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initial influX would occur before the beginning of the school year or some
time. during the school year. Thus there was much unc rtainty.

Given this background, four estimates were made of the potential number
of additional pupils. The utility's data indicating that the 350 families
would average 3.5 members each provided the basis for the estimates. It was
assumed that each family would have an average of 1.5 children. The age of

'these children was unkrsown; so the estimates were made only for potential
additional children and not' by grades.

A. The latest published data available indicated the Average Daily
Member;hip (ADM)' in Highland County's elementary and secondary
schools in the 1971-1972 school year WaS 529 vapils, and the
Average Daily Attendance (ADA.) was 503 'pupils.; and that 21 per-
cent of the, county's 1970 census population was attending elem-
entary 'and secondaty schools. Under -this condition, the CWC, would
provide 257, additional children to the school system (350 families
times. 3.5 members times .21 percent) .

B. It must be recognized= that the 1970 census reported 23.4 percent
,of the state's pOpdlation of elementary and secondary school age
and that the ratio of pupils to population in- Highland County is
lower than- that for 'the state. If the cvic has children in school
at the same Percentage as ithe state, there would be 281/ additional
children (350 families _times 3.5 Members times 23.4 percent).

C. The prospective age:of workers living in the CWC snakes it pos.=
sible that the percentage of children in -school would exceed the
'state average. Thds, additional agstiraptions were made.

a) The superintendent of Highland Coulity schools assumed_ that
there 'would be one -child in school per family in the MC.

.This would mean 350 additional children (350 families times 1).

b) It is reasonable that the workers in 'thee families will. tend
.t,o, have a high level of skill. It may be erbected that
faMilies of such workers -would have higher percentage of
school age children than'a randomly selected sample of
families. Thus, there could be as many a.s 1.25 children
attending school per family. in the CWT.- This would mean
437 additional children (350 families times 1.25).

As with many things, the estimated nsmier depends upon the assumptions
made, but it appears- that the number of additional children -would be a mini-
mum of 250 and a maximum of 437. This level of demand for _schooling could

.expeoted to continue several years, possibly being at its maximum in
19771 19781/and 1979.

Highland COunty had a total operation and maintenance cost of 092 per
pupil in ,ADA for tne 1971-1972 school year.. It may be assumed that the cost
of schooling. will rise, and if this increase is at an annual rate of 6 -pen.
cent, cost pQr pupil would approximate $11000 by the 1976-1977 school year.

The county pay. 55 percent of the total per pupil cost of school opera-.
tics's. (Funds received from state and federal sources pay the remaining 45

,01.23
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percent of such costs.) This would mean the utility would pay an estimated

$550 per pupil for each pupil schooled a full year by the county, and the

total cost would range from 250 times $550 to 437 times $550, or froth a

minimum Of $137,500 to a maximum of $240,350.

Law enforcement-- Highland County has a sheriff's office. The sheriff

is a constitutional officer elected by the people. The CWC will increase

the workload-of this office. It is reasonable to expect that the staff of

this- office will be able to handle the serving of any additional papers

issued-by the court and to handle any-additional criminal law enforcement.

(One effect of tpe Foster and Green Peter Dams project was an- increase in

crime per capita °.) But the sheriff's office might not be able to-handle

additional traffic arising from the construction project without additional'

staff. This traffic will be generated by workers traveling the 22 miles

fromthe CWC to the construction site and by other workers who will be cg)m-

muting through-the cbuntyto the construction site from points beyond the

county's boundaries.

It is-estimated that during the first year the CWC.is in operation'the

sheriff's office will require=a minimum' of one automobile and two additional

staff membertspecifically for traffia-ceritrol:_ -During the peak construc.i

tion_perieff when work is- on -_a -24 -hour schedUit,-additionaI personnel and

equioment_mayhe needed.

--Attomobiles-would- be _a capital expense that may -=be eStiMatedat $4,000

per vehicle. A_capital outlay per deputy of $500 is-required-to pUrchase-

-uniforms.and equipment. The deputies' ailaries-wouldte approxithately

$7,500 -per year -Operating:cests-ferthe vehicle maybe estimated-at 15O

per mile. It it assumed that the vehiclemoUld-travel 30,000-tiles= the

first-year, so salaries-of $7=1-500 -plus=30,000-miles- of vehicle operating

Costs-tidies-15¢ would=b64191-500-._ The= capital outlay- -cost estimate was,

-$4i000 plus _two-tithes $5004 for -a total of 45,000.
/

Solid waste--`The people in the-tWC will require solid-waSte disposal'

services. -These services-could-be-provided in -at least three ways:- (1)-by

a-Private local Contractor, (0:by the-contractor-operating the'-CWC, or (3)

by the=county. Whatever method-is utilized-to provide solid waste disposal

service, the-county's-landfillwill-be the-disposal -site-.

Aprivate-contractor currently providestoiid_waste disposal service

for the:Monterey-community. It would Appear reasonable to suggest that

this contractor cotbine the--CWC contract with-hi alocal enterprise and

eliminate the-need for=either the-co-unty- or the-CWC-contractor to provide

-solid waate-collectien-serVice.

The county-cannot resolve-other Matters associated-with-solid-waste

disposal as easily. The disposal-site is required-by state-law. In-addi-

tion, tle eeanty is required-_to have the site- meeteertain standards. The

level of enforcement of these standards may _be expected-to rise-during the

6
smith, Hogg and Reagan, 52. cit.
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'
construction period. Thus, the county could be required to begin regularly
covering the solid waste brought to the landfill. This might be done (a)
by contracting for such service or (b) by purchase of equipment by the coun-
ty. Contracting appears to be preferable, because this would also eliminate
need for the county to invest in equipment having costs extending beyond the
construction period. But the standards will require the county to continue
covering the landfill when the project is completed. Thus, from the utili-
ty's viewpoint, contracting would appear preferable, but from the county's
viewpoint, equipment purchase would appear preferable. This item is subject
to negotiation.

The landfill site is a county cost. The useful life of the site will
be reduced by additional solid waste resulting from the CWC. Research shows
that some 1.83 pounds of solid waste is developed per person per day7. If
all the current county population produced solid,waste at this ,rate and
utilized the landfill, thare would be 825 tons of .solid waste per year. A
community of 1,650 persons would generate approximately 550 tons of solid
waste per year. If we assume the CWC is fully occupied during the construc-
tion period, the length of life of the landfill will be reduced by an amount
equal to 550 tons times), say, seven (years) divided by 825, equal to 4.6
years. The utility's prorated share of the landfill site cost would, there-
fore, be the expected life of the landfill divided into the total cost of
the site times 4.6 years.

Public health,- The CWC preSent some potential problems_ in public
health. -These will _probably be of -two on-gOing: types: -an increased work
load with respect to regulatory-work related to health- and sa.nitation- prob-
lems in business ,establishinents, and a =mix of contagious' and- communicable
disease problems that might :arise frOM a--continuing influx of new people into
the 'CM. The potential for significant public health: problems may exiat When
the CWC is initially populated. The extent of the public -health- probleth is

difficult to =estimate 2= but we -may 'anticipate the _workload -of Um public =health

office will shOw a sUbstantial increase _and, possibly-, require one additional
staff member at an estimated. cost of $8000 =per year.

Public facility investment-, Investment_ of- this type by the -county will

need careful =study- and- should- be held to the minimum possible-, because the
need for additional public facilities will approach existing levels when the
construction project is completed and the popUlation returns to approkimately
pre - construction levels There are at. least three major types -of -public

facilities to consider-: (1)i acho 1 buildings, (-2)- school tuses, and (3) ad=

ministrative offices.

The county has a school building that has recently been closed and which
may be reopened. This building may not be adequate to meet the needs, but,
this cannot be determined in advance. Some portable classrooms may also be
required at one or more schools. Such costs would -be chargeable to the util-
ity and would be in addition to the costs of schooling.

7 Jo-seph Havlicek, Jr., and Robert -Richardson, "Factors In4uencing the
-Quantity- and- Compbaition -of Residential Solid Wastes: Some- Preliminary Re-
_sults" in Erdpirical -Research in Environmental Economic-s,_ _ed. by -Burl P. Long
andzGereld _Carison,_ Southern Land Economics Research- Committee Publication
1115,_ 11 (October, 1973), p. -61.
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To accommodate the children from the CWC, it may be necessary to re-

organize the pupil transportation network and to change the schools which

some permanent.resident children. attend. The additional costs associated

with this would fall into two categories: (1) costs associated with new

transportation patterns and (2) costs_ of additional buses. A careful study

of before and after transportation patterns will.be necessary to determine

any difference in costs. An estimate is notfteasible until the new pattern

is known. The additional, costs would be chargeable to the utility.

Additional school buses will be needed and would be a capital expense.

It is estimated that a minimum of three and perhaps as many as five addi-

tional school buses will be required. Some of these costs will be covered

by the county's share of the total cost of school operation per pupil, but

mot all. The county-considers a school bus to have a ten-year life, but

the project will only extend over seven years. Thus,= there would be some

useful life remaining in the buses 'at the close of the project when the

additional buses were sold because they were no longer required. The util-

ity.would be entitled to credit for any income resulting from the sale of

the additional buses.

Some county officesmay have-an-increase in use -- the sherift's

fice for example. It_ would- not appear justified-, however, for the-county

to-expand-the-courthouse to provide-additional offices, as it is-adequate

to-serve the existing-population-And will be,adequate- to serve the-p6Pula

tion-remaining,When=the construction project is completed -. -Some-realloca-

tion- Of -space may-be required; -and, if essential, portable-facilities could-

-beutilited-during the construction -period" to serve=one-or more -of the

=county's administrative offices-. Such cott would-be_chargeable-to the

Utility.
)

Interest- To Meet its cash_flovreqUirehents arising franthe CWC,

the-county must either -borroW-through normal sources or schedule for-Pay-

mentsto be made by the_ tility. This need will arise bectuSe the county'-s

revenues -are insufficient_to meet extra cash flow demands. If the-coanty

is-required-to borr6w, the interest it a-cost-chargeable to -the utility.

The-utility may eliminate-this_ -coSt by negotiating an estimate of the coup-

ty's- costs_and- establishing- a schedule-of payment.

Overhead-costs , The county will experience-numerous relatiVely small,

-costs associated-with_the-utility's construction project tmd-the-CWC-_- for

=example, the preparetion_of the minutes when-additional meetings-of the

Board of Supervisors-are-held and the cost of electricity to-provide light

ing tor-such-meetings, Additional travel will be required -both in and -out

-of the-county. There mill be many small costs difficult to estimate indi..!

Vidually- but real_and large in total.

-Overhead costs thOuld=be-handled as a negotiated- percentage=of the-

direct cost. The federal-and state government-and various-private and pub.!.

lic institutiOns hmre-hadalbroad range-of experience in determining over-

Tiemi cost, This-experience-should-Provide a useful-guide for-both-parties.

=Since the problem-is-unique both- to-the -coUnty and to- the utility, it

appears-appropriate to suggest that _overhead be=charged on-all direct costs

except those applicable -'to=- schooling and interest payments. A-Minimum-per-.

centage for overhead-costs-might be agreed -to initially, with-the widen!

standing that the percentage-could-be re-negotiated -as the-county and -the

utility-gain experience in-what is= to-be dOunted:among the overhead costs
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and narrow the estimate of what the overhead cost percentage should be.

Tax revenues - -- Highland County receives tax revenues from three sources:
(1) property taxes, (2) sales taxes, and (3) license and franchise taxes.

1) Property taxes-- The latest published data showed the county levying
property taxes on 40 percent of the appraised fair Tarket value. The county
had a total assessed value of real estate of $5,311,711.01- of tangible personal
property, machinery and tools, and merchants capital of $1,545,560; and of
public service corporation property of $343,237. A total tax of $229,586
was levied on these properties. This was comprised of $157,793 from real
estate; $61,822 from tangible personal property, machinery andatools, and
merchants capital; and $9,971 from public service corporations'.

The county will, of course, obtain some additional taxable property as
a consequence of the CWC. The amount of tax revenues obtained from the CWC
would be used in offsetting costs arising from it.

These revenues woUld be derived from the real estate investment made on
the CWC site by the utility. If the 350 families occupy A3bile home units,
the= plaximum revenue that the county could obtain would be $50 per unit arum-
ally'. The problem= of levying a $50 charge on such units is that it would
'have to be levied uniformly on= all such units in the county. This would
raise the payment on mobile =homes occupied by permanent residents of the
county-, who probably would not look With favor on =such= an action. Conse-
quently, the county may -be expected to retain a relatively low revenue levy
on mobile unite and shaVe the utility pay the difference in its =direct coats.

2)- Sales tax,.. Workers on the construction project may be expected to
earn reasonably high incomes - -say, an average of $6 per =hour. Workers living
in the CWC may expect fulltime employment of 40= hours -per week for 2=2080
rhourt per year. Thus, average earnings will -approack $12,000- annually after
deductions and'before fringe =benefits. The annual gross income =of the hous
ing project would approkimate 775 workers (350 plus 450, times a 97 percent
participation rata) times $12,000, or ra. total of $9,300-,000.

From_eadh 'workers spend in- the-dounty-,_ sales taxes will reault
in I¢ for -general government operations and- 1¢- for public education. What
percentage -of their earnings -workers vim., _spend in the county is= an -unknown.
-At -the state level, actual _sa.le-s- represent -an estimated- 56 percent -of workers'
income-. Applying_ this- percentage- to- the morker0 income,_ reVenuesarom- of
sales tax would be $52,080-._ But, because =of the general Zack -of shopping_
facilities, many -of the -individual male- workers Sand' -possibly some of the
families may -be-:expected -to leave the community on weekends. =Under these -cir-
cUmatances, the expenditures within the county -will be -below, the- state- aver
age.- -HoWever, it seems -reasonable to assunce that each worker will spend
within= Highland, County -at least 25- percent of -the- $12,0_00 earned- annually,.
With= this level _of _expenditures,_ the _SaleS -tax would generate $23,250 for
general- government and an equal -amount for public -education.. This income

8 Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Taxation, 22.

9 Section 35- 64.5 -of the Code of Virginia, as amended.

0127
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could also be subtracted from the total of expenses to be paid to the coun-

ty by the utility.

3) License and franchise tax-- The amount of revenues coming to the

county from license and franchise taxes will be relatively modest and has

not been estimated.

Public sector summary -- The costs in the public sector are direct

costs. In some cases, the problem will be to determine how these costs are

to be allocated between the county and, the utility. In other cases, nego-

tiation must take place to determine the way the, cost should be estimated.

Negotiation should probably be carried out through a legal representative

for each party. The cost of such a representative for the county should be

paid by the county and not charged to the :utility, even though the cost

arises from the project.

Private Sector Items

The impact of --the utility's construction does not fall solely on the

Highland County government. There will also be major impacts on the perma-

nent popUlation, depending upon the sltuation of individuals. We examine

six -areas in the private :sector: (1) takes, =(2).local employment, (3) bus-

iness opportunities, -effects on age igroUps, ,(5=) permanent jobs, and

community power strUctUre.

Taxes-- The residents of Highland County immediately considered the

impact the utility would. have -upon individual tax payments. As we have

discussed, the utility offered tQpay* the direct costs the CWC imposed upon

the county. To the extent that such costs are accurately estimated, the

property tax paid by local residents should not increase. But the utili-

ty's action does not take into account the effects of some other variables.

The primary one is that the administrative staff of the prime contractor

will buy home sites in the area and may be expected to locate there for a

period of seven years or more. These people have relatively high incomes

and can afford to Day higher prices for property in the comrumity than are

normally paid. The net effect is to drive up the basis on which real prop-

erty is appraised for taxation. At the time the county is= reassessed for

tax purposes, the effect of such higher prides may be reflected in the to-

tal tax 'structure. If so, the effects will be reflected in the tax bill of

every property owner. This issue will arise at the time the county is re-

quired to reappraise all property in the county. The county has the

option, of course, of reducing the tax rate, and the Board of Reassessors

may lower 'the assessment ratio. Both actions could serve to maintain total.

tax payments of permanent residents at near current levels. But overt ac-

tion will be required by the county to accomplish this. The problem which

everyone will encounter is how to separate that part of the increase in

value which arises from the purchase of property by the contractor's staff

from that part arising from a movement in the genera/ price level_ Perma-

nent residents would, of course, expect to pay taxes appropriate to the

latter values.

Local lit-T Much skilled labor will be brought to the construe-

tion site the utility's prime contractor. But unskilled and*general

labor will probably be employed from the local labor supply. While High-

land- County is not a highly productive agricultural area, a major part bf
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the income of the community currently comes from farming; It may be expect-

ed that some farmers in the community will seek and obtain employment on the

construction project. This will mean farm business management will shift to

farm wives. In many cases the farming operation will become more extensive,
because not only will the owner-operators be working at the construction
site but the normal labor available td work on farms in the community will

also be employed there. Thus, the agricultural sector will be substantially

altered during the construction period.

Employment in local businesses and services will increase. Most males

of _working agewho.are not owners of businesses will transfer to the con."
etruction site, and the businesses and services will utilize the labor supply
available from female members of the population, both the permanent and the

temporary residents.-

In.sum, local employment will born, and the aVerage wage- of farm, busi-

ness, and service labor will rise.

Eusinese opportunities--The CWC will have an annual income of approxi-
4tely49000i0001-otWhich-25 percent may 1)e-spent in-HighlandiCounty. In-

addition,-Many permanent residents-of the county will-have- higher income-.
This-will encourage-many-people to try to-establish a:business, luul some

Will be-started,

Some of these may be undertaken by the contractor operating the CWC,
others will be developed= by local people, and possibly some people will_ =come

to Monterey voecifically for that purpose.

The local business community's major problem will be coming to the close
of the construction period without an excess of "business places and related

facilities. The conventional wisdom is that large-scale construction proj-
ects result in an excess of business facilities when the project being con-

structed is completed. In a community that has only a modest probability of
population and industrial growth after the construction project is completed,
special efforts shOlad be made to minimize the number of potentially vacant
business facilities -W.

Effects-on age-groups-- The-school -system of Highland County will-be
_significantly-affected-by-the CWC., These effects-will-be created = -not only

by -new-pupile that are- brought into the system-but-tythe-reorganizatiOn-
which will be required-and the new-teadhers -who-will be-employed. It is

possible that trends will-be set in motion- which-Willencourage-further-out-
migration from- Highland County as the school children-1 ObserVingthe mobility
-of people in the CWC, respond to the -oppOrtunities_suchmobility is-believed
to offer,

Job opportunities for those permanent residents -who are in the working

Ages will -be especially good.. Incomes will-rise, new:homes-will-be construc-
ted, mew-home furnishings will be-purchased, and many familieewill-enjoy a
significantly-higher standard-of-living,

For the elderly and Other persons -on fixed incomes, the project will
-create severe probleMs. Ilip*a. Trice levels-will raise the-cost of living.

This will cause severe hardships and-a need-for residents in the county to

-
10 Courtland L. Smith, et cit.
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reassess their attitude toward public assistance. Particular attention

should be given to providing public assistance to the elderly, especially

in the form of food stamps. Wilk.hout some-major effort on the part of both

the people in the community and the county government, the elderly will

suffer-severe-hardships ;,-

Permanent jobs for whom?-- When construction is completed, some 50

persons will be employed to work at the facility. ''This will be primarily

maintenance-type work, as such facilities are administered, monitored, and

controlled from a remote central location, These jobs may be expected to

provide direct support for- 50 families and indirect support for, say, 10 or

12 additional families, depending upon the multiplier. The 50 permanent

jobs which will be amailable upon completiOn of the project should be of

concern to people living in the Highland- Bath - Pocahontas area, the communi-

ty leaders, the local governments, and the school systems. The utility

should initiate &cooperative effort to see that information about these

opportunities is available to permanent residents of the area and that a

special effort is made to have these jobs filled by members of families who

have been permanent residents of the area. This will require a special

training effort on the part. Of some state and local agencies and-an early

commitment by people of the local community to seek job training in the

skills necessary to carry out the operation and maintenance work of the

facility.

Community power structure-- Some of the residents of the,CWC may=

choose. to vote in Highland County elections. In addition, some may choose

to participate in on-going civic, church, and,educational organizations of

the community. Among these people, some will be accepted into the power

structure. As a result; traditional ways'may change. Some may even be

residents of the CWC a sufficient length of time that they will seek public

office and be elected. The Probability of this-increases when one consid-

ers that the county will be reapportioned following the 1980 census. Thus

there is a possibility that significant changes will occur in the rower

structure of Highland County and the community of Monterey.

Quasi- Private - Public Sector Items

We have shown above that the CWC will impose some direct costs on the

public sector of Highland County. We have also discussed some impacts that

the project will have on the county's private sector. It is essential that

the public sector costs be determined with accuracy to minimize the pbssi-

bility that the private sector of Highland County pays costs appropriately

chargeable to the utility and therefore provides a subsidy to the utility.

The converse is equally important,

There is, however, anottier aspect to the problem. It is that some ef-

fects are in neither the Public sector nor the private sector but lie part-

ly in both. These we have designated quasi-private-public sector items.

We will discuss three: (1) private health and medical care, (2) fire pro-

tection, and (3) individual ani collective human relationships within the

community.

Private health and medical care-- Highland Caunty's population is cur:.

rently. served by one Physician, a general practitioner, who provides prim-

ary care. The present physician cannot be expected to accept many addi.,

tional patients, This conclusion is based on the physician:Population
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ratio standard of 1:2,500 considered applicable for physicians in primary
care11. Additional medical services are twenty to fifty miles away.

It follows that an additional 1,150 adults who are new to the area and
do not know about the phySician services available at considerable distance
and who will have demand for health and medical care for themselves and
approximately 500 children will place an exceptional burden on the county's
current resident physician. It is reasonable to assert that the CWC will
create the equivalent of a crisis in private health and-medical care serv-
ice. The problem may be resolved in a number of ways. One is for the res-
ident physician to increase charges for services rendered. Another' is to
provide for additional services.

Attracting another physician to the area to serve a transient population
for a seven-year period wiLl prove difficult, perhaps impossible. An approach
with more assurance of furnishing needed services should be considered.

The county may find a Health'Outreach Clinic (HOC)an acceptable solu-
tion to this problem-2. An HOC would have a three-member staff consisting
of a familynurse practitioner, a referral clerk, and a records clerk. The
family nurse practitioner would =have special training qualifying him or -her
to perform a number of health Service functions "beyond -the normal skill _and
coMpetence of a [profesaionel] narse"1. Basically,_ the HOC would screen
patients, provide certain treatment services, and refer _patients needing a
physiciaes services to -cooperating physicians. An HOC would increase the
supply =and accessibility of health and medical care services= in the -county
and -complement the work of the resident physician. Of course, the resident
physician, the public thealth=offidial-s, and _some interested citizens= of the
community will need to investigate the -HOC with care. If an HOC appears to
be an acceptable sblution to the problem-, the county could negotiate with
the utility to determine how- the Costs Would be met.

_The -HOC facility -could be -placed= in an existing:bUilding- ot in a -new-

-structUrefpermanent , -or temporary.- In the latter case, the estima-
ted_ cost of =getting the fadility furnished; =stocked). and ready to =open _as -a-

funetioning_ unit- woulds_not -ekceed- $50-,0&.% -The _staffing-costs -would- vary

-depending upon- the-:hours -of service - provided -per day =arid --per -week. _With =6.

three-member =staff providing_ services AO- per Week, isalaries_Votilds
apprOxiMate $25,000- =annually. -Additional _services- Would -resat in higher
costs._

11
Fitzhugh Mayo, "Primary Physician Manpower in Virginia. 1972; Present

Supply and Future Needs.," Virginia Commonwealth University, Medical College
of Virginia, Department of Family Practice (Richmbnd, Virginia, November,
1972). Mimeo.

12
George Moore, "How Can 'the Health Teem Function?--The ,Health Out-

reach Clinic: . Concept, Manpower and Location," a paper presented to the
American Medics/ Association, National Conference on Rural Health (Dallas,
Texas, March 28-30, 1973). Mimeo.

13
commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Health, "Qualifications and

Duties of Family Nurse Practitioner-A" (Richmond, Virginia, October 15, 1972).

14
George Moore, a. cit.
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Additional- health and medical care services are clearly traceable to
the utility's project and the CWC. Even if this cost is indirect) it would
seem appropriate for the utility to underwrite some part of it.

Fire protection The CWC will clearly require fire protection. The

Monterey community has two pieces of fire equipment, but it does not appear
that this would be adequate. The utility may chcosc to have the contractor
operating the CWC provide fire protection for the community by furnishing
his -own equipment, or it may choose to work out a different arrangement.
Normally) fire equipment and fire protection services are the result of a
joint venture between the local government and the people in the community.

Any additional fire protec;tion services needed would be created by, the
utility and would -be indirect costs. Such costs would have to he negoti-
ated between the local government and the utility.

Community relationships Placing a community of 1,650 persons assem-
bled from throughout Virginia and the nation alongside a. permanent communi-

ty of 270 persons Nrill,create numerous huinan relation problems. The

traditions and culture of the 'permanent community will be severely strained/
Permanent, residents may choose to accept or reject the newcomers. They may'

-accept them on an, economic_ basis because of their high income -while rejecty
ing them on a -social, religiousr-or political basis. The range of problems
Will de-oend upon the age, marital status, culture and traditions of the
people---who come to live in the CWC.

The county may be able to- reduce the severity of this problem by pro-
-

viding a community education program utilizing the facilities of the local
high school and- the educational talent and resources available within hoth
communitiesthe permanent community -and the CWC.

The relationship-problem would not arise in the abSence of the
ty's _project.

It is suggested -that the county, possibly through the public school
system; provide f6r a community education program similar to that developed
by the Mott Foundation and carried out -successfully in many coumiunitied17.

Such a program -might -cost $25_,000 annually. This would .pay staff !and- pro-
vide supplies, heat and lighting, transportation, and -CuStodial services.
No other activity the courity can offer will provide the opportUnity to
utilize the talents of both the permanent and temporary population in an
effective and positive damnunity,oriented' way_.

Displaying the Estimates

-We believe it will -be useful -to display the -eStimates- whidh we have

developed:,_ and, we do_ this- in_ three tableSone_ -eaCh for annual operating
coSt s ,_ -capital outlays, and- reVenues

There are still many questions requiring answers, and the reader can
quickly determine what some of them are by scanning the body of each table
for the question marks.

15 Maurice F. Seay et al , Community Education: A Developing Concept

(Midland, Mich.: Pendell Publishing Comriany, 1974).



Even with several operating costs undetermined, our estimates show that
the county may have $270p00 in additional annual operating costs (see Table__

1). There may be a tendency on the part of...the principals to reduce this
cost by foregoing the services provided by the indirect costs. Before this

action is taken, the possible effects should be carefully evaluated.

The capital outlays required over the seven-year life of the CWC could
total $82,000 without consideration of any isuch outlays for solid 'waste dis-

posal or fire protection, items which will ;require negotiation.. The single
largest capital outlay may reach $50,000 axid be for a Health Outreach Clin7
ic, indicated as the facility under health care in Table 2. Of course, this

,particular outlay could be eliminated if the facility were located in rented
space with the expectation of terminating this service when the CWC is

closed. In such a case only the operating and maintenance costs would have
to-be considered.

Local government revenues -are especiallY difficult to estimate, as -the
major potential sources depend-_almost entirely on how the utility and the
-contractor who manages the CWC decide to carry out its construction and
-operation. For -example, -mobile facilities- would- result_ in- less property tax

revenues than_ semirpernianent =or temporary- facilities:,,-and both the- type--and

-mix of types_ remains 'an- UnknoWn._ Aa-a _cOnsequence, -Table 3 =- contains rela-

tively tew---data. Of course ,,:the- -county -Will haVe to -meet the- aperating-_-coat s-

-and capital outlay =costs-at- least one year before property tak revenues =are

realized, because of the process used to -determine,_ levy, and collect sudh-

takes.

After the county government and utility negotiate the undetermined-oper-
ating costs and capital outlays, the cost to the county and, in turn, to the
utility can be estimated with consideralay more accuracy.

Some Observations

It is evident that the utility's construction project and its associ-
ated CWC will have a major impact on Highland County.

There is no evidence that till public and private services required to
serve the MC and other activity created by the project will be needed after

the two-dam facility is completed. The significance of this must not be

overlooked.

The permanent community may decide to retain one or more of the serv-
ices discussed and proposed for the- quasi - public- private sector, and this

may, and quite properly should, be taken into account when the enmity and

the utility malce a final settlement.

While the two,dam facility is under construction, the economy of -High-
land County will have a level of activity and income previously unknown.
When the construction, is completed, the economy will readjust toward its
traditional- level of activity. Thia will cause effects similar to a severe

recession. This adjustment Will be difficult for permanent residents to
accept, especially the younger residents, and an accelerated out,migration
may occur among this segment of the population.
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Table l.-- Estimated annual operating costs associated with direct

and indirect cost items during the first year of full occupancy

of a construction worker community
of 1,650 persons in a rural

county (Highland County, Virginia)

Per Unit Operating

Item Units Cost Cost

-- - - - - - - - - - -D i r e c t cost items

(Dollars) (Dollars)

Schooling:
Children 350 550 192,500

Added mileage
,

? ?

Classrooms, mobile . 2,/ ? ?

Law enforcement:- W
Personnel . . 2 7,500 15,000

Mileage 30,000 0.15 4,500

Solid waste:
Pick-up . . 4,

Covering

P_ ublit- health:-

Personnel

Interest -:

'Notes -- - -

Overhead:
On direq operating . .

4

Indirect cost items

8l000

-?

8,000

IP* -- ... PO SO .11w,

Health care:
Personnel -- - 3- 25,000 25,000

Fire protection: . . . . . 2/ 0 0

Community edudation:
-Personnel . '. . . ., ., -2

Supplies. . , , . T n.a.

Utilities n.a.

Custodial . .
a
'W

7,500(ave.)- 15,000

3,000- 3,000

3,000 3,000

-lilobo -4,000

Total-
270;000+3

n.a. = not appropriate

a/ To be determined.

12/ =Experience may show additional personnel needs-

-a-/ It is-assumed-that Operating costs-are-met from community

smbadription.
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Table 2.--Estimated capital costs associated with direct 'and
indirect cost items during the seven-year life of a construc-
tion worker community of 1,650 persons in a rural county

(Highland County, Virginia)

Per Unit Capital

Item Units Cost Outlay

(Dollars) (Dollars)

- - - - - Direct cost. items

Schooling:
Buses

-Law- enforcement: J
_Personnel ,equir-!^nt .. . -. ,

-Autdmobites _-

3 9,000 271000

2 500 1,000

1 1+,000 4,00O

'Solid- waste:

Pidk--up--.. . .
.
-COvering . :
-Site -use- _ .

__

_
-

-

12/

12/

12/

?
?
-?_

9- '

?

. .. - ..- -- -Indirect cost items - - . --- -i., .......

Health- care: t

Facility, new . 1 50,000 50i0&-

Fire protection:- . . 11 -9-.. f
ea .

Total 9 0- .- - '. 0. - . `0 - 82) 000+?

Yr OM _

a/ -Experience may show-additional outlais are reqUired.

-/ To- be--negotiated-._

flIca5

:1

- 71



Table 3.--Estimated revenues produced during the first yeir of full

occupancy of a construction worker community in a rural county'

(Highland County, Virginia)

Item

Taxable Tax

Value Rate Revenue

Taxes:
Property- -

Real estate . .

Tangible personal. .

Public service

Sales

Licensi-franchise

Other . . -= .- -0

Total . . . .

9

$46,500

. . . .. . . . . . . $46,590+?

0

21 To be determined after construction and appraisal:

J No estimate attempted..

J Minor fees -charged by county for administrative' Serviced,.

No estimate attempted.

9

Clearly the Boar& of :Superviscirs -of -Highland- County needs- =to :have_ gp-e-.

cific 4.nformation- aboUt selecte&-aSpeata_of the-contract which = will pertain

to-.-the-ACWC. -Moreover the -Utility- needs to -know: what =actions- -the county

goverment would= prefer- that it take and vice -versa. The-necessary infor-
mation_ can -only :be -obtained- when the -two pares have established- improved

=communication linkages -and a- process -has_--b-aeli
tii

set up =for determining- their-

respectiVe-:needs-. The parties =must _develop appropriate =negotiating pro-

cedures- for- =determining the several types =of _costs vhich -will be- imposed

:upon the_:government -of Highland County- as -a- result Of the-Construction

project =an& -the' -CWC_.

Both the shortrun and long-run employment possibilities created by

the' = project = should receive attention from the local gdverntnents in;,the Area..

If jobs are considered an essential element in rural development, the pOs-

sibility exists of up- grading the local labor force for employment during

the construction phase. For the short run; this should. take the I' Orni of a

carefully planned- and execute&'Vocational and on-the-job training program.

The 50 permanent jobs represent the long run. These jobs shouldbe aggres-

""sively sought by the permanent =community residents. A special training

program may be required for this -opportunity to become a reality.

Although we have -not determined the effects of the construction project

q; °I
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on Batb County or Pocahontas County, many effects would be similar in direc-
tion to those dfscussed for Highland County. We turn now to consider a
difierent ,analytical procedure which may be used to evaluate the impact of
the utility's project on the Highland -B.I.tn-PoCahontas area.

THE ECONOMIC BASE APPROACH

We have "described aboVe the response made to a real situation and have
presented the type of analysis that May be employed quickly to provide in-
formation to a local community seeking to adjust to a large. external shock.
Of necessity, the emphasis was on the need for information and means of
providing "ball- park " estimates of potential impacts. The preceding analy-
sis relies heavily on readily Obtainable datft, the application of economic
principles, and ,available 'knowledge about the community structure and the
proposed project. No sophisticated models or techniques were used. With
more time and manpower, a more rigorpus analysis of expected impacts could
be condncted . and improved estimates developed.

believe- that some 'Methods discussed in earlier,,papers, especially
the method discussed by Dean ansma, naght be applied here. The use of the
economic base approach, possibly with some extensions and modifications,
would provide more detailed information about expected employment and income
impacts-,of the utility's project- -and how different sectors of the Highland-.
Bath-Poce.hontas area might be affected.

A Useful Article .

Aniong the better examples applying economic base analysis is one pre-
. pared =by Dem Schreinereand Dave Flood _and contained in an Oklahoma State
University publication-w. In fact, this entire publication, which contains
papers presented to a Rural Development Planning Workz>hop in 1971, is rec-
aramendeo. reading for individuals working in comet uni. resource development
who are interested in measuring the impacts of growth and change. In oic-
opinion, the Schreiner-Flood article is among the beSt 'available on the ilse
of economic base analysis. We draw _heavily in the remaining part of this
paper on their study to illustrate the use of economic base analysis for a
giVen area.

The Conceit

The essential ideas underlying the economic be.se ,approach have been
described by Jansraa. The simplest approach is to divide the community being
studied into two markets: that part of the community's econcrrey serving mar-,
kets outside the area is called the basic (export)imarkets or export sector,
and that part serving local area markets is called the non--basic (local)
markets or service sector. Every industry provides services for one or both
of these markets. An area's markets may be examined either on the basis of
employment or income.

16 Dean Schreiner and Dave Flood, 'Area Analysis by Means of an Economic
Base Study," Research &implication in Rural Economic Development and Planning,
Research Report P;-665,(Ag. Exp. Sta. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
July 1972). pp. 32-47.
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A specific relationship is implicit in this simple division of econ-

omic activity. Exports are considered the prime mover of a local economy.

Thus, employment serving these markets is considered "basic" employment;

that serving local markets is considered "non-basic" employment. The fun-

damental premise of the theory underlying economic base analysis is that

the growth, indeed the actual existence, of a region is dependent upon the

goods and services it produces locally for its export market.

Although some industries, such as agriculture, are thought of as serv-

ing primarily the export market, it is more likely that most industries

serve, to some degree, both the basic and the non-basic market. By- divid-

ing an area's economy into smaller units, or sub-sectors, more detail

becomes known, and it may, be possible to determine for each industry or

group of industries the percentage of each serving the two markets. This

extra detail makes it possible to learn more about the linkages and t-ade

flows between each of the area's sub-sectors and its markets. Through such

procedures, the economic base study provides more detailed information with

regard to multipliers and impacts than the simple economic base study, but

less than may be obtained from an inputoutput study.

A multiplier -- After the total economic activitsr. of a region has been

classified into bal., ind non - basic, it becomes a simple matter to compute

a multiplier effect nich will tell us ho* much total employment (or in-

come) will becreated by an increase in basic employment (or income). When

%the local area is not experiencing a large external shock'but is having

more normal growth, the simplest assumption is that the initial ratio be-

tween the basic/non-basic markets will remain relatively constant over the

long run. This assumption is perhaps less realistic when one is considering

a large external change, such as a sudden doubling of employment in the

basic sector. But using the simplest assumption, the multiplier is- comput-

ed by taking the total employment in both basic and non=1,asic activity in

the area gnd dividing by the total employment in basic activity.

The.economic base approach can be-extended to reflect more inter-

relationships In the structure of an economy. By dividing the total econ-

omy into various sectors, a more detailed examination is possible, such as

picking up both direct exports and inked exports. One coula also get a

measure of the imports into the are which act as a-drag or dampener on the

regional multiplier. The refinements possible are numerous and almost.um-

limited. We cannot discuss them all in this- papor.

An Example

The Schreiner-Flood study was done in a multi-county planning region

of South Central Oklahoma. Instead of determidng the market breakdown and

interrelationships for each firm, all the businesses and firms.were aggre-

zated into three industry groupings: (1) agriculture, mining, and manufac-

turing -; (2) construction, transportation, communications, finance, and

services; and (3) retail and wholesale trade. In the following discussion

\these sectors are referred to by their respective numbers, i.e.,.as indus-
try group 1, industry group 2, and-industrykgroup 3.

Some prior knowledge about.the markets served by each industry within

the group is needed to properly assign the data to each market. Communi-

ties differ in thoir economic structure; therefore,.there is no one best

way to group the differentinduitriee. For most communities, the Schreiner-
.
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3

Flood groupings would appear reasonable, but in special situations, such as
the impact of a major construction project like the one planned for the
Highland-Bath-Pocahontas area, it appea:s desirable to treat the project as
primarily an export sector, possibly a sector by itself. In this way it
would be possible to estimate the number of jobs which would be needed in
other economic sectors to serve the needs of the utility's construction
workers.

After the initial industry groupings, the distribution of gross receipts
for each group serving the basic and non-basic markets for the Oklahoma study
ware determined as shown in Table 4. It was estimated that 63 percent of the
gross receipts of industry group 1 were derived from basic markets and about
37 percent from non-basic (local) markets. Seventy-four percent of the gross
receipts for industry group 2 were derived from sales to local markets and 26
percent from bas kets. Industry group 3 derived 80 percent of its gross
receipts, from loc markets and 20 percent from export. Given this knowledge,
it was assumed t t employment and income could be allocated according to
type of market served in the same proportion as gross sales. That is, the
proportion of total employment serving each of the two markkts wouldlle-the
same percentage as gross sales.

Table 4.--Distribution of industry sales

Sector
Local Basic

Markets Markets Total

_(1) Agridulturel_ mining and-
tanufactUring . . . . ,

(2) Cnstruction, transpor-
t tion- , utilities, finance-

'

d services . .

(3 -) tail and wholesale. . -

.Percentages - -

37 63 100

74 -26 100

86 20- 100

Source: Dean Schreiner and -Dave Flood, "Area Analysis by_MeanS of an -EcOn- .

omic-Base Study," in Research-A- lication in Rural Economic Development and
Planning, Research Report P- 5 Stillwater: Oklahoma State -University,-
Agricultural Experiment-Station, July 1972), p. 35.

Employment totals for the area were available from published government
sources and were aLlocated to local and basic markets in proportion to the
distribution of gross receipts. ,As is shown in Table 5, private sector em-
ployment in the study area totaled 54,6941 of which 32,994 served local
markets and 21,700 served basic markets. Of the 22,068 jobs in industry
group 1, there were 14,007 (63 percent) serving the basic (export) market
while 8,061 (37 percent) were serving non-basic (local) markets. Employment



Table 5.--Employment transaction flows

Sectors and Local Basic

_Sub-sectors Markets Markets

144

Total /

Private'sector:
(1) Agrieulturel'mining and

manufacturing 81061/ 14,007 22,068

(2) Construction, transpor-
tation, utilities, finance
and, services ,

(3): Retailand-whOlesaIe .

Sub - total

/

r
,e

13,553

/7
11,580

-4,810

-2,883

18,163

14,463

34994

---,--

21,700 -54,694

-Goverment,;_ sector-:

local iami nate 8,097 0 -8,097

-Federal 0_ 62396 6,396

-Sub -total 0,097 6,396 14,493;

Total 10,1091 28,096 69,187

`Source: Dean Schreiner,and-Dame-Ilbod, "Area AnalYsis by Means-of an Econ-

omic Base Study," in -Researck:Application in-Rural Econcimic-Develooent,

and-Planning, Research_Report-F-665-(Stillwater:- -Oklahoma State Univer-

sity,-Agricultural Experiment Station, July 1972), p. 36.

(1
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in the government sector of the area totaled 14,493 persons, of which 8,0 7
were employed by state and local government and 6,396 were employed by the
federal government. The federal government was assumed to serve only export
markets, while state and local governments were assumed to serve only local
markets. Schreiner and Flood refine the allocation` between intermediate and
final use further and explain this in considerable detail in their article.

As was stated earlier, e-onomic base theory suggests that local markets
exist Only to serve basic m nets. It is further assumed that a relationship
exists between any additir s to basic employment in an area and the non-basic
employment required to s ve local markets. This relationship may be ex-
pressed as an employme multiplier. Using the Oklahoma data, allocated as
suggested, given an ,loyment multiplier of 1.46. If we accept this esti-
mates the 1.46 would mean that for each new job added in the'basic sector,
an additional 0.46 of al job would be created in the non-basic sector.

For instance, if we assume 300 workers are added in the basic employ-
ment sector, this would mean an additional 138 workers would be needed in
the non-basic sector. If we assume further that the 300 workers in the
basic sector earn an average annual- income of $10,000 and the 138 workers in
the non-basic.sector earn an annual income of $8,000, then the total payroll
generated by the 300 workers can be determined. The payroll r the 300
basic sector employees would be $3,000,000 annually, that for t e 138 addi-
tional non-basic sector employees would be $1,104,000. Thus, t e payroll
generated in the community is some multiple of the payroll of t e 300 new
workers in the community. If we had assumed the 138 new work s needed in
the'non-basic sector would earn the same average incom e new basic
sector employees, then the total additional payroll w have been
$4,380,000, which is 1.46 times the $3,,000,000 payroll fox the basic sector
emploSrees.

1\
In many cases, economic base studies sktQqp with this approximation.

Schreiner and Flood continue through more r fi.nements of the data and ana-
lysis and derive estimates of employment liers for each of the three
industry groups.. Such refinements can add considerably to the reliability
and usefulness of economic base analysis and proAde much more information
for evaluating the potential impacts that may be created within an econamy
by either internal or external forces.

Complements Budget Approach

As with most measurement techniques, the availability of data for econ-
omic base studies is a major problem. Yet such studies require less data
than some other techniques used in area and regional analysis. In addition,
they may provide some very useful information to community leaders and others
struggling with evaluating economic impacts of a change in employment in one
or more sectors of their economy.

This is one additional approach whickmight be applied in further ana-
lyzing the effect of -the utility's project on the Highland-Bath-Pocahontas
area.- We note, however, that this would provide only a partial measure of,
expected impacts-. The results could=be used to complement other analyses
to gain a more complete picture-of possible impacts.
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Some Observations

It should be kept in mind that an analysis employing the economic base

approach does not tell one whether the reation of new jobs in the communi-

ty is good, bad, or neutral. Nor does it address either the monetary or

the non-monetary aspects of the cost change, which will be borne by the

'local community.

However, using economic base studies to develop multiplier analysis

obviously can be one of the most. useful methods of empirical economic anal-

ysis. As with all methods, the result depends on the manner in which it is

used and the problems,t6 which it is applied. There is no substitute for

the skill and judgment of the analyst. Bah the limitations we have men-

tioned, and others not mentioned, will preclude applying the economic base

approach to each and every major community project.

Our researchers still-need to develop-a method of determining the cru-

cial variables-which account for differences in the-economic health and

development of different regions-and communities within-regions. Multi-

Taier-analysis, because of its -- seeming precision, -may obscure-some-of the

Most crucial impacts -of community deVelopment projects. Trecision,is_not

synonymous- -with accuracy, as we-aIl-know-. -Charles Leven -, °a respected

regiOnai ecOnoMiStlsmakes this point well,_-closing=o0 of-hie articles_ with

a sentence-which we will do well to-ponder: 'Better'tbspobtairr-an-approxi.!

-mate-answer to Some of the releVant-quetti-ons_thania preciseforMulation-of

the irreleyant"47,

17
Charles L. Leven, "Measuring the Economic Base," Papers and PrO.:

ceedings of the Regional Science AssoCiation, Vol. 2 (1956), 250-258.
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THE IMPACT OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES:
A CASE STUDY PROBLEM

V4imund F. Jansen, Jr.

"A-

Introduction

1117

What will be the impact of a new residential development on a community?
Many residents in northeastern states expect residential developments to be
followed by higher local property taxes, more congestion, pollution, etc.
That is to say, residential developments are associated with negative fiscal
and environmental impacts. Many people also agree that people with low -in-
comes need more and higher quality housing. But where should it be located?

If,..we could hear many local decision-makers thinking out loud, we;might hear

them answer:

"Certainly not in our town. We already have our share of that type of

housing., What we need-here are more 'clean industries' whose employees
could reside in other towns in the area and send their children to other
schools. However) we would like them to shop in our town."

;

"If new housing developments are perMitted-in-our town, let's-make-sure
that the occupants dqn't-have too-many-schoolage-Claidren, A-housing-proj-
ect for the-elderly would-probably _be-okay, and-perhaps-some one-bedrooM-
luxury_apartMents. But let's=make sure we-don't:get-more-than-our:share of
single - family =houSes:, &midabove-allr letis make- -sure that our regulation&

prohibita sudden-flood of Mobilehomesi Houses do not-add-to-local revenues-

-as-

vs-
Much as_ they _add to local costs

Such thinking-influences-many of the-decisions-regarding land-use=and-
_housing regulations- in-mpy communities. Yet an analysis of the impact-of
alternative residential developmentS may prove that the-impact-of some- hou_s_-

ing different from what is commonly believed.,

In this-paper, we first briefly- discuss-some factors that influende the
fiscal impact ofresidential developments on local communities. Then-some

housing- studies that provide information about household6sand lchoolrage
populations-are reviewed. Finally) a hypothetical residential- housing

impact case study problem is presented.

I. Factors Influencing Fiscal_Impact of- Housing

Local community-decision-Makers usually- give -- highest- priority to the

possfble fitcal impact-of a new residential deVelopment. Will the _new

housing unit pay -for itself in terms=of local government revenues and-taxes?

-Edmund P.-Jansen, Jr. is Associate Professor of-Resource Economicsr
Institute of-Natural and Environmental esources) University-of New HamPshire.
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The chief factors determining whether an additional house will

pay sufficient taxes to cover the cost of additional services are:

1. Local Improvement Policies - Some communities with subdivi-

sion regulations often require the developer to assume full

financial responsibility for all site improvements. Thus, the

first questions decision-makers might ask could be, "Does the

developer pay-all the site improvement costs for drainagel,roads,

sewer, water, etc.? If not, what proportion of the costs are

borne by the local government?"

2. State-Local Fiscal Structure - In New Hampshire,- where the

state tax base is harrowlocal governments receive only minor

support from the state for education and other activities. Con-

sequently, local property taxes must carry the burden of a large

proportion of local governmental expenditures. A second concern

thus might be, "What proportion of these expendituret are fi-

nanced by local internal funds [which may include prcperty, resi-

dence, sales, and income taxes, as well as various licenses] ?"

Assessment policies are also important, as they influence the

amount of taxes paid by different kinds of real property.

Size-and_Ae Co
provided:to-a-houte
related services-, s

protection, and-was
_education,_ Welfare,

sition of Occupant Households - Services
old can be divided into: (a)- dwelling-

ch as roads, sewer, water, police and fire

e disposal; and (b) human services, suck as,

and health. Dwelling.4related service expen-

ditures are not influenced significantly by household size. How-

ever, expenditures on human services are directly related to age

and size characte istics of householgs. The large number of

school-age childr n is the major factor determining thelevel of

expenditure for human services in most local communities. Conse-

quently, a third area of concern is the sensitivity of local

residents to-development proposals that might lead to a signifi-

cant increase in the number of children in the loc81 school dis-

trict.

II. Review of New Housing Impact Studies

Let us turn our attention to housing studies that provide some indica-

tion of the influence,of household size, number of school children,

and state-local fiscal structure on the fiscal impact of new housing.

1. Apartment Construction in Prince George's County, Maryland-

A study of new housing in Prince George's County, Maryland,-

indicated that neither prvate homes nor apartments pay their way

in terms of fiscal impact'. In 1968, one- and two-family homes

showed an average annual loss of $184 compared to an $86 loss for

apartments. The loss from apartments, which contrasts with net

gains from apartments in many other areas, is explained, in part,

I Doxiadis-Urban_SytteMs, Inc., Fiscal -and Land-Use:Analysis-of-Prince

George's County, June 1970.
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by two facts: (a)' the apartments were under-assessed compared to
national averages, and (h) the residents having low incomes paid
low local income taxes. In this case, the local fiscal structure
was an important reason for the loss on apartments.

Numbers of school-age children per apartment unit by type of
apartment and age `were reported as follows:

Newer
All Apartments Apartments'

High-rise .09

Garden apartment .33

Town house . .81

.20

.1+5

These figures indicate that the average number of children per
unit in all apartments is lower Vian for the new units. Using
average figures for projection purRoses would cause one to under-
estimate the impact of the additional new-Units. Consequently,
sound judgment is required in Selecting the parameters used in
projecting expected impacts:

2. 'Apartment Survey in:Dover, New Hampshire - Table 3. summarizes
the results of an apartment oRcupant survey that _was conducted in
Dover, New Hampshire-,_ in 3.972. The average size hOutehold of 2.48'
persons was considerably below the state average of 3.2 persons as
reported in the 1970 census. The finding that there were only .05
school-age children- per household tends to support the contention

-that- apartment dwellers place a small burden on the local school,, .

system._ One will -nbte that the number of children per apartment
is considerably below the figures reported= in the Prince George-1s
County Study. The very lOw number of school-age children per
apartment unit in Dover is ,perhaps explained. by the fact that =a
Significant portion of the occupants are young-rmilitary personnel,
and' university Students .

,Assuming an average -educational cost of $1000 per school-age
the estimated average school cost per apartment in Dover

was only $50. At the current tax rate and average assessed value
per apartment unit, tak revenue per unit -would be-:$325. Thus, tax
revenue aVailable for non-school purposes would- have been about
$275. This compares favorably with nonr.scllool tax revenue from
other -kinds of housing.

3. Mobile -Home Park Impacts !.Table 2 summarizes some of the high-
lights of a statewide mobile-home survey conducted in New Hampshire
in 1972. Contrary to the commonly held view that -mobile *nomes con.!,
tain large numbers -of children and, therefore, place a heavy -burden-

2 Dover =Planning -Board, "Initial Report - Apartment -Occupant__Survey_,"
Dover, -N. -H.-,_ 1972.
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Table 1 r Summary-of Apartment Occupant Survey, Dover, . B., 1972

150

Item : Unit : Percent, Number, or ount

Total responses

Total occupants

Average household size

AVerage age of head

Average children per apartment

:kierage school-age-children-
per apartment

_Average faintly income-

AVerage assessed -value

/

-Assessed ratio

-Tax rate

Tax revenue per apaitMent

Estimated= =School -cost -per

-apartment s($1000 x .05)

_Revenue.-pei.-apartment for

non7schocil purposes_

: Number

4 Number :

Number :

: Years :

: Number

: Number

173

429

2.48

28

0.58

0,05

: Dollars:

: T011ars:

10-,184-

6,120

:- Percent: 70=

: -- Dollars: 53.10

Dollars: 325,10-

: Dollars: 50.00

:- Dollars: 275,00-

Source: Toyer-Planning Board, Initial Report - Apartment Occupant

Survey, Spring/Summer 1972. Dover, N.-11--
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on the local school system, the study showed that the mean number

of school-age children per mobile home was only .188. Based'on

state average education cost of $973 per student, an additional
trailer would -be expected to increase school expenditures by
$182.96, unless excess capacity existed in the local school.
Assuming an average assessed value of $5,965.for trailer and lot,
the. owner would pay taxes amounting to $240. -39. Consequently,

tax revenue remaining 'for local non-educational purposes would

be about $57.43.

Furthermore, since the occupants also pay resident and per-
sonal property taxes on their cars, the tax re -enue available for

non - school purposes would probably exceed $100. These findings

tend to suggest that mobile housing may place a smaller fiscal
burden on local governments than conventional housing which con-
tains higher numbers of school-age children.

4. New Single-Family Units - In contrast to the Dover apartment
survey, a recent survey of new single-unit housing in Rollins -
ford, New Hampshire, showed a much larger number of school-age
children per unit3.

Table 3 summarizes the finding from this survey of the
housing constructed in town during -the past three years. At an

assessed value of $17,000 per unit, the average householder paid
about $818 in real- estate taxes (nearly two-thirds of these '

houses were modu/ar units).

The education cost per unit was about $760 (table 4). Using

average per-unit cost figures for Rollinsford, the total cost of

providing school and town services would have been $1,093.46.
After, adjusting for the fact that non-residential housing pays
about 17 percent of town taxes, the data suggest that the town
experienced a deficit of about $40 per additional unit of single

housing. The survey thus concludes that single-unit bousing
places a much larger fiscal burden on the local community than
apartments or mobile homes.

3 Unpublished study conducted by James Voyles, University of New Hamp-

shire, as specia2 project in'Resource Economics, may!:1974.
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Table 2 - Summary of the Impact of 100 Unit ,Mobile Home .Parks in

New Hampshire, 1972

152

Item Number. or Amount

Number of units

Total occupants

-Persons per household

School children per household
1

Assessed value per unit
2

Tax rate (state average)

Estimated tax payments per unit

100

260

2.6

.188

$5,965.00

$40.30

$240.34

Est-imated- schodl cost -per -unit

(-.-average _cOst- of--$97-3.21 x .188
students-)'

$182.96

-EStimated tax revenue per unit avai101e

for- town -and- county uSes- 457.43_

1 Number of school-age children aper household were: Elementary and

Middle School, .139; High School, .049.

2 Include's value of house and loi\. Assumes an initial trailer purchase

of $7,513 less $2,392 for five years depreciation. The average mobile home

lot is assessed at $844.

Source: Richard L. Tichenor, Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., and Nelton L.

LeRay. "Mobile Home Park Community EduCational Service Costs and Revenues

in New Hampshire." Journal of the Northeastern Agricultural Econcenics

Council, Vol. 2, No. 2 *(Octbber J.973), 143..152.
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Table 3 - Summary of New Single-Unit Housing Su4vey, Rollinsford, N. H.,
May 1974

Iteth Percent, Number or Amount

New units. of single - family housing 25

Number of units responding to survey 23

Total. occupants 'in responding units 85

Average -household size 3.7

Children per unit':

Pre-school .602

RollinSfor_d Elementary SchOol .473

SoMersworth-Middle School .215

Somersworth 'High Schbol .301

Other schobls 7.129-

Estimated assessed value per unit

1
Assessment ratio-

-Equalized- value per Unit

$17,000-

-73%

. $23,288-

AA
1
Ratio of assessed .value to market \ralue
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Table 4 - Summary of Local Revenue and Costs for Additional Single-Unit

Housing in Rollinsford, N. H., 1974-

, 1

Additional average revenues ,per unit:

..Property tax -revenue (assessed value x tax rate)
1

/
Estimated -resident tax collected

2

Estimated -auto permit fees-

Total estimated local revenues

Additional average costs per unit:

Education3

RollAnsford EleMentary School ( .473 children x $786)

Somersworth -Middle -School ( :215 children x $683)

Somersworth High School ( .301 children x $806)

Total -education cost per 'unit

Town and = County Government

Average for all services per unit
4

Tot average -additional costs i,

Additional costs assigned to housing units

Net revenu, deficit per unit
6

$817.70
15.00
35.00

$867.70

$371.78
146.84
242.60

$761.22

$332.24

$1,093.46-

$907.57

$- 39:87

1
-The ad\ldtiOnal -assessed, value was416,9_644'er unit. The 1974, tax

-rate was -$48.20.

2
The resid-en tax -is- $10.00- for each adult, but, collection- is =below

100 -percent.

3 Elementary school costs calculated as elementary school appropria-

ts,ons divided by the number of children. That is $191,874/244 = $786.

Student cost figures, for Somersworth are the tax rate.

4
Assumes per Unit cost is equal to town average. If economies of

scale exist,= this figure may overestimate costs assigned to ihe marginal

unit. All capital improvement costs were paid by dev6loper.

5 Additional costs assigned to the housing unit, are calculated as
total per unit additional costs les_; 17 percent of the tax burden which is

assigned to the assessed non-residential property. (This assumes' non-resi-

dential property will increase in same proportion now existing.),

6 In the short run, the additional cast of 'another housing unit is-

-actually less- than -$908, because elementary-education- costs will increase

. less than- $371-.78 for each additional child, The school, which- has',excebs

capacity due to declining enrollment, can absorb 30 or 40 child-ren-Without

'd substantial increase in operating costs.
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III. Residential Development Case Study Problem

(Editor's note: The remainder of this paper was orepared as she basiS
for an analysis by the'workshop participants 02 a hypothetical housing
development in Rollinsford, New Hampshire for which four alternative
kinds of houding were under consideration. The information given in-
cludes background about the community and its facilities, data-about
the,population, and & set of tables, about the tax base, cost of public
expenditures, public revenue, and town and school tax rates. A work /

sheet then follows for each type of housing to record problems and
questions associated with each type.of proposed development and to rank
the four alternatives with respect to their environmental, fiscal, and
other impacts.)

'Gat.° Cardo Development Enterprises, Inc., of New York Cicy, has just
taken an option to purchase the 90-acre_Green Acres Farm-on-Roberts
Road in Rollinsford, New Hampshire. A representative r.-f the ccc,?ra-
tion has met with the Planning Board to discuss the possibility of
obtaining zoning changes. Currently, the land is zoned as countryside
residential with a minimum lot size of two acres. The developers say
they are willing to design a "development" that best fits the needs of
the community - provided, of course, that the project provides a reason-
able return on investment. Planning is still in the preliminary stages
and four alterna,tive kinds of housing developments are being considered
for the site.' These include;"' .

Single-family housing,- Assume that the developer will pay vir-
turlly all'iaitial public improvements costs (streets, utili-
ties, etc.) in conformance with local subdivision regulations.
MinimuM size lots for single-family houses permitted by zoning
are 15,000 sq. ft. Average assessed value will be $21,000 per
unit,.

2. Mobile Home Subdivision - Minimum size lot is 10,000 sq. ft.,
and assessed value per lot is $2,000.' Initial public improve-
ment costs will be paid,by the developer. Average assessed
value of trailers is expected to be $7,000.

3. High-Rise Apartments - -Three 8-story buildings with 100 unfs
eache Buildings will be clustered, and the remaining area will
be devoted to a golf course, lake, and open space area.
Assessed value per unit will be $8,000.

4. Condominium - Two hundred and seventy condorinium units assessed
at $27,000 per unit will be clustered. Each building will con-
tain 8 two-bedroom units. Buyers of a unit' will automatically
become members of an owners' association that has respunsibility
for-managing the land area to be held` in common.

The Planning Board wishes to evaluate the impact of each of these pro-
posals on the town. We have been asked to help,the Board identify and assess
the relevant costs and benefits associated with4each alternative.

4
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The Planning Board has supplied,us with the following description and

data for Roiinsford:

The Town - Rollinsford, a'town of 2,400 inhabitants, is located be-

tween Dover, New Hampshire; and South Berwick, Maine,:about nine miles

northeast of Durham) New Hampshire. Rollinsford, which now serves primar-

ily as a bedroom town, was first seetled in 1623-24 by men who came to

establish mills on the Salmon Falls River. This river, which serves as the

border between Maine and New- Hampshire,wovided the basis for the thriving

mill and trading activities that were we1.14 developed by-1630. The early

settlers soon began to cultivate the productive farm land in the area be-

tween the river and Dover. For nearly'two centuries,. thetown remained a

small, peaceful agricultural settlement (except for an Indian massacre on

March 18, 1690).

A period of rapid population and economic growth began in:the 1820'S

*en textile mills were constructed at the waterfalls at the sites of the

present=day City-of Somersworth_and Salmon Falls Village in Rollinsford,

After,population centers- developed- around the -mills, -the farmers began-to

lose political control. 'Irk,an effortto regain this control, the farmers

in the southermpart of :Op town puShed a-bill through the legislature in

1849 which_dividedthe large
indUstrialized mill area=of the north (pres!.

ent=day Somersworth-) -from the-agricultural southern
area =(present-day,

Rollinsford) -. :The coming-of the railroad-and -mill expansion atSalmori

Falls Village eventually caused the-populatiOn of- Rollinsford -to exceed

3,000-before the mills failed during the economic crisis of the 1930's.

-Then the town-declined to a forgotten area of less than 2,000-people.

-With the-advent of -rapid growth in New Hampshire in the 1960's, the

town began -to attract immigrants lArlwere looking for a *residential town

with lOwtax rates. The ensuing population growth led to an expansion in

the demand forlodalpublit services and a recentrapid- growth in -town

}expenditures and-tax rates-.

Under existing large-lot zoning regulations, the saturation population

for the town is around 6,000 people. Changes in :,oning regulations to -ac-

commodate higher density apartment houses or mobile homes could more than

double this saturation population. Clearly, such growth WTild destroy the

peacefUl rural atmosphere and voluntary government in the local community.

A large proportion of the 7.4 square miles in the town still remains

or-n and provides attractive sites for future developers. Although the

re tdents want lower taxes and more industrial development, the majority,.

of the residents state that they would like to maintain the town's rural,

friendly atmosphere.- .
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RollinsfOrd's Facilities

F lice Department: Two-man department with extra part -time officers on

weekends.

Fire. Department: Twenty-man volunteer department. Ladder truck, two pump-

ers and tank trucks. New 4-bay Fire Station completed in 1973 is lo-
cated on Rooerts Road at the-junction of Main and Silver Streets. Most

citizens consider fire protection good.

Water District: A Water District serves the Salmon Falls Village area of
the town. Water is pumped from wells by three pumps. The existing

75,000 gallon water tank is inadequae for fire-fighting use. A study

is under way to determine future town needs.

Hook-up cost is covered by residents securing new service. The Water

District is not financed by the town government, except for some long-
_

term bonds.

Sewer District: A separate governmental entity that provides sewer service
to about 300 households in the ,Sa.)..ilon Falls Village., A secondary treat-

ment sewer plant, which was constructed about five years ago, only
operates, at about 4o percent of capacity.' Lack of sewer lines prohibits
the acceptance of additional households. The plant could serve another
350 households without expanding its facilities. Likewise, operating
costs would not be increased significantly by increasing the number of
households served.

. .

Solid Waste:Facilities: The town operates aSolid-wasteoollectfon service
and practices open-dump-burning. The-/own has recently purchased 66
acres for a possible land -fill site, but=no plans have-been-made to
comply with the State prohibition on- open-dump- burning after July 1975.

Roads and Streets: The town has a full-time road went, a full-time assis-
tant and some part-time help. Only 12 miles of road are town-maintained.

The other 12 miles are either state-maintained or receive no maintenance.

School District: The School District covers the\E area as the town, ex-

cept for about 50 housing units along Rollins iad which are part of the

Dover School Offset. The town operates an el eT entary school containing
12 classrgoms where classes are held for the fi st six grades. Class

size now averages 20 children or less. Students in grades 7 through 12

are sent to Somersworth Middle School and High School under an area

agreement. Tuition rates for these students are based on average student

costs in the Somersworth classes. \

Subdivision Ordinances and Zoning: The town has subdivision and zoning or-

dinances. The five land-use zones in the town are urbari suburban,

countryside residential, commercial, and industrial. The 90 -acre

development site is currently zoned cguntryside residential Without

sewer and water the minimum slze lot is 2 acres. With sewer \and water

the minimum size lot declines to 15,000 sq. ft. Mobile homes are not

permitted in the area. Multi-family housing, apartments, and Muster
housing are permitted only by an exception secured from the Boar of

Adjustment.
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Table 5 - Population, and Household Characteristics, Rollinsford, N. H.,

1960, 1970 and 1974.

Age 1960 1970 1974

Under 5 243 200
a

5-9 208 235

10-14
. 221 250

11

15-19 102 197
11

20-24` 102 195

25-34 274 281
tt

35-44 275 291

45-54 201 286
11

55-64 164 182,
11

-65-_

/

/4 87 99

75 + _58 57
11

TOTAL 1935 2273 2400

Occupied dWellingunits 567 685 720

Persons per household 3.4 3.3 3.3

Public school population

Total

Eiementaryb
156 275 244

Junior high school 56 96 91

High,-school 120 173

Per Dwelling -Unit

Elementary .27 .4o .34

Junior high- school .10 .14 .13

-High school - .18 .24

a Data not available

b- Parochial school closed in 1967
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Table 6 - Property Tax Base, Rollinsford, N. H., 1973-1974

Item 1973-1974

Actual

/Total town assessed valuation $10,524,523.00

Assessment ratio'
--/ Residential as percent of total

73%
83%

Per capita assessed valuation $4085.00 '
Per student assessed valuation $20,117.00

Tax rates
County $3.00
Town $8.10

School district $37.10

Equalized-

Totalassessed-valliation $14,629,796.00
Per-capita assessed valuation $6,095.00
Per student assessed valuation *29,735.00-

Tax rates per $1,000 assessed-
valuation---

CountSr $2.20
Town $5.94
School district . $27.19-

',Ratio
of assessed value to market value
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Table 7 - Cost of Public Expenditures per Occupied Housing Unit

Rollinsford, N. H., 1973 and 1974

Unit of Government 1973 1974

and Function
(appropriated)

School District
1

$697.03

$14.23

$706,76

$14.99

Education_ ,

Town Government
2

Fire -protection

Police 38.66 40.42

TUblic-welfare- 5.43 6.25

Health 1.-46 1.74

Highway 47.11 47,86

Waste disposal 14.48. 13.89

Administrattve-& other . 67,89 74.65

Capital outlay & debt service

Capital-outlay , -2.13 10.49-

Interest 19-22- 21.87

Ttincipal 61.06 53.96

Total town $271.67 $286.12

-County Government

County assessment -I $44.03 $46.23 (est.)

Total expenditures
per unit $1,012.73- $1,039.11

1
There were 650-households in the school district in 1973-and 665

households in 1974.

2
There were-an estimated 705 odcupied-units in the town in 1973 and

720 occupied units in 1974,

0 1. 4...;
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Table 8 - Average, Public Revenue per Household Unit by Source and Use,
Rollinsford, N. H., 1973 and 1974.

Item 1973 1974

Education

Outside revenues $131.60 (19%) $161.14 (23%)

Local property tax 565.43 .(81%) 545.62 (77tH)

Total $697.03 $706.75

Town and County Government

Outside revenues $205.85 (65%) $189.44'(57%)

Local property tax 109.86 (-35%) 142.91 (4%)

Total $315.70 $332.35

Total property tax per unit $675.29 $688.53

Average property tax assessed-
per hoUsehold ($675 x .83) $560.25 $571.48

015-I
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Table 9 - Residential Development Alternatives; Calculation of

Rollinsford, N. H., Town Tax Rate, 1974

Item

Total town appropriations

Total revenues and credits

Net town appropriations

Stock and-trade credit

War service tax credits

Overlay

Tax liability - (town)

Tax liability (county)

Total
1

$218,306.56

-132,217,00

86,089.56

- 17,706.00

68,383.56

+13,040.00

3,975.70

+85,399.26

31 044.84

$116,1444.10

Tax Rate

Coumty 31,045 X 1,000 = $3.00 per $1,000 assessed value

School

10,524,523

85,399 X 1,000 = $8.10-per $1,000-Assessed value

10-3524;523

367)575 X11000 = $37.10 per $1,000 assessed-value

9,897,503

Total tax rate $48.20

1 Total tax liability exclusive of school district

2-Calculated from Table 10

-01;ti_O



Table 10 - Residential Development Alternatives:
N.H., School Tax Rate, 1973.
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Calculation of Rollinsfore,

Item

Total budget expenditures $453,070

School revenues
1

.-48,399

Tax revenue required 404,671

Stock and trade credit
1 -37,096\

Rollinsford tax liability 367,575

Rollinsford school tax base
(School District assessed property)

School tax rate per $1,000 assessed value

. 8971503

37.10

1 School revenues are received directly by the School District;
whereas a credit is revenue received by the Town and then transferred to

the_School District.

2
Tax rate =

Rollinsford tax liability
School District tax base

015



Work sheet Single HQuse Development
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1. What problems will the community encounter with this kind of develop-

ment?

2. What questions will you ask regarding this kind of-development?

t

How would You rank this proposal among the four housing proposals

with respect to:

a.) Environmental impact

b-.) Fiscal imptict

c.) Economic impact

d.) Social impact

e.) Political impact

What criteria and reasons did you use to rank each impact?
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Work sheet - High-Rise Apartments

1. What problems will the community encounter with this kind of development?

2. What questions will you ask regarding this kind of development?

3. How would you rank this_ proposal among the -four housing proposals -with

respect_ to:

a.) Environmental impact

b.) Fiscal impact

c.)- Economic impaCt

d.) Social impact

e.) Political impact

What criteria and reasons did you

0161.
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Work sheet - Mobile Home Subdivision

1. What problems will the community encounter with this kind of develop-

ment?

2. What questions will you ask regarding this kind of development?

3. How would you' rank this proposal among the :Nit housing_proposals with

respect to:

a.) Environmental impact

b.) Fiscal impact

c.) Economic impact

d.) Social impact

a,) *Political impact

What criteria and reasons did you use to rank each impact?
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Work sheet - Condominiums

1. What problems will the community encounter with this kind of development?

2. What questions will you ask regarding this kind of development?

1

3. How would you rAnk this proposal among the. four lwasing proposal's with

respect to:

a.)- Environmental impact

b.) Fiscal impact

c.) Economic impact

d.) Social impact

e.) Political impact

What criteria and reasons did you use to rank each impact?

016 3
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SUPPLEMENT

Questions to Ask on the Hidden Costs of Development

EDUCATION
o'

Studies have shown that statistically you should assume that there is
one,child in-school from each family at all times. Families having no
schoo-age children are offset by families having more than one child in
school.

The exact costs of expanding a ,..!hool system will depend on a variety
of local circumstances, but a rough figure can be obtained by taking the
present school budget and dividing it by the number of children attending
the Schools. Then multiply the cost per pupil figure by the number of new
families expected. ,Tn many cases, new capital expenditures will be required
for new or expand-d bIlildings, added buses, perhaps new waste treatment facil-
ities, roads, parking areas, and playgrounds.

Not only must these Ln..tial-capital expenses be calculated, but also the
cost of the capital (i.e., interest on borrowings and provisions for its re
payment) must be included in-computing the cost to the community of this
added educational burden.

How many children wdll the new development either directly or indiredtly
bring into your community? P

Does the present school system have ough excess capacity-to absorb
these additional children? If not, what-Will be-the-cost of additional
teichersi statf-, supplies?

Will you need additional-buildings, playgrounds, etc.? If so-how much
-will they cost? And, most importantly, where will the funds come from to
meet these inCreased.costs?

S

PUBLIC UTILITIES

At what, stage of development will you have to install a community sewage
system, sewage treatment plant?-

How will the development affect the community's present water supply,?
:Will ..lot of wells lower your water table to the injury of present citizens?
Can the present water supply be increased and at what cost?

What equipment,will have to be bought and how much staff hired?
,

How will you dispose of the additional waste that will be created by
this development? Will you have to buy new areas for land fill?
\ 6

*
Susan Red12ch. Guiding Growth: A Handbook for New Hampshire Town-

people. Society,fur the Protection of New Hampshire Forests. Concord, New
Hampshire, -2 ed. March 1974 pp. A-11 to A-13.
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Will the: installation of new or additional public utility systems mean

that all the residents of the community have to pay a special assessment?

How can resources be recycled?

RECREATION

Are the community's present recreational facilities meeting the demands

of the- community?

Will new` recreational
facilities created by a nrw development be open

to the community as a whole?

Will the new development require existing recreational facilities to

,
be expanded and open for longer periods of time? Will additional staff be

needed to-operate and maintain these facilities?

Has the community made adequate provisions for park land.and open spaee?

Should you require mandatory dedication of needed park lands or open

space?

NATURAL RESOURCES-

Water Supply:

Additional growth will place additional demands upon water resources.

Multiply the estimated population growth by per person water consumptiOn

rates.

In are.,, with bedrock relatively close to the surface, communities

seeking to plan wise use of their groundwater should realize the implica-

tions. Centralized water supply is extremely costly if a populatiop is

thinly dispersed over a wide area with bedrock within five feet of/the sur-

face. Water lines need to be laid below the frost line; colts excavat-*

ing rock and rocky-soil run high. (Contact the Water ResourneS oard for

assistance in research.) .

What it the current available flow of ,ter?

Will the supply be capable of meeting the expected future emend?

Are water recharge areas (..g., aquifers) being covered over by new

developments?

Water Pollution:

Depending on soil conditions and sewage treatment facili.ties, addition-

al- population presents a potential source of both ground and surface water

pollution. For a start, survey soil conditions to assess their capacity to

filter wastes. With the help of extension agents, compute the local stream

or river absorption capacity. Divide that.capacity bi the-per capita BOD

(biochemical oxygen demand) that will be generated by the increased amount

of effluent flowing into it to estimate the magnitude of potential pollu-

tion,
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Air Pollution:
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Every house, car, store, or industry is a potential source of air pollu-
tion. For each type of additional development allowed, compute the possible
emissions to be generated. (Contact the Air Pollution Control Agency for
assistance in measurement of air quality.)

Does your present air quality meet the required standards?

Will the new sources of air pollution substantially degrade ypur air
quality?

Open Space:

Population growth usually means more acreage covered with construction.

How many acres a year are being oovered by development?

How long until a good percentage 'of land will disappear under roads and
pavement?

How many acres of significant wildlife habitats are thr-eatenedZ

How much more recrAational area will be needed to serve additional
residents?

How much land for trash disposal, roads, and utility corridors will be
required to accommodate new growth?

PUBLIC 'SERVICES

Fire:

If you have a volunteer fire system, will you have to change to a paid
staff?

Will you need more equipment and at what cost?
f.k

A fire department must be relatively near the potential location of fires.
Thus, will you have to build one or more fife stations?

Is your present water system good enough to provide adequate fire pro-
tection?

Will the new development mean that you need inspections to see that fire
prevention is adequate?

Law Enforcement:

Can your present police force handle an increase in density ,of population
or will you h ve to enlarge the force to maintain the same quality of protec-
tion?

Will you lite to build a new police station?

016?
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Will the police need new equipment such as automobiles, motorcycles,

call boxes?

Will you need a new jail and staff to operate it?

Health and Welfare:

Will the new development eventually require you to provide health care

for the needy?

Will you have to provide more hospital, and clinic care?

How many people will you have to hire, and what buildings will yQu

need?

Will you have to have a system of health inspection of schools; res-

taurants, water supply, and waste disposal?

Will increase in population force you to establish new

things as pre-natal car:e_and drug treatment?

Are there additional health problems that may be caused

,growth?

Ir

linics for such

by

Transportation:

What new roads will have to be built and what old roads will have to bq

widened, strengthened,_ or paved? How much of the cost of this expansion

will the community have to bear?

-Will a formal system of traffic control have to be installed? How many

police will this require and what equipment such as traffic lights-,--

meters, and tow trucks will be needed? What about sidewalks? Snow removal ?`

What will be the added costs of`-maintenance of additional ',town roads?

What will the community have to do in regard to pubic transportation?

To what extent will expansion of transportation requirements bean

assessments against the existing population?

4
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAM

WORKSHOP ON CONTROLLED AND BALANCED GROWTH: EVALUATING COMMUNITY

IMPACTS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH PROPOSALS
June 16-19, 1974 at

New England Center for Continuing Education,
University of New Hampshire, Durham

Sponsored by Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development

SUNDAY, JUNE 16

Registration 4:00 - 8:00 p.m,

JUNE 17

Registration 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

MONDAY MORNING - SESSION 1: 9:00 a.m.

Chairman, Filmore E. Bender, University of Maryland
Welcome - Maynard C. Heckel, lJniversity of New Hampshire

Economic Development - Impacts and Implications

The Economist's View - William J. Bellows, University of Maryland

The Ecological Implications of Economic Growth - Phillips W. Foster

and Robert E. Menzer, University of'Maryland
The Sociological Implications of Economic Growth - Ward W. Bauder,

Economic Researbh Service, USDA and Cornell University
The Fiscal Implications of Economic Growth - Frank M. Goode,

Pennsylvania State University

MONDAY YARNING - SESSION 2: 11:00 a.m.

Measuring the Impacts of Economic Growth
Chairman, Robert L. Christensen, University of Massachusetts

What Tools are Available to Measure the Impacts of Economic Growth? .)

J. Dean Jansma, Pennsylvania State University

An invited paper on "The Political Implications of Economic Growth"

was not available for presentation at the Workshop nor for inclusion in

the Proceedings.
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MONDAY AFTERNOON - SESSION 3: 1:30 p.M.

Case Study I: Evaluation of the Impact of a New Plant - Burl F. Long

and J. Paxton Marshall, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Income and employment factors
Ecological impacts
Sociological implications
Political imolicationd
Tax considerations

4:45 p.m. Tour to Portsmouth Urban Renewal and Preservation Project

JUNE 18

TUESDAY MORNING - SESSION 4: 9:00 a.m.

Case Study II: The Impact of a Seasonal Home Development - Gerald

Cole, University of Delaware and Malcolm I. Bevins, UniverSity

of Vermont

Income and employment factors, ecological impacts,

sociological and political implications, and tax considera-

tions.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON - SESSION 5: 1:30 p.m.

Case Study III - Residential Development Alternatives and Their Impacts -

Edmund F. Jansen, Jr., University of New Hampshire, session leader.

The participants in small groups will work through an

analysis 'of a proposed-residential development which in-

cludes a spectrum of choices, taking into account the types

of impacts considered during Sessions 1-4.

SESSION 6: 4:00 p.m.

Resolution of Residential,Development Decisions

Chairman - Robert L. Jack, West Virginia University

Reports from Session 5 small groups and discussion.
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JUNE 19

WEDNESDAY MORNING - SESSION 7-

Chairman, Kenneth E. Wing, University of Maine

9:00 Information Problems in Assessing the Impacts of Economic Development
John R. Fernstrom, Extension Service, USDA

9:45 Impact Measurement Tools Re-examined in the Light of the Workshop

Experience - J. Dean jansma, Pennsylvania State University

11:00 Where Do,We Go From Here? - Ditcussion

11:30 Rural Development in the Northeast and the Regional Center - Olaf F.
Larson, Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development

12:00 Adjournment

1-
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PARTICIPANTS IN WORKSHOP

Connecticut

Russell E. Hibbard
Cooperative Extension Service

Norwich, Connecticut

Delaware

Gerald L. Cole
Deparmment of Agricultural and Food

Economics
University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware

District of ColuMbia

John- Fernstrom
Extension Service
'U.S . Department of Agriculture

Washington, D.C.

Florida

Ben Abbitt
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida

Georgia

Leon Abbas
Rural Development Center
Tifton, Georgia

Douglas Braithwaite
Rural Development Center
Tifton, Georgia

Indiana

William Beach
Extension Service
Vincennes, Indiana

Oscar Hopkins
Extension Service
New Albany, Indiana

Glenn-Nelson
Department of Agricultural Economics
Purdue University

Lafyette, Indiana
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Indiana (Can't.)

Robert Sampson
Extension Service
Terre Haute, Indiana

Maine

Paul Bracciotti
Cooperative Extension Service
University of Maine

Orono, Maine

Edmund Wakelin
Cooperative Extension Service
University of Maine

Orono, Maine

Kenneth Wing
Department of Agricultural and

Resource Economics
University of Maine

Orono, Maine

Maryland

William J. Bellows
Department of Agricultural and

Resource Economics
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

Filmore E. Bender
Departrent. of Agricultural and

Resource Economics
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

Phillips W. Foster
Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics

University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

George E. Monroe
Extension Service
Snow Hill, Maryland



Maryland (Con't.)

Dean F. Tuthill
Extension Specialist
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

Massachusetts

Robert L. Christensen
Department of Agricultural-and

Food Economies
University of Massachusetts
Anherst, Massachusetts

Arnold C. Lane
Cape Cod Extension Service
Barnstable, Massachusetts

Michael Sikora, Jr.
Plymouth County Extension Service
Hanson, Massachusetts

New Hampshire

Charles Allen
Department ,of Economic Development

oncord, New Hampshire

Ed Bernard
Regional HUD Office
Manchester, New Hampshire

John F. Damon
Cooperative Extension Service
Conway, New Hampshire

Daniel Gene Ellison
Cooperative Extension Service
Concord, New Hampshire

Maynard C. Heckel, Director
Cooperative-Extension Service
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

Edmund F. Jansen, Jr.
Institute of Natural and

Environmental Resources
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire .
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New Hampshire (Con't.)

Silas B. Weeks
Institute of Natural and
Environmental Resources

University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

New Jersey

Larry Newbold
Cooperative Extension Service
Cape May Courthouse, liew_Jersey

New York

Ward W. Bauder
U.S.D.A. and Department of Rural
_Sociology

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Kenneth Cobb
Cooperative Extension
Syracuse, NeW York

Kenneth Gardner
Cooperative Extension
Montour Falls, New York

Lowell Gibson
Farmers Home Administration
Syracuse, New York

Gerald H. Hill
Cooperative Extension
Plattsburgh, New York

Jack-Massaro
Farmers Home Administration
Saugerties, New York

John Snyder
Cooperative Extension
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Donald J. White
Cooperative Extension
Voorheesville, New York



North Carolina

Leon Danielson
North Carolina State Univetaty
Raleigh, North Carolina

Pennsylvania

Frank M. Goode
Department of Agricultural Economics

and Rural Sociology
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania

J. Dean Jansma
Department of Agricultural Economics

and -Rural Sociology
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania

William Harry:Schaffer
Cooperative Extension Service

Reading,Pennsylvania

G.- -Roger Titus

Cooperative Extension Service
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania

Francis Turner
Cooperative Extension Service
Tunkhannock PennsYlvania

Vermont

Malcolm Bevins
Department of Resource Economics
University of Vermont

Burlington, Vermont

Norris Elliott
Extension Service
UniVersity of Vermont

St. Johnsbury, Vermont

Robert Townsend
Extension Service
Woodstock, Vermont

Virginia-

Burl F. Long
Department of Agricultural Economics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Virginia
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Virginia (Con't,)

Paxton Marshall
Department or Agricultural Economics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, Virginia

West Virginia

Robert L. Jack
Division of Resource Management

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

Edmond Rollo
Cooperative Extension Service

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia

Wyoming'

Richard T. Clark
Department of Agricultural Economics
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

Robert R. Fletcher
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

Northeast Regional Center for Rural

Development

Leslie C. Hyde
Olaf F. Larson
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE NORTHEAST REGIONAL CENTER FOR

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Working Papers on Rural Community Services: National Workshop on
Problems of Research on- Delivery of- Community Services in Rural Areas,
Decertierdr 13-16, 1971. Compiled by S. M. Lead ley. (Published by the
Northeast, the North Central, and the- Western Regional Centers, the
Southeast Regional Rural Development Research Center at Tuskegee
Institute, and the Southern Association of Agricultural Experiment Station

Directors)

Papers of the Workshop on Current Rural Development Regional Research

in the Northeast, July 25-28, 1972

Publication
1. Supplement to Task Force Report on Rural Development Research in

the Northeast For the Next Five Years A Framework: .August 1973.

2. Community =Resource Development.. A Pr&minary =Bibliography of
Extension-Related Material in the Northeast. December 1973.

3. An Inventory of =Pilot Projects in Community and Rural,Development:
Cooperative Extension Programs in the Northeast 4forthcpming).

4. Papers -- Workshop on Evaluating State Title V Pilot Programs in the
Northeast, October 29-31,1974. January 1975. One dollar per copy.

5. The- Proceedings of the Conference- on- Rural Land-Use Policy in -the

Northeast, October 2-4, 1974. February 1975. Three dollars per copy.

6. A Basic- Introduction to Land Use Control Law and Doctrine. By E. F.

Roberts. March 1975. One dollar -per copy.

7. State Land-Use Laws in the Northeast: A Compendium and Classifica-

tion of Selected Statutes. By_Leslie C. Hyde. April 1915. One dollar
ner COPV.

Programs of the Northeast Regional Center for Rurdl Development are
available without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
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